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took place ou the bill for
State examination of teachers, the leading
speakers being Messrs. Roberts of Oxford;
: Reynolds
ami YVitham of Cumberland;
Wales of Knox; McCullough of
YVashiugton:
and Savage of Androscoggin.
The
if
; bill was passed without a division.
Journal.
By Engel of Penobscot, an act providing
PAGE 1.
that the provisions of chapter 120 of the
k
Public Laws of 1 SO 1, relating to accidents,
l'he .Maine Ice Crop..The
I to- President to
Congress.. shall apply to electric roads and to all street
Association City Govern- rai I roads.
';>aker Reed Again Trans1 he counftitt.ee on the Eastern Maine In1
wn Elections
Decision in
sane hospital reported a resolve for
.-"nal
§275,000
! and sustained the present commission.
PAGE 2.
In the House many petitions were receivKeepers' Convention.. In the ed asking for the
Millions Loaned
inspection of grass seed
Loving and
commercial fertilizers,
'in Reports.. North Sears
,ii.d Periodicals.
i
By Hamilton of liiddeford, a hill amemlaPAGE 3.
Tory and additional to chapter 102 of the
■I
Public Laws of 1X01, entitled an act. to proThe Tale of Two Cities.
f lag Raising at Isle an i vide for
printing and distributing ballots at
Mahio County Veterans..
public expense and to regulate voting at
§tate and city elections.
PAGE 4.
By Guernsey of Dover, a bill to establish
»»ver
a
New Leaf.. For
traveling libraries.
•dunum
Papers and PeriThe
hawkers and peddlers bill was recom1 a -at'.. Nor hjiort
News..
Industries. .The Fishermen's mitted to the committee on legal affairs.
By Philbrook of YY'aterville, a bill to prePAGE 5.
vent incompetent persons
conducting the
in Cast..The school Committee
business of apothecary.
tml insolvency Courts. .The
societies.
The committee on
WednesIn advance. $2. OO a year;
"p cents lor three months.
For 'lie square, one inch
•> cents lor one week, and
.i-equent insertion.
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linn. Thomas F. Bayard,
ruhassador
In bestowing
:•
Orator Sandys referred
as tin- “able representative
•.•ar to us by ties of blood
The students cheered
'i>tily.The entire plant of
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W111si*kkix<is. The Presloth sent to the Senate the
nominations: To be ambassa>niinary and plenipotentiary of
1 states:
John Hay of the
< olumbia to Great
l
Britain;
rter of New York to France;
i te of Bhode Island to be seche embassy of the United States
'•ion
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Game.

Fish Warden

James

ompanied by Deputy Pushaw,

the residence of James Bolton in
Monday morning and seized 138
listers. The lobsters were all
'"d some of them were less than
lies long. Bolton will have to pay
»r line for each lobster.
• he

Maine

Ice

by

the

reports of

Crop.

!'"iis*‘on the Kennebec river is fillbeing (>‘25,000 tons of new crop and
d old ice—total of
810,000 tons.
'‘ •nohscot ice harvest for
1897 is com1 ‘"d
an now be accurately summed
U'M’00 tons of new ice. There are
':4bout 50,000 tons of old ice in store.
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The committee very l»rietiy
and voted to report legislation

time the receipts vt no fiscal
with blit few exceptions, of no

that

and

month of any fiscal year, have exceeded the

expenditures.

.ill of
but let us

The receipts of the governsources, during the fiscal

DEPARTMENT.

report of the Chief Engineer shows
this department to be in good condition,
well equipped, and all the outfit in good order, excepting about 400 feet of hose. He
makes several recommendations worthy of
The

consideration, which I will not enumhere, but will refer you to his report
where you w’ill find them in detail. The
subject of fire protection is one of great importance and nothing should be left undone
to give our homes and other property all the
protection in our power.

your
erate

SEWERS.

regret that no progress was made last
year, and but little the year before, in extending our sewer system. This policy, in
my opinion, should not continue longer. 1
would therefore recommend that a reasonI

able amount be appropriated this year for
the construction of sewers, and I think
to be done on them every
year until the system is completed.

conti act with
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year's advertising.
Alderman Russ and Councilmen Ford
Keen were made a committee to arrange for stabling the horses of members.
In Board of
man

was

Municipal Officers

on
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E. Freeelected member of the Board of
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n. Kuowltou weutto Boston last week
medical treatment.

Mrs. L. L. Robbins went to Gardiner last
for a two weeks’ visit.

week

E. N. Wiggin came over from WaterTuesday for a short vacation

Mr.

Again

ville

Mr. and Mrs. Win. B. Swan returned from
Boston by Tuesday evening’s train.
Clifford Wilband returned to Rochester.
N.

!

Ii., Monday

from

a

visit to his

Belfast.

parents in

Miss Hannah Anderson of Portland is
to Europe this summer with
the Elwell party.

going

Henry Hoyt Hilton of Chicago arrived in
Belfast Saturday, the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Sibley.

Among your lirst duties to perform will he
election of subordinate officers, and I
am pleased to announce to you
that the
legislature has recently amended our city
charter relative to the election of assessors
so as to provide as follows:
“Thecity council shall on the third Monday of March, in
the year one thousand eight hundred and
ninety seven, elect three city assessors ; one
the

for the term of one year, one for the term of
two years,and one for the term of three years,
and shall annually thereafter elect one city
assessor for the term of three years.”
The
office of assessor is an important one and
should be tilled by men of intelligence, of
sound judgment, of unprejudiced minds, and
of experience.
By this amendment, we are
assured that in the future a majority of the
board will have had experience at the business. which must necessarily add greatly to
their efficiency.
[u general, all our subordinate officers
have duties more or less important to perform and come in direct touch with the people, therefore, it is necessary that you use
your best, judgment in selecting, for these
offices, men whose adaptability and fitness
will be an assurance that they will discharge
their duties acceptably to the public.
I presume you will honestly differ in opinion on some questions, hut trust that in your
discussions you will maintain a friendlyfeeling, and that in the discussion and determination of all questions your highest
aim will be to promote the welfare of the

G. G. Winslow is visiting her

Miss Flora Sherman went to Lynn, Mass.,
last week for a short visit.

until

The last contract for the support of the
poor was made with Harrison Hay ford May
10, 181)5. According to the best information
that. 1 have been able to obtain, the decease
of Mr. Hayford has terminated that contract
and it will lie necessary for the city council
to advertise for proposals for the
support of
the paupers as soon as practicable.

our

J. Durham is very ill at his home in

Mrs. E. E. Pendleton arrived home from
Boston last week.

PAUPERS.

endeavor to do the

Boston Monday,

Westfield, Mass.

table till next

regular meeting.
The Boards adjourned at 1 o’clock,
Monday, April 5, at 7 p. ui.

went to

Norfolk, Va.

elected Superintendent of Grove Cemetery.
The salary of the Truant Officer was fixed
at SCO per year.
Claim of W. S. Wentworth for damages
was referred to the
City Solicitor.
Recommendation of School Committee in
to

Sibley

business.

on

Health for three years.
James F. Fernald was

regard

H. Richards went to Boston last week
business.

W.

and

something ought

give them a wise, economical,
and impartial administration of their affairs,
governed always by a strict regard to the
dictates of our conscience, trusting that
such a course will be for the best interest of
the city, and most satisfactory to those who
li'ive regard for honesty and fair dealing.
As a rule, individual prosperity depends
upon good business calculation and the
practice of economy, aud bad calculation aud extravagant expenditures bring
trouble to those who do business in that
way.
Why* is not* this rule applicable to
municipalities? 1 think it is, therefore 1
ask every one of you to carefully enquire
into all the needs of the city, so that when
the time comes to make our appropriations

341,074 29.
oince

man we cau

every respect,
best we can, to

tlm expenditures for all purposes were
$415,953.800 50, leaving an excess of receipts over
expenditures of $9,914,453 00. During that
fiscal year $40,570,407 98 was paid upon the
public debt, which had been ivduced since
March 1, 1889, $259,070,890 and the annual interest charge decreased $11,084,570 00.
The receipts of the government from all
sources during the fiscal year ending June
30,1893, amounted to $401,710,501 94 and its
expenditures to $459,374,887 05, showing an
excess of receipts over expenditures of
$2,-

year,

FIRE

follows:

piease or satisfy

bequest

Mrs. A.

J.Cook went to Ashbury. Mass..
her mother, Mrs. Lydia Hanson, who is ill.

Monday

to vist

Hon. and Mrs. Parker Spofford of Bncksport have returned from a trip to New York
ami New Jersey.
C. W. Frederick returned Friday
night
from a trip to Washington, D. G\, Norfolk
and Old Point Comfort.
W. R. Howard went to Orono last week to
attend a meeting of the athletic committee
at the Maine State College.

we shall be prepared to act understanding >
ment from all
in this matter, in order that we may proyear ending June 80,1894, were £872,802.498Renominated Unanimously by Republican Caucus.
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Mathews write from
vide for all necessities and at the same time
29 and its expenditures £442,005,758.87, leavmake our taxes as low as possible.
St. Thomas that they are at present
Reed
Washington, March 15.
ing a deficit, the first, since the resumption
enjoying
I think, too, it will be advisable to require
was unanimously nominated for Speaker of
of specie payments, of §(>9,808,200 58.
its tropical fruits and flowers.
of every ottieer or agent who has in any
the House at to-night’s Republican caucus.
there was a decrease of
Notwithstanding
T he \\ iggin school tax bill, a
inode the disbursement of money raised by
legacy from §10,709,128.78 in the
Mr. Payne of New York placed Mr. Reed in
M. R. Kuowltou and Thomas
ordinary expenses of the or belonging to the city to render a detailed
the last legislature, is to be sent over to the
Haugh went
nomination and the vote was unanimous.
to Bangor Thursday to attend an entertaingovernment as compared with the previous
next one, so the committee on education has
and full account of all expenditures made
When
the
Speaker entered all rose to their ment
decided. This measure, which reduces the fiscal year, its income was sti'l not suffi- by them, and 1 recommend that, at the close
given by the Order of Elks.
feet and applauded. Mr. Reed bowed his
cient to provide for its dailv necessities am;
per capita tax and raises the mill tax has
of the year, the reportof every officer be pubacknowledgments and spoke briefly. All
George E. Thomas went to Deer Isle last
been much discussed and the legislature has the goid reserve in the treasury for the rean itemized account of
lished,
containing
the
House
officers were renominated.
of greenbacks was drawn upon tc
present
been llooded with petitions for it
week to work in the sail-loft for
The demption
their disbursements, so that every tax payCapt. Ed.
meet them, hut this did not suffice and the
Washington, March 15. As the hands of
farmers have pleaded for it but the cities and
er can see how his money has been expendRichardson of sell. S. G. Haskell.
the clock pointed to 12 o’clock Major Mcgovernment resorted to loans to replenish ed.
lumber interests have been arrayed against
the
clerk
of
the
the
Dowell,
House, rapped
the. reserve.
Charles F. Swift, Ben I). Field and L. T.
it and the victory is with them.
No doubt
FrNANI:ES OF THE MTY.
House to order, Rev. Coudeu of Michigan,
In February, 18(4, £50,000,000 in bonds
the report of the committee will be accepted
Shales leave by this morning’s train for a
the blind chaplain of the House, then made
For a detailed statement of the financial city.
were issued and m November following a
the
by
legislature without any debate.
second issue of §50,000,000 was deemed nec- condition of the city ami of its different deAfter the reading of the address the hoards the invocation. Clerk McDowell then an- weeks’ visit to the
nounced the presence of 557 members.
I would refer you to the report
March 11. In the Senate the report of the essary. The sum of §117,171,795 was real- partments,
Mr. and Mrs. John MacDonald o? Boston
and the Common Council orseparated
Mr. Grosveuor, (Rep., Ohio,) placed in
<
of our city treasurer. The statement of our
these bonds but the reOommitt.ee on Legal Affairs amending the ized by the sale
choice of Frank R. Wiggin, nomination Thomas B. Reed of Maine as arrived Saturday for a visit to Mrs. M ’s
assets and liabilities are as follows:
serve was steadily decreased until Feh. 8,
ganized
by
hawkers and peddlers bill was tallied by
Speaker. His name was greeted with a parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Biokueli.
1895, a third sale of §62,825,101' in bonds for
1897. March 1st. liabilities.
President ami John S. Fernald, Clerk.
Kngel of Penobscot.
round of vigorous applause.
was announced to Congress.
6 per cent, bonds due in 1898. §498 7<>0 (0
The Boards then met in joint convention
By Mr. Billings of Waldo—Remonstrance §05,110,244
E. M, Dolloff. formerly of
Mr. Richardson, (Don,, Teun.,) placed in
The
of
the
the
for
4
1925. 112,000 00
Belfast, later .J
receipts
government
of C’. F Ginn f Belfast and 14 others against
nomination Joseph W. Bailey of Texas and
4.1922.
fiscal year ending June 80, 1895, were §890,1,100 00 and elected the following officers.
Pittsfield, has bought the stock of a shoe
any hange .1 the law :n regard to the grand
Mr.
orders.
40163
named
John
C.
Simpsou, (Pop Ivy.,)
878,208.80 and the expenditures §488,178,- Outstanding
City Clerk, Lucius H. Mured.
dealer in Gardiner and located there.
jur\ f Waldo ounty. .Judiciary.
Roll <>t accounts No. 12...
Bell of Colorado.
3,439 01
420 48, showing a deficit of £42,805,228.18.
A
By Mr. Billings of Waldo—Bill an act to
City Treasurer, James Puttee.
The vote resulted as follows: Reed IP'.*,
further loan of §100,000,000 whs negotiated j
Representative W. L. Littlefield continues
on.ml chapter 118 of the Public Laws of
.$615,640 64
Bailey 111, Bell 21, Nevvlands, (Silverite, to
City Solicitor, Geo. E. Johnson,
by the government m February, 1890, the ;
ASSETS.
improve. He is about the house every
,
relating to the registration of vital sta- sale
1.
New.)
the
L.
M.
I).
netting
§111,100.240and
City Physician, Eugene
swelling
Stevens,
agtisiies.
Fash in treasury.
.$ 6,602 73
Legal Affairs.
Messrs. Grosveuor, Bailey, Bell and New- ! day, and his friends look forward t
of bonds issued within three years
-eing
!
gregate
on account of 1896 raxes.
Due
32
18,420
Assessors—for
one
F.
Mr.
James
Shel- lands were
year,
Billings.>f Waldo—Petition of Geo. t"
By
For the. fiscal year « tiding
appointed to conduct the Speaker him on the streets at no d slant day
sewer assessments...
§202,815,400.
28197
W. Ritchie if Winter'port and JO others for
for two years, Geo. A. Quimby: for to the chair. The appearance of the Speaker
don;
1,. It. R. stock, par
6.000
shares
B.
A
M.
June
the,
of
revenues
the
80,
1890,
governtile enactment of
law t-» regulate the sale J
Charles M. Harris, formerly of thiwas the signal for a thunderous burst of api*
value.
500,000 00 three years, Alfred A. Small.
ment from all sources amounted to §409,ami analysis
4
concentrated commercial 1
to leave New York, March noth, wit!;
Mieriil 's deeds for taxes for 1895
218 73
which swept from the floor to the
its expenditures
were
475,408.78, while
I
Overseers of the Poor. Edward Sibley, L. ! plause,
feeding stuff.
galleries. Mr Reed made a brief speech nf scientific party lor work on th- i.slau Is .1
§484, 078,054 48, or an excess <>f expenditures :
In the House the liii t<> repealing the law
$525,523 75 T. Shales, A. 1\ Mansfield.
acknowledgment.
over receipts of §25,208,245 70.
Balance of ascertained liabilities..$ 90,116 89
requiring fortnightly payments of wages i
While the drawing of seats wasiti progress t.he Pacilie ocean. He goes as a taxed.-rmist,
Chief
l.
T.
In
other
the
total
for
Engineer,
Clough.
the
words,
receipts
was laid "ii the turn,
1>\ (‘‘Neil
j
Riddethe. President’s message (elsewhere publishIt is a matte;
retire* hat the balance of
three
fiscal
.June
Miss Fannie Dickey, who spem the winte:
were
years
ending
80,
1896,
Bernes
O.
Norton.
ford.
City Marshal,
I
ed) was rei civet 1. It was read and referred,
i *>ur ascertained liabilities has increased to
The resolve in favor of the Newport Sol- ; insufficient by §187,811.729 46 To meet the
here with Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
Harbor Master, Albert M. Carter.
and then Mr. Dinglev introduced the new
Sibley, and
he amount of $5,070 411 during the last two
total
|
j
expenditures.
diers' H< me w as uiscussed.
Speeches in
tariff bill. Twenty thousand extra opies I "’I'" made many friends in Belfast, left by
Truant Officer, Robert Waterman.
N<»r has this condition since improved.
years, but under our present circumstances,
I
lavor of the bill were made by Winslow "f
were ordered printed.
At
4
m. the House
with the prospect of having our interest
traif
For the fi'st. half of the present fiscal year
p.
Pound Keeper, Ben D. Field.
Monday noon for her home in She:;
i
;
Portland, Andrew s -4 Garland, Shaw <>[
account very much reduced in the near
adjourned to Thursday
the receipts of the government, exclusive of
I Iowa.
lies against were
Sextons—Grove Cemetery, James F. FerSac<>, and others.
future and our tax rate correspondingly remade to Rounds of Paris and Lincoln of j postal revenues, were §357,507,008 76 and its
B. P. Sawyer-, formerly Atin-r u. Express
duced, I would not recommend any increase nald ; South Belfast, James W. Wood; West
exclusive of postal service,
Transfers in Real Estate.
Perry. O11 a yea and nay vote the motion expenditures,
§195.410,000 22. or an ex--ess of expenditures in taxation on account of it. Among oar Belfast, F. A. Griffin; Southwest Belfast. P.
I messenger m the Belfast
to indefinitely postpone was carried, 7J to
Wutervi !•■
in
liabilities
are
bonds
over receipts of §87,902,8*.*6 40.
amounting to $4P.S,700 G. Hunt; Ward 4, James H.
r><».
Brown; Ward
The following transfers in real estate were ! (freight fra n •. is now messeng.-r ■•.. i,New
In January of this year the receipts, ex- bearing six per cent, interest, due August 15,
The guide bill was passed to be engrossed.
O.
Pendleton.
recorded m Waldo County Registry of Deeds ! port \ Monsehead Lake run. and ;,ak»-s
clusive of postal rev enue, were §24,810,994 05
1KPK, therefore, the time is drawing near 5, Emery
O’Neil of Biddeford brought in a minority
when some provision should he made for
and the expenditures, exclusive >1 postal
Highway Surveyors—City Distriet, Wil- for the week ending March 11. DM7: Jere- 1 Iterance of P.d miles daily
report on the "H-hour bill and caused major*
the payment or the refunding of these bonds.
.7 40,209,889 25, a deficit of §5,952,895
service,
liam H. Walker; Hist. No. 1, A. F. Bowen:
miah Nelson, Boston, to Mary Carr Stillw eii,
ity and minority reports to he laid on the | 24 for tlie month
I have considered this question quite careIn February of this year
Representatives B.aitelle am! Millikeitable.
the
exclusive of postal revenues,
fully. and as a result I am of the opinion 2, Joseph C. Townsend; 3, C. A. Piper; 4, Bangor; land in Stockton Springs. 11. A. were aim>iig the unlucky ones in the drav\By Patten of Amherst, an act to legalize werereceipts,
j
that
he
it
would
advisable
for
the
V.
Fred
Toothaker.
S.
to
enexclusive
3,
88;
city
!
§24,400,997
Philbrook;
G,
A.
expenditures,
E. Potter^Frank- !
Potter, Griswold, Ct..,to
the organization of the plantation of Swan s
ing t-.r seats at tin National House. ami h ni
of postal service, §28.790.0.50 00, a deficit "f
deavor, as soon as possible, to refund these Robert F. Russ; 7,
Island.
George F. Mayhew; <s, fort ; land and buddings in Frankfort. A. to content, themselves with seats on th
§4 895,059 28, or a total deficiency of §186,- bonds at a lower rate of interest by exchange, Hazael
M.
C.
MeKeeu; !»,
Knowlton; 10, W. Ward. Thorndike, to Chas. W. Ward, Lack row on the
that terms can be made whereby it
Repuhlh-an side.
The bill for a fH-hour law for women and 001,580 44 for the three years and eight believing
would be for the interest of the city, as well Horace Phinney; 11, R. B. Stephenson; 12, do.; land and
Not only are
buildings in Thorndike. Chas.
children is dead. After a long and exciting mouths ending March. 1890
E. P. Pillsbun of Boston, assist mt suas the holders of the bonds, to make the exwe without a surplus in the treasury but
If. H. Smalley
S. Wood ; 14, S.
Ward to A. W. Ward
13,
W.
executive session, Wednesday afternoon,
Stephen
land
and buildpurintendent for New England of th- Rasul
with an increase in the public debt, there j change; and I would recommend that suitthe committee on labor voted 8 to J to re- j
K. Richards; 13, John M. Crosby.
ings in Thorndike, Dora F. Spaulding, ! Telegraph -ompany, is in the .at;. Tin- guest
has been a corresponding increase in the an- ! able action lie taken, as soon as practicable,
(t|
port “ought not to pass." Representative nual interest
E. A. But
r.
Mr. Pi! :s an 1 \
of
to
this
Cullers
and
To
Walter
:j
exG.
from
Hoops
to
John
20
in
Staves,
accomplish
purpose.
Barrett
et
Rockfully
\..;mg
Liueoluville,
charge
§22,85*0,885
a!.,
O'Neil of Biddetord, the author of the bill,
Maine man. wh by iiis 1 n*f;.st.r\ and
1892, the lowest of any year since 1802, to plain my reason for recommending this plan Hatch, F. M. Lancaster.
abi'ity
laud and buildings in Liueoluville. i has
port;
fought well for it, but the committee could £04,587.297
achieved
stn-n.-m.s.
for
and
to
the
conditions
Star.
00 in 1890, or an increase of §11,refunding,
suggest
not agree with him, and only Mr. Furbish <>f
Measurers of Grain and Salt, Edward
James W. Fletcher, Lincoln vi 1 le, to John
It may he urged
498.414 40.
that even aud means to execute it, would now occupy
Lewiston voted with him to report it favorWilfred R. Hi. 1,. Ks,,. a former resident >f
too much of your time, consequently we Sibley, C. S. Bickford, H. C. Pitcher, L. T.
if the revenues of the government had
Barrett et al.; land in Lincolnvilie. John
tins plane, sent, oards to friends ,n t wn
ist
ably. Mr. O’Neil has made a minority report been sufficient to meet all its
will leave these questions for future consid- Shales
ordinary
et ais
Isles boro, t<> B tha I. Moody, week informing them that he had removed
ami will continue the light m the House.
Moody
expenses the past three years, the gold erati m.
his law ofiiet t.; Tremnnt Build
Fence
I)
H.
Ti:
Tre
Horace
Viewers,
do
land
and
in
ng,
Stiour,
Isles
;
boro.
Isaac
HIGHWAYS.
buildings
reserve
would still
have
been
insuffimont street, Boston
The committee on taxation have voted to
[Camden Herald.
cient to meet tile demands upon it and
Jackson, Belfast, to L-dorest E. Burgin, et j
Our highways are not in as good condition Park, Win. A. Monroe.
report ought to pass on the bill to enlarge that bonds would
Mr. Hit h is a native of Brook* ami studied
have been
necessarily
as
on
account
of
a
usual, principally
heavy
Measurers of Wood and
al., do.; land and buildings in Belfast. Jothe powers of tax collectors, to reach hank
F. G.
Bark,
law in Belfast.
issued for its repletion,
He this as it
rainfall of last summer and autumn; consestock owned by non-residents, and ought
White, N. E. Keen.
seph C. Merithew, et als., Searsport and
may, it is clearly manifest, without denying
quently an extra amount of labor will be renot to pass on the hills to tax the estate of
Miss Ada E. Larrahee left Tuesday im ruto Frank A, Curtis, Searsport:
or affirming the correctness of such a conof Lumber, C- B. Farrar, A. T.
California,
to
Surveyors
them
to
the
standquired
bring
up
average
deceased persons, to tax real estate mortfor Boston and New York, ami w 1 g<
clusion, that the debt would have been de- ard. I have too frequently experienced tlie Stevens, J. C. Durham,
ing
land and buildings in Searsport.
Frank
A.
than
and
to
S.
Augustus Clark,
now,
exempt creased in at least the amount of the
gages differently
discomfort and disgust produced by riding
on an excursion to Washington.
old soldiers from paying a poll tax.
I> C.
Curtis to Chas. F. Gordon, Searsport, land
II. Mathews, VV. K. Keen, U. G. Hussey.
aim
mismesH
cnnntieuce
imuencieuey
over bad roads, and the comfort and pleasother members of Tier par’y are ah
o.g
Annie
M.
measurably strengthened throughout the ure in riding over goods roads, not to appreWeighers of Coal and Hay, Edward Sib- and buildings in Searsport.
The following public acts have been apkcountry. Congress sin uhl promptly cor- ciate the difference between them, therefore, ley. N. E. Keen, H. C. Pitcher, F. G. White, Turner, Palermo, to Dean Estes. China: land At present the party is broket up nv
proved by the Governor:
rect the existing condition.
Ample rev- 1 would recommend an appropriation large A. M.
n ess.
An act relating to the waiving the provisand buildings in Palermo. Chas. C. Briggs,
C.
S.
Roscoe
Carter,
Bickford,
Black,
enues
must V»e
not
supplied
only for enough, which, if judiciously and economiions of a will by the widow of the testator,
E. K. Campheli
aille t
the ordinary expenses of the government
Belfast las' v,,
Newton, Mass., to Francis R. Jewett, Boscally expended, will furnish us with good G. A. Russell, E. W. Ellis.
and to wills in which no provision is made
but the prompt payment of liberal pensions
roads.
to attend the funeral of Janies T Pone
The resignation of Norman Wardwell as ton; land in Northport and Islesboro. B. P.
and
the
interfor the widow of the testator,
and the liquidation of the principal and inMore dissatisfaction has usually been ex- member of the School
est which the widow shall have in the esCommittee was acUpbam. Washington, Me., to Jesse Over- Mr. Campbell was at an :im» the drag
terest of the public debt In raising revenue,
pressed at tlie manner in which money has
tate of the testator in such cases.
and VV R, Howard was elected to lock, Liberty; land in Liberty. Jesse Overlerk at A. A. flovves \ Co.'s, and for somduties should he so levied upon foreign procepted
been
on
the
than
in
expended
of
highway
any
An act to amend section 2,
chapter 287, ducts as to
preserve the home market, so far
other department. It is mv earnest desire till the vacancy.
look, to Arthur Overlook, Liberty; land in years has eoiniueted a drug business c Lisof the Public Laws of 1893, entitled “An act
as possible, to our own producers; to relieve
that those having charge of the highways
for the better protection of sheep.”
bon Falls.
The joint convention then adjourned to Liberty. Win. H, Small, Monroe, to Enoch
manufacturers and encourage agriculture, to
for the ensuing year will give us a fml
An act to amend section 2, of diaper 58,
C. Dow, do.; land in Monroe.
increase our domestic and foreign commerce,
Miss Edith Williams, who has h»*.*n,
equivalent for all of the money used by them, the first Monday in April at 7 p. m.
of the Revised Statutes, as amended by
to aid and develop mining and
so as not to be deserving of censure.
Iti separate convention the Boards passed
! ing the winter with her mother, Mrs. V M
chapter 94, of the Public Laws of 1891, relat- and to render to labor in every heldbuilding,
of useSo
much
has
been
said
the
last
two
Town
during
of
the
board
Elections.
the
routine
the
of
members
usual
orders
to
election
start the city’s
ing to
Wood, left Friday for Boston, to see the
ful occupation the liberal wage aud adequate
years concerning the condition of the lower
of agriculture.
rewards to which skill aud industry are just- bridge (so-called) that it seems to me it business for the year.
spring styles in millinery, after which sinFreedom.
I>. W. Dodge, C.
Selectmen,
The
entitled.
The following were elected Trustees of
necessity of the passage of would be advisable to have it inspected by
E Knowlton, S. Bradstreet; town clerk, H.
will return to her position in a uullim r\
March 12. The session of the legislature aly tariff
law, which shall provide ample rev- some competent person or persons to ascer- Belfast Free
this morning was filled with work, hut free
Library: Joseph Williamson, F. Clark; school committee. L. Getchell. store in Brunswick
The im- tain whether or not it is safe for public
enue, need not Vie further urged.
from unusual features.
Money appropriated.
.$”>00; highperative demand of the hour is the prompt travel. If it is found to be safe, we shall J. M. Fletcher, Calvin Hervey, N. F. Hons- ways, $1,500: support Schools,
Miss Frances <J. I>ver of the editorial start
of poor, $500; other
At noon both branches adjourned to 4 30
enactment of such a measure and to this
rest easy concerning it, but if found unsafe, ton, \\ m. C. Marshall.
purposes, $500.
of The Congregationalism a to spend the
Monday.
I earnestly recommend that Congress
we
shall
object
lie
we
that
ascertained
the
the
Stockton
glad
of
Strings.
In
Bill
the State Industrial School for parAt the annual town
No
new
measures
appeared.
shall make their endeavor.
summer iu this city w th her parents, Mr.
fact so that the necessary repairs can lie
meeting March 15th, the following officers
House the hill abolishing days of grace was
Before other business is transacted let us
made thereby avoid endangering the life or tial support of four girls was referred to the were elected; Moderator, Simon Littlefield ; and Mrs. David W. Dyor
It will he Inpassed. The hill relating to the packing of first provide sufficient revenue to faithfully
property of any one, or incurring liabilities City Solicitor.
town clerk, Willard M. Berry; selectmen,
sardines was given five amendments and administer the
first real vacation for many years, ami her
government, without the con- on the part of the city.
of H. L. Woodcock for permission
Frank
B1 mcliard, Ernest Partridge and
Petition
for
hill
The
after
debate.
fortnightly
passed
traction of further debt or continued disfriends feel that- she has w.-i -earned a rest
Frank Crockett; collector, James H. Jacobs;
to cut down two trees on Peach street was
payment of wages was passed to he engros- turbance of our finance.
schools.
treasurer, Charles S. Bendell; sciiool comsed. The resolve regarding the Maine InThe Firemen's Standard. B.-stun, of M,,r. h
to
referred
the
on
Committee
William McKinley.
Our educational department is the most
Highways.
mittee, H. M. Griffin and E. H. (’rocker.
sane hospital was passed to he engrossed.
H*th contains a portrait and very
Executive Mansion, March 15, 1897.
important of any for which we have to proNotice of .fames Libby, Jr., of a person in
mpl:Thorndike.
The resolve regarding the Wiscasset bridge
Moderator, Betij. Ames:
vide, because it is the most potent means at distress in Unity, and alleged to he a pau- clerk, J. N. Tilton; selectmen, Albert S. mentary sketch of Francis II Wehh.wh"
The resolve as
was passed to he engrossed.
°iir
comm,aid to mould and cultivate the
Association.
Bucksport
Higgins, Peter Harmon, A L. Ward; treas- til Monday last was chid a iBed t*t F
to the town of Caribou was referred to the
characters of our children and lit them to per of Belfast, referred to the Overseers of urer, Edwin Cornforth; school
committee,
governor and council.
There has ad., linen a
the Pi or.
hang-*
Department
third
annual reunion of the Bucksport
become
The
and
useful
For
this
citizens.
A W. Ward, A. L Ward, J. C Whitney, A.
good
of
annexation
the
to
Both reports relating
The following joint standing committees H. Higgins. Appropriated; For schools, in the tire committee since t in art :«• was
a part of Berwick to South Berwick were
Seminary Association will be held on Fri- reason, I would recommend that our approfor
school
he
as
liberal
as
priation
amount
law
purposes
required by
roads, >1.200; sup- written, hut m other respets th
re <!.
tabled and asdgned for next Tuesday.
were appointed :
9th, at 7.80 p. in., at, Hotel Bruns- our cireumstauces will
permit.
schools day, April
port of poor, $1,200.
The hill relating to free high
On Finance, Accounts and Claims, Aiderpartment is as stated m tin St.oidard.
hi my opinion, the quality of our schools
wick. corner of Boylston and Clarendon
Winter fori.
At the town meeting Mar.
aroused debate participated in by Pattangail
Kev. ii. T. Hack arrived in tins ity Sat a
streets, Boston. In accordance with numer- lias improved under the new system; that man Poor, Couucilmen Wiggin and Freder- 15th the following officers were elected ;
of Machias, Cowell of Berwick, Boynton of
our
school committee has done a vast ick.
Clerk, B. P. Hall; Selectmen, B. P. Hall, day, coming on the boat tr.-m Bang.'!. wimi
Sullivan, Burns of Westbrook, Hamilton of ous suggestions, the executive committee amount of valuable
and
has
a
Herbert York, George (’ole; Treasurer, A
work,
right
Biddefonl, Blanchard of Wilton, Walton of has decided to have the, reunion of 1897 take to claim a
he had been visiting the Bang-i The. i.-gmal
On Public Schools, Alderman Russ, Coun- E. Fernald
large share of the credit of mak; Collector, Herbert Cole; School
Skowhegan and the hill was finally laid on the form of a reception with
uSeminary as representative* .-f tin* St itc
light refresh- ing this system a success; that our Superin- cilmen Clement and Ellis.
Superintendents, Ada M. Dyer, Ella Page.
the table for consideration later.
tendent
has
also
rendered
valuable
services
On
ference of Congregational Churcln**
In the Senate was presented a resolve for
ments, in order that the members may have
Hi*
Highways and Bridges, Alderman
and has been an important factor in promotthe purchase of uniforms ami equipments better opportunity to enjoy the social fea- •
Decision in a Trout Case.
Councilmeu Woodbury and Tibmany friends in this eity were glad to meet,
ng an interest in tins work, thereby greatly Shales,
for the militia, also a bill regulating the adhim again and they had the pleasure of heartures of the evening. Music will be furnishincreasing the efficiency of our educational betts.
missionjof attorneys.
The
has
been
banded
following rescript
system ; and last, but not least in point of
On Fire Department and City Property,
ed by an orchestra. Two or three short ading him preach at the North Church last
down in the Kennebec case of State of
has been the work of our most excelMarch 15. The House and Senate met at dresses may be expected ; aud Misses Nash, value,
Alderman Me Keen, Councilmeu Mayhew
Sunday evening. While in the city lie was
lent
teachers
who
have
done
their
full
share
Maine vs. Charles Whitten:
4 30 this afternoon and had an uneventful
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. H P Thompson.
and Pillsbury will entertain with in making the schools what they now are.
and Ford.
session an hour long. There was much rou- Hooper
The offence of transporting trout except
It is to be regretted that our school houses
On By-Laws and Police Regulations, Alvocal and instrumental selections.
There
tine work, but no new features and in the
in the possession of the owner is suttieentlv
Congressman Miilikeu has been appointed
are not more commodious, better arranged,
will be no annual assessment, and no subHouse 47 printed hills were given a first
derman Rankin, Couucilmen Mayhew ami
set out in a complaint which avers that the
one of the three members of the Congresof any nature will be circu- and better furnished. Much has been done
intromeasures
papers
new
scription
the
reading. Among
respondent at a place and on a certain day sional board of visitors to the
within the last three years to improve their Frederick.
military acadeduced were a bill for the preventive of dis- lated. Tickets at one dollar each may be ob“was guilty of catching, killing, netting,
condition and more remains to be done.
On Lights, Alderman Rankin, Couucilmen and
eased meat for domestic purposes; a bill pro- tained from Mr. Oscar Storer, 58 State street,
having in his possession for the purpose my at West Point. It- is the duty of this
For a more complete explanation of the
Please promptly notify him how
insane
room 1050.
chronic
Keen.
of
the
Ellis
and
State
of
hibiting
support
transportation, and did send the same committee to visit the academy at the time
condition and needs of our schools, I would
many tickets you desire so that ample proafter twenty years at the hospital; a bill to
marked to C. O. Whitten,
6 Winthrop
On Sewers, Alderman Poor, Councilmeu
refer you to the report of our school comof the graduation, next summer. This wilt
vision may be made for all who wish to be
protect assignees.
Boston, Mass., one trout of the
square,
mittee, which merits your careful perusal Frederick and Pendleton.
present. We are expecting the largest and and
4
weight
1-2,not being in the possession of be a particularly pleasant duty for Mr. Mil liconsideration.
reunion
yet held. If it rains,
On Cemeteries, Alderman McKeen, Couu- the said respondent, etc., etc.
March 16. There was a long and busy ses- most successful
ken, for the reason that his son is a cadet in
fW. M.
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
bring your umbrella.
The averment that the trout weighed 4 1-2
sion of the legislature this morning and
cilmen Keen and Clement.
the senior class and will he or. of the graduCor. Sec’y, 95 Milk street, Boston.
is not an averment of any weight, and the
numerous committee hearings in the afterOur Free Public Library is an important
On Sidewalks, Alderman Shales, Councilnoon.
adjunct to our educational system and is a
penalty recoverable must be that for the ates at that time. The young man has made
as
it
Tibbetts.
and
for
so
that
Not
men
tight
was,
introduced
of
Woodbury
cough
In the House orders were
potent factor for good.
transportation of one trout without any ad- an excellent record iu the academy. He has
all the committees to report finally on Friyours, but a little too tight yet. It’s only
The Librarian’s report shows a steady inOn Enrolled Ordinances, Alderman Russ, ditional penalty to be assessed according to not
yet determined whether he will enter
you know.
Keep on tak- crease in the use of the library, that it is Councilman Tibbetts.
its weight.
day, and for two sessions daily on and after two or three days
Botanic Cough Balsam and
Demurrer overruled. Judgment for the the army or resign and take some position
in the esteem of the peoFriday. Both orders were tabled in the ing Adamson’s
constantly
growiug
Alderman Poor and Couucilmen Pendle- State for $50 tine and costs.
that cough will soon be as dead as .Julius
Senatein civil life. [Washington Special to Portple, and is fulfilling its mission as an educator. This muuificent gift of Paul R. Haz- ton and Ford were made a committee to
In the Senate after the disposal of routine Caesar.
land Press.
Received, Feb. 26,1807.
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of the Laconia Car
a capital of £200,privilege to increase it to
.Lx-United States Senator
died at Portland, Oregon
>:ar Pointer, the king of
o’s, with a record of 2.05 1-2,
Brown Haley, sweepstakes,
New York last week for £15,s
A. Murphy of Chicago.
!
•i
government has decided
is ntt ripe yet for reforms
!
L bert Gillespie Blaine, the
ng brother of the late James
ked March 9th at his residence
•n of paralysis, after an i 11a week.One of the curime
New York Yacht Club
Madison avenue, is the original |
i
American clipper ship Flying :
cruise around the world in
r command of
Capt. Ed. C.
father of Lieut. John A. II.
U. S. Navy.The Postal
•mpany has been sold to the
Gable Company, otherwise
he Bennett-Maekay (’able Comprice paid is said to have
".000.A decision was handMarch 12th by the Supreme
New Hampshire sustaining the
case of I)r. Joseph C. Moore,
-I fraudulent issue of stock of
-ster Union Publishing (!omwhich is preparing
nnessee,
its one hundredth annivern-at exposition at Nashville
uning summer, is one of the j
be States, though not of the
I
teen.
It was the third State
ted to the Union, only Yer- :
k'-ntucky preceding it.
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We find

secretary of the treasury that the revfor the fiscal year ending June
30,1892,
from all sources was over $425,81)8,200 22, and
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Congress

address
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Nathaniel Wilson, which contributes so
largely to its support, entitle these names
to our profound respect and admiration and
should be held in grateful remembrance by
future generations.
of

Gentlemen of the City Council: We
have been chosen by our fellow citizens to
manage the municipal affairs of the city for
the ensuing year, and have now assembled
to enter upon the discharge of our respective duties. The assumption of such a trust
brings to us no small measure of responsibility, as the welfare of the city, to some extent at least, depends upon how successfully
It will be necessary,
we manage its affairs.
therefore, to familiarize ourselves with all
the duties upon which we may be called to
act—to thoroughly investigate every matter
in which the city is interested, and to give
these matters as careinl a consideration as
If you
we would our own private business.
do this, l am confident that our administration will be successful, because you have
demonstrated your ability to manage successfully your own private business, aud in
my opinion, this fact is the best possible
proof of your ability to manage the affairs of
the city.
I will take this opportunity to
congratulate the city on her good fortuue in
services for the work you will
your
securing
be called upon to perform, and to express
iu
my pleasure
being associated with you.

presenting
the remarkable spectacle of
increasing our
public debt by borrowing money to meet
the ordinary outlays incident
upon even an
economical and prudent administration of
the government.
An examination of the
subject discloses
this fact in every detail and leads
inevitably
to the conclusion that the condition of the
revenue which allows it is un justifiable and

After a protracted evening session behind
closed doors the committee voted to report
“ought to pass’’ on a bill amending the
secret ballot as suggested by Hon. Nicholas
Fessenden, and “ought not to pass’’ on the
amendment to have directions printed on
the ballot.
It was also voted to
report
“.mght to pass’’ on the bill relating to The
endorsement of writs; and on the bill relating to suits for taxes.

C
iniy Correspondence..Ship
1 •!’•}!Marriages. Deaths.

the

Regretting

oppose it.

d 'll

To

|

temperance
day afternoon, buried in the cold, cold !
ground, the bill prohibiting the sale of ail
forms of tobacco To persons under hi years
of age.
No one appeared to defend the bill

7.

The semi-annual
Maine State Board of
held Wednesday, March 31st.
been received from Boards
; mg and Westbrook.
The
■.eg will probably be Riverton
d istant about six miles from
is reached by electric cars
An interesting and protit>
iiuicipated. The conveui: in the afternoon and conic
evening.The Coburn
state College, will hold
encampment at Bath in May.
is
W Hyde has tendered to
idjoiniug his handsome
ii-arst— Mrs. Charles Walk
'stmaster Walker of Lewisideniy of apoplexy, March
a
club meeting.A vivaiady of Maeliiasport has
IV*7, attended 23 dances,
'.sleighing parties, read 7
•-at up 4 nights in the week
a.Rev. Curtis M. Geer
pastor of the First church
to accept a position as
story and economies in Bates
1
Bark
comes to the front
»>
ilia c stake meetings for IV.>7:
-me in Scptembei and one
.it
which meetings there is
it agglegate of >7.7,000 in preV-. >. Frank White of Lewiston,
•
a
c. has been made
t-»r the Daughters
•nation.The peoa\ e
made several atwn meeting, but failed
ance of the voters.
The
they have served their
»* too mtinue to hold ofc• ic
can be
found on the

follows

qnireti me to call you together, L feel that
j your assembling in extraordinary session is
; lndispeusible because of the condition in
which we find the revenues of the
govern) nient It is conceded that its current exare greater than its
and
| P'*uditures
receipts,
that such a condition has existed now for
more
than three years.
With unlimited
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Brief but

eltine,

the municipal year
The City Council
1897 organized Monday, March 15th. The
Mayor and all the members of both Boards
The oath of office was adwere present.
ministered by Joseph Williamson, Esq.,
Justice of the Peace. Prayer was offered by
Rev. J. F. Tilton. Mayor Fletcher then read
for

The President to
Congress.

■

l.

of

City Government Organized.

Ki/w 1 e matter was laid over
up Wednesday as unfinished

next week.
A long debate

M-

lo-Daj’s

college resolve was taken
; ^tate
?
a?d lively debate, which
1
of Kennebec,
Parson,
frt
ia by Clasun
Stearns of AroosPiscataquis,
S™
»
took and

Augusta.
March 10. In the Seuate the State college
resolve was tabled by Parsons of Piscataquis and assigned for Friday.
The committee ou legal affairs was directed to inquire into the expediency of the
State supporting and managing its large
bridges and report by bill or otherwise.
The bill for the reduction of the tax on
savings banks was assigned for Tuesday of
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Waldo Co.

Bee-Keepers’

overproduction theory, about which so
much has been written in the past few
years.
Let us look at the subject candidly and
with all fairness, and see if overproduction is the true cause of the low price of
honey. 1 claim that the word overproduction is a misnomer, and that a better
word is under-consumption.
Let us look at some of the other products of the soil, and see jif 1 am right in

Convention.

The bee-keepers of Waldo county held
their annual convention at Thorndike Feb.
The

attendance.

good
20, lf-07,
meeting was called to order by President
The election of officers
E. Coruforth.
with

a

flic fiist business in order and resulted as follows: President, E. Coruforth;
secretary, F. M. Poland; treasurer, E.
was

Town Reports.
Brooks.

Valuation of real

and personal
property.$244,883 00

No. of cash polls at $2 each 210...
No. of road pol Is at 50 ets. each, 220
Rate of cash tax, .0105. Rate of
road tax, 003.
Appropriated for common schools.
Rec’d from State, 1895 and 1890...
Raised for repairs on school
houses.

den, Swanville; B. Ames, Thorndike: J.
ple starving!
I. Watts, Knox; S. Glidden, Freedom; O.
Some of the wheat raising States proLearned, Burnham. Then followed the duced the
largest crops of wheat at the
address:
President’s
lowest prices ever known in those States.
To Bee-Keepers of Waldo County: Overproduction was said to be the cause
The year 1890 was in many ways like of the low prices; and yet the world’s crop
other years. There w as an overproduction of wheat was 100,000,000 bushels short.

in many things by the farmers, and it has
been hard to sell staple articles at what
would seem a very low price; yet a farmer
w ho has some good comb honey can cash
it at a good price, as an overproduction is
not known in our business when there
are no more raising honey for the market than at the present time.
There are
If a man
some losses in the bee business.
lias lots of bees he must devote some
time to them and a good deal of study;
and a great amount of patience is required to make a success of the business.
In
n.y opinion there is no business a man can
go into that takes so little capital, in which
if he gives time and study, he can with
practice make so much money as with a
good apiary. Certainly there is no business that requires more thought and attention at the proper time than bee-keeping. To be successful you should have
everything ready before the spring opens,
is at that time you will have the fanning
to attend to, and cannot afford the time
to get ready for the early swarms.
Cellar-wintered bees should be carefully looked over, and hives cleaned out the
first wum day after they have had their
.light. See that they have plenty of feed,
and above all see that they have a good
queen: for that is what makes the strong
colonies. If found queenless the best way
is to unite the bees with others, as queens
are expensive and you have to send away
for them, which takes time, and often the
bees will dwindle before you get the
queens to laying enough to keep up the
The use of foundation has be.*lonies.
come almost universal
among the beekeepers, some differ in the amount to
be used ir< the lo -d frames. 1 have tried
all ways., ami now use full sheets in the
brood chamber.
Hiving on foundation
1 do m*t like and cannot afford to pracit.
tice
in warm

\\

hc.iuht,

non

c

v\

nave

10

Was

as

;

< lo

for comb

runs

honey and likes

a large brood nest of nine
But you are sometimes disappointed, for when you have some fine
comb iioney most finished out comes a

frames.

large
he

To

swarm.

places

a

overcome

this obstacle

second crate of boxes

on

where

the first is, from two-thirds to threequarters full, and hives the swarm in the
same hives; and if the swarm still wants
to swarm he takes away about four frames
of bmod and brushes all of the bees off
and then takes this brood to strengthen
the old volonies to
ing

Im

or.<

a

good standard, mak-

have the brood all sealed
The

possible.

;»>

m-ai
a

to

sine

s’

stomachs is

chyme
one

or as

in the

reason

why

the bees svvaim, and giving them four
liamcf, of foundation affords the nurse
bees chance to

riisp<

se

of the

chyme for

aising brood.

thought
keeper should put his honey up in small
packages so that the consumer would buv
it

he sold it, and also to put on a label
with the address and to warrant it pure
honey. When this is done it will he hard
to practice adulteration.
as

Next

049 01

Unexpended.
Appropriated for support of poor..

$00 54
$700 00

Paid for support of poor.

$710 00
754 01

the

colony,

to

Overdrawn.

$38 01

Appropriated

total of

side of

hill with abasement in the south
with windows in the basement to

side,
let in
were

a

sun

doing

Next

titled,

and

heat.

He said the bees

well.

the program was an essay en“Under consumption of honey,

on

not oveiproduction.”

The writer said:

I was veiy much interested in a communication fiom G. M. Doolittle in the
Bee-keeper’s Journal (page 103, 1896) entitled “The Past and Present of Beekeeping.” Mr. D. gives his honestopinion, fitm his standpoint, as to the situation or condition of the honey market;
but we in the east, having a different
standpoint, think quite differently. His
mind seems to be overburdened with the

Expended.4.$

contingent

for

10 00

7.
9.
17.

Overdrawn.

8105 00
81,150 00
1,0.80 00

Paid interest
Paid interest

for interest.
town bonds.
on town orders.

on

Liabilities :
Amount due on school account... .$
poor
Interest bearing order of 1895,

STANDING

principal.

Resources:
Due from State treasurer

Due

on

outstanding orders.

•'

00
09
25
07
09
50
85

8 28,451 01

State for high school.
dog licenses.
S. vV. Ileyuolds farm.
200 shares in B. & M. L. R. R.
stock.
Cash and securities in sinking
fund.
Tax deeds and non-resident taxes
Total net

debt.

184 .80
0.5 44
2,227 85
18s 07
0*2 oo
500 (X)

3,175

05
71 21

S 21,373 '.IK
7,077 63

Reduction for the year.
In the Land of Sour=Krout.

REPORT OF TRUSTEES OF

593 70

SINKING

FUND.

Amount on hand last year..$
One town bond.
Interest on same.
Yankee Blade loan.
Interest on same.
Four town orders.
Interest on same.
June R. R. dividend.

Melvin Clark and wife returned to their

Prospect recently from a visit to
Warren and Waldoboro, the laud of sourkrout. The first call was on Mr. George F.
Oliver of Warren, and here thirty good Odd

home in

90

15,000

ready

to entertain

amount

of about

$4,000,000

tained from New York

Total

42
500 0d
20 00

518 63

Liabilities:

54
181 22
89 73
Due the schools, (estimated).
45 00
5 00
Due for hall rent.
_!

Total liabilities.$2,855 49
Resources over liabilities.
220 95
26 51

Thorndike.

valuation.$207,347 00
Percentage of tax.0135
Number of polls, 133; rate of poll tax

Total

$3 00
Cost of poor.$186 79
Rec’o from Burnham. 20 87
Cost o/ poor of Thorndike.$165 92
Resources:
Tax deeds on hand.$
47 60
Six notes of F. B. Ward.
150 00
bills1,.
Outstanding
1,540 50
Cash in treasury.
202 00
Due for rent of Leacy place.
9 00
School fund overdrawn.
134 02

$2,083

Liabilities:
support of poor.
Note at the savings bank in Belfast
and due Oct. 12 15, 1897.
Due for collecting taxes.
County tax unpaid.

week to pay the duty on goods held in
bond in anticipation of higher duties under the new tariff.
One loan of $.'>00,000
was secured to-day.

Interest estimated on outstanding
orders.

Town officers bills,
Due for support of

—

(estimated).
Sirs. J. R. Spar-

115 08

309 04
60 00
270 48
50 00
175 00
5

row.

Liabilities greater than

00

$2,330
resources...

38
253 20

THORNDIKE SCHOOL REPORT.

silver loving cup to the vessel by natives
of Maine residing in New Orleans.

been proved invaluable. They are guaranteed to be perfectly free from every
deleterious substance and to be purely vegetable. They do not weaken by their action,
but by giving tone to stomach and bowels
greatly invigorate the system. Regular size
25c. per box. Sold by Kilgore & -Wilson,

Druggists.

I

50 00
28 42
800 00
5)2 71
084 00
15)1 47
2,577 81
247 22
ii52 51

S 5.525 24»
in

liabilities.

excess of

520 5)0

R KPORT.

Receipts:

Cash in Treasury March 0, 180b..
From collector for 1801.
1802.
1808.
1804.
1805.

i>2 24
140 00
27b 81
212 4)0
1500 00
2,158 10

18! Hi.

2.1O0 04J

Tax deeds.
State treasurer, dog license
bounty on seal...
Pension.
Free High school.
School fund and mill tax

204 i 82
22 55
2 00
:‘.b oo
140 24)
!>51 75
j) 75
55)00
80 50

Sheep.
Dog licenses.
Miscellaneous receipts.

S 0,145 452
Disbursements:
State pensions.s
2b 00
“tax.
704 is
5(i 00
dog licenses.
b22 40
county tax.
Selectmen's orders.
»J,988 K4
bo
Recording deed..
Cash in Treasury Feb. 27, '07.
252 51
Paid

•S 0,145 22
LINCOLNVILLE

The

SCHOOL

Superintendent

RETORT.

schools recommends better schoolliouses in the Lamb anil
Miller Districts ; also that the sc bools at the
Trap and Beach he united in one graded
school in the
Beach school house.
The.
whole number of scholars in town is 85)1.
The report of attendance by terms is as
of

Spring.

Whole number.249

Average attendance..
Something

.212
to

Fall.
259
215

Winter.
-232
192

Consider.

You are weak, sick, out of health. You
have tried local doctors.
Did you ever
stop to think that it is the great specialist in
your disease who can cure you, the physician who treats and cures thousands of
cases like yours?
Dr. Greene,
Temple
Place, Boston, Mass., is the most successful
of all specialists and has the
largest practice in the world. You can consult him free.
Write to him without delay and he will explain hy letter your case'fully. This will
cost you nothing and doubtless lead to
your
cure.

lour Boy Won’t Live a Month.
So Mr. Gilman Brown, of :>4 Mill St., South
Gardner, Mass., was told by the doctors.
His son had Lung trouble, following Typhoid
Malaria, and he spent three hundred and
seventy-five dollars wita doctors, who finally gave him up, saying: “Your boy wont
live a month."
He tried Dr. King's New
Discovery and a few bottles restored him to
health and enabled him to go to work a perfectly well man. He says he owes his present good health to the use of Dr.
King’s New

Discovery, and knows it to lie the best in
the world for Lung trouble. Trial Bottles
Free at Kilgore & Wilson’s City Drug Store.

dance at this place March

Fernald is very ill with typhoid

pneumonia.

Sumner Green, who cut one of his feet
is able to be up aud about.

We have maintained sixteen terms of
school of eight weeks each during the past
Six terms were summer schools, four
year.
fall and six winter. Twelve different teachers have been employed, all except three being residents of this town. Our teachers
have worked hard for the advancement of
his or her school and good results have surely followed. The schools have been well attended and good interest manifested in all.
If the town were to settle the question of
location of the schools, I think we would
see a decided improvement in them, and
all
would
be
better
satisfied. Small
repairs have been made on two of the
houses, one at East Thorndike and the
other at the station. The schools are
fairly well supplied with text books and
most of them in fair condition, but each
school should be supplied with a set of geographical charts. Funds should be raised
for this purpose. On account of no money
being raised for the purchase of school
books we have bought only the necessary
text books, but owing to the former poor
condition of the books the cost has been
necessarily large, but such purchase has
been only what the law demanded.
Lincolnvilie.

CASTORIA.
jac-

signature
of

it

os

Real estate.$253,(512 00
Personal property. 3(5,803 00

▼rapper,

if you get a package like
this. It contains the genuine

re-

Washing Powder

Miss Jennie Whittum of Searsport village
visited relatives and friends here last week.

cleans everything and
cleans it quickly and cheaply.
It

Mr. aud Mrs. Howard Ward visited their
Ward, at Mt. Ephraim last Fri-

sou, M. C.

Misses Carrie Belle Stinson aud Aifreda
Black are visiting at O. B. Gray’s iu Prospect.

Rate of taxation.0138

$290,475

on

the dollar.

00

Largest package—greatest economy.
N- K- fairbank company,
THE
St. Louis,
New York,
Boston,

Chicago,

Scribner has returned from Unity
Plantation, where he has been employed in
the woods.

Phiia.r

Bert

Nfl-Tfl-BAB'W

Lorin Griffin of Stockton Springs has
been in town recently, the guest of O. W.
Whitcomb.
Mr.

Miss Lottie Pendleton, who has been emin Baugor for several months, has rehome.

ployed

turned

Between fifty and sixty couples were prethe ball in the Grange hall Thursday
night, March 4th.

■

Over 1,000.000 boxes sold. 300.000 cures proy e Its power to destroy the desire for tobacco
form. No-to-bac is the greatest nerve-food in the world.
Many gain 10 pounds m m
fails to wake the weak impotent man strong, vigorous and magnetic. .lust try a
y
lighted. WecxpoC y >\> io believe what w«; say. for it cure is absolutely guarantee.]
where, bend tor our booklet "Don’t Tobacco Spit and Smoke Your Life Awav.
w n
tree sample. Address THE STEKL1.\U UEM LDY CO., Chicago or New \

.,u

Sold and Uuaraiiteed by RICHARD II. MOODY, B.-11'ast, m.

sent at

Chester Trundy lias returned from New-

byrg, where he has been visiting
Mr. Henry Trundy.

his

father,

John H. Gordon of Brooks was in town
last Thursday an l attended the Veterans'
Association meeti ng.
Our stage driver, Fred Black, lost one of
his horses recently. A leg was broken and
the animal had to be killed.
H. L. Trundy and
A. Stinson visited
South Branch Grange March i>th t<> witness
a mock trial, aud pronounced it good.

Every day symptoms

—acid stomach,distress

of digestive disorder
after eating, burning

Low Price Tinware.
10

The Eastport Sentinel has changed
the folio to the 8-page form.

from

illustrated edition of '»,00Q copies of
Rumford Falls Times has been issued by
the enterprising publisher of that paper to
advertise the Rangele.v Region. What helps
the Rangeley Region helps Maine, aud this
edition of the Times is one that will bring
success on its merits.
An

the

20c.

*•

*■

1

••

H<111<IIC<I

Kings,

,'i

lc.

1

“

■l<ip«nnr<l.

Clothes Sprinklers, Wire Dish Drainers.

LARUE AND COMPLETE STOCK OE TINWARE.
FROM THE CHEAPEST TO THE BEST

M. L.

Mitchell,1,5

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TK
KVKR V

a

I

It

never

in

Tim

or

Kdacation,

FOR

Noble]

Manhoor

}Timk‘ |W'>maiifi

IT GIVES all important news of the Nation.
IT GIVES all important news of the World,
IT GIVES the most reliable market reports.
IT GIVES brilliant and instructive editorials.
IT GIVES fascinating short stories.
IT GIVES an unexcelled agricultural department.
IT GIVES scientific and mechanical inf or matio
IT GIVES illustrated fashion articles.

fails.

Arnica

in

FOK

FOR

State.

Bucklen’s

on

villas

KVFRY State

Why continue to pass your nights in
scratching and your days in misery? Doan’s
Ointment brings instant relief, and permanently cures even the worst cases of Itching
Piles.

1m‘i* of

ail*i I y

KVKKYJarm,

The March number of the Journal of
Medicine aud Science, the official organ of
the Maine Academy of Medicine and Science,
contains the interesting and valuable paper
read by Dr. G. H. Bailey before the last
meeting of the academy on the subject of
“Animal Tuberculosis in its Relation to the
Human Family,” together with some of the
discussions on the paper given by prominent
of the

f

KVEI-n

associates.

physicians

m«'in

i;v l,l< V

good business move,
but will no doubt prove satisfactory to the
readers. W. O. Fuller, Jr., is editor-in-chief
with John W. Thomas and George W. Fish
as

only

*

FOR

The Rockland Tribune, Union Times and
Rockland Courier-Gazette have been consolidated and will be issued under the uauie
of the latter paper twice a week. They were
all printed atjithe same office and the combination is not

/

Dust Van, (lalr<mize<l,

*'

Vie

2

lie,

*•

llcarn

Quart Tea

1 1-2

10c.

Dippers,

••

Full Size

1

17r.

Vails,

2

at pit of stomach, dull, heavy feeling—Burdock Blood Bitters uever fails to correct any
troubles of this sort.

Papers and Periodicals.

Ketinne<l,

17 Quart Dish Vans
14

Salve.

The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever

IT GIVES humorous illustrations
IT GIVES entertainment to voung and old,
IT GIVES satisfaction everywhere to everybody

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Idles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or

refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.
money

For earache, put a couple of drops of
Thomas’ Ecleetric Od on a bit of cotton and
place it in the ear. The pain will stop in a

few moments.

Simple enough,

We Furnish The

and N. Y Week:

Republican Journal
ONE

isn’t it

YEAR
!N

FOR $2.0"

A1)\ YM I

Address all orders to

| THE

I
BAILEY’S :=
$ Grand Clearance Sale of Wheels.
s
*

0
0
0
0
*

«
H

B
B
0
0
a

*

$
H

0
0
0
0

of the wheels recorded below at $2.00
less than cost per set to make room for
NEW SPRING STOCK.

Any

As is my custom each year, shall load a car in Ameshury with carriages for the Belfast trade about May the first. As carriages do
not stow closely in a car, it is possible to put in a large number of
sets of wheels, which I always do, and thus save the freight, as
costs it no more to get the car here with the wheels.
This is a grand chance for you to get up a farm team wagon, to
tix up your old carriage, etc.
While these last you can get what
you want at TWO DOLLARS ($2.00) LESS ON SEf THAN
THEY COST AT WHOLESALE.

IRON, STEEL AXLES, Etc,,

your name and address on
Tribune Office. New York City, and
TRIL'UNE will be mailed o you.

a

LOOK AT THE GOODS AND SAVE YOUR HONEY
BY FIXING UP YOUR GEAR NOW, YOU SAVE
$2.00 ON THE WHOLESALE PRICE.

banded, half

STORE

8
7
7
9
8
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
6
7
6
6
6

6
6
9
6
6

set.

.£

..

Price.
9.on
9.50 1
8.00

13.50
9.25
1-2
5.00
12
5.00
4.50
per set.. 14.50
13.50
9.25
1-2
8 45
1-2“
8.45
12
6 25
1-2
Steel-band
6.25
12
9.75
1-2
11.25
1-2
1-2 set..
6.52
Batavia steel-band
5 00
1-2
8.50
per set..
10.50
1-2
not tired,
7.75
«
1-2
7.00
1-2
7.00
1-2
8.25
8.00
Wood hub, not tired, 1-2 set.
6.00
1-2“
9.00
1-2
Sulky Wheels, tired and banded... 11.50

Hare

special

..

cuts in prices to close out their start.
a fine assortment of

CALI. EARLY WHILE THERE IS A LINE ASSOR I MI NT

Thompson & S

J. C

....AT....

F. Q. Mixer's

..
..

..

n,

39 Mai

Eyes
Examined
Free.

CANDY STORE.

Mr. I'RED

I. CHASI

Optician, will

A LINE OF

<

lion to the scientif
ot the eye,-, and t Inof glasses without
h.o
have a complete si*■■ k
of Gold atnl Steel Sp
Eye (ilasses at the l<*\-<

Mixed Chocolates

>

at 25 cents per lb.

..

WHEELS.

& s<

Oak & Ash Chamber Sets, Extension'

..

nain

LET.

Have still It ft

Consisting of Nugatines. Montevidios, PePeppermints, Checkermints, Vanilla.
Strawberry and Coffee.

cans,

These goods are made each week fresh.
Remember they are not stale 40c. goods
for 25c., but fresh goods made on the
premises every Wednesday.
COriE IN AND TRY

™cn

MI RAH CHASE & S»
Opp Odd Fellows' Block

TWO TONS M0Kr

F. G. MIXEH,
Church St., Belfast.
Journal Building,

ALL KINDS OF HARDWARE AT

BAILEY’S,52

TO

J. C. THOHPSON

SOMETHING HEW

*•

9

postal card, send it to
sample copy ot T HE NEW Y<'

Closing Out Sale-Furnitii

Length

Huh.
0
in. Sarven wheels tired and
9
812
11

a

FOLDING BEDS very low, also MATTRESSES and IT

for the wheels kept c onstantly on hand.
Examine the prices in
list below and call and see the wheels: these are GRAND GOOD
TRADES, that must he sold to make room for new goods.
REMEMBER THE PRICES.

N'<>. of Size
Sets. Spoke Tread.
1-2
1 5-S
134
1-2
1 3-4
1 7 8
1 5-8
1-2
1 3-4
1-2
2
2
1-2
1 5-8
1 1-2
12
1 3-8
114
1-2
1 1-4
1 3-8
1-21181
1
1 5-8
1 1-2
1
1 1-2
1 3 8
2
1 l-l
1 1-8
2 1-2
1
3 4
1 1-2
1
7-8
2
1
7-8
2
1
3-4
1
1
3-4
1
1
3-4
2 2
1 1-8
7-8
1-2
1 1-4
1 1-4
3
1
3-4
1
118
114
1
11-8
11-4
1
1 1 8
7-8
2 1-2
1
7-8
2
1 1-8
7-8
1
1
3-4
1-2
1 1-2
1 5 8
1
1
11-8
1
1 1-8
7-8

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO, BELLA1

Write

H. H.

O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM,

OF I H A I

SOc.Tea 30c.

LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer
P.

every

POWDKR.

cently,

VALUATION.

sisiile

WASHING

You Can’t
Go Amiss

18th.

H. B.

DUST

( ASH

12

Outstanding orders.$1,351 78
Due town of Stockton Springs for

a

“I had a bad cold which developed into
grip. Physicians gave me no relief, and I
finally tried Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup.
One bottle cured me completely. It is a
wonderful medicine. Jacob Hanmies, Lyon
Station, Pa.

247 46

was.

GOLD

44

Interest due on same.
Due collector’s commissions, 1895...

Loss for year.$

dog

1804..
1805.
1892..

TREASUK ER'S

19 45
62

resources.$3,076

Last year it

Resourses

1,368

Outstanding interest-bearing orders $2,5-34

have been ob-

hanks within

on

follows:

2,409

75 37
280 00
Fellows and Rebekalis had assembled for a
December.
288 00
concert in the evening. The program was as
R. R. & Telegraph Tax.
89 01
follows: Singing by a quartette ; song, “Rare Interest on R. R. Dividends.
15 97
Mell
Clark;
and Radiant Maiden,”
duet,
on
Total
amount
now
05
hand.$
3,175
violin and piano, Mr. and Mrs. George
Gain during the year.
765 63
Oliver; lecture and song, “The StrongThe Superintendent reports that summer
minded Female,” Mell Clark; reading, Mrs. and winter
terms were taught in the priCaddie Robertson; piano and organ, Geo. mary and grammar schools at the village, at
South Brooks, West Brooks, and the Elvvell
Oliver aud
F. Cates; story, “The Old
District, and a summer term in the Ellis
Couple,” Geo. W. Brown; song, “Reuben District. The town has supported two
Wright and Phoebe Brown,” Mell Clark; terms of free high school, one at the village
reading, Stella M. Oliver, violin and piano, with 50 scholars and an average attendance
of 45, and one at South Brooks with 48
Oliver and Cates ; recitation, Geo. W. Brown ;
scholars and an average of 45. The Superinmusic, Edith M. Oliver; song. “Keep in the tendent recommends that some action be
Middle of the Road,” Mell Clark ; violin and taken at the town meeting in regard to text
books ami the repair of school-houses.
organ, Cates and Oliver; song. “Gospel
Liberty.
Raft,” Mell Clark ; reading, Miss Rose But- Town officers’
hills.$ 236 39
ler; song, “How to Make Sour-Krout,” New school ho use bills.
610 12
245 95
Mell Clark sleight of hand, Geo. W. Brown : Miscellaneous bills.
277 35
Road bills.
song, “Oiu Dunderhead,” Mell Clark sleight
bills.
1,06:; 16
Pauper
After a
of hand, Mell Clark
'eeess, at
73 88
Abatements, '92, ’94, ’95, ’96.
I
<
Mell
which ice
ream was served,
Clark Interest on the town debt.
150 00
was called upon for three mole songs, and at
Resources:
Due on taxes of 1895 and 1N*6 .$2,779 89
a late hour the company departed for their
tax deeds.
25 3.8
respective homes, fully satisfied.
('ash in treasury.
76 17
The Lexical! was on Mr. Cyrus Walter, Rowell house.
100 00
95 00
who is a line farmer, a great story-teller, and Due from State—high school money
ever

25

Treasurer.

48 94

Resources:
Cash in the treasury.8
Due from tax of 1894
1890.

18 22

$ 5,004 27

Wm. A. Bragg
E. M. Coleman
Tax deeds.

00

44
251
4
92
45

;«)5 <>4

license.$

20,008 62

Isaac Leathers for collector, 1890.
Due on County tax
breaking roads.
support of poor.
roads and bridges.
contingent expenses.
common school.

4,220 00

Susan A. Young estate.
A. E. Andrews collector of 1802.
J. H. Young
1802..

84
0 84

25,900

207 00

Interest bearing order of 1895,
interest.
Orders of 1890.
Due A. Millett, VI. D., for reporting birth.

TOWN.

OF THE

a

Items.

day.
252 80

..

81,150

Liabilities.
Due on town bonds.8
interest
bearing town
orders.

10(5 01
100 00
280 20
i>00 00
805 24

Paid

120 84

Overdrawn.

27 28
13 93
1 10

$
Raised for highways.S
••
Paid on
Raised for incidental expenses-

ex-

$400 00
505 00

Appropriated

50 00
80 13

There will be

Searsport

Dr. F. A. Nichols of Swanville was iu
Raised for poor.800 00 towu last week.
Paid for 3d and 4th quarters, 1895
Mr. aad Mrs. A. Stinsou visited at H. M.
and 1st and 2d quarters, 1890.... $
802 50
Black’s recently.
Raised for bridges.$
50 00
Paid.
12931
Henry Fernald, who has been very sick,
Raised to repair school-houses_S
100 00 is slowly recovering.
Paid in Dist. No. 3. .£
5 30
Geo. C. Seavey of Belfast made a short
4.
27 21
5.
31 10 visit at this place tins week.

139 4(5

penses.
Paid for contingent expenses.

4,025 pounds, which
at 12 1-2 cents a pound would
Free Pills.
bring
Send your address toH. E. Bucklen & Co.
$578.12. Comb honey will sell at that
Chicago, and get a free sample box of Dr.
price in any large city.
King’s New Life Pills. A trial will convince
W. Carroll of Union reported that he is you of their merits. These pills are easy in
and are particularly effective in the
wintering five swarms of bees in a bee re- action
cure of Constipation and Sick Headache.
pository. He built it by digging into the For Malaria and Liver troubles they have
a

2,279 11
2,020 25

..

reports of the number of
Loving Cup for the Maine.
colonies in different town, as follows:
New On leans, March 11.
The warThorndike, 73; Unity, 42; Montville, 11.7;
Texas and Maine went to sea this
Freedom, 23; Clinton, 185;Searsmont, 2.7; ships
An incident of the Maine’s
Union, 100; Knox, 7-7; Skowhegan, 10.7. morning.
visit was the presentation of a handsome
Total number of
743.
Clinton

colonies,

$392 23
1.056 78

general orders.f

$200 00

came

reported 25 pounds of surplus honey

on

Overdrawn.

company. Next oil
the list was Fred Stetson, and here an enI
1 lie next <|iif stion was. How are we
go- : tirelv new program was carried out. At
t' t .ncivase *m■,i*
ng
honey-producing Jacob Bogues’ (an old soldier) a company of
>.'i had assembled aud a program similar to
flowers:’
1
i> o'
said he liiought tJi.it there was the first was given amid roars of laughter1
a good many
He thought that we The next crowd was found at Daniel Walways.
ter’s, where a most enjoyable evening was
as bee-k( epeis should
get the farmers to I
spent. Then the reporter of the Rockland
sow alsike clover, and also to show that
Opinion, “Paul Shiner,” was called upon,
'he bee-keepers and fruit-growers
ought and here a grand supper was served ami the
to be in close relation.
He said the sow- I
usual program followed.
At Mr. Winfield
ing of plaster would bring up the white Walter’s 35 more friends were met and anclover and that sowing of ashes will pro- j other
program was prepared and carried out.
duce the same effect.
Clark was now about worn out aud retired
Question, How in my c olouies can he t> A. J. Walter’s, for a two nights’ rest; but
kept in one place and kept successfully? I instead of two nights it wras three. Then
President Cornfortli thought that was Gardie Walters aud Alpheus were visited.
owing to the flowering vicinity around the ! Maple Grange was the last place, aud they
made Clark sing four songs aud then gave
yard, where the bass wood had not been |
him a rising vote of thanks. The foregoing
cutoff, and where farmers sowed alsike | is Clark’s
story; and he wishes to add that
clover.
Under these circumstances he j he found
sour-krout at every house.
I
thought fifty colonies would do as well as
less; that had been his experience.
Millions Loaned.
Question. How to stop adulteration*?
New York, March 11.
Loans to the
President Corn forth
the bee1

340 54
45 09

Rec’d from Swanville.

The next bee-keepers convention will
be March 2U ls;>7, at Thorndike Station.
All are cordially invited to attend.

i

honey you could not increase
often and be successful.

$11 92
$800 00

Appropriated for breaking roads..
Expenses for breaking roads.

Freedom, Me.

but for comb

07
270 15

$1,449 01

F. M. Poland, Sec..

ly for strained honey, and thought he was
quite successful in increasing three times;

Poland said lie

Due

j

on

M.

1108 73

the cause of the low

j

the program was the question
to the number of times to increase for

F.

$584 (X)

Unexpended.
Appropriated for roads and bridges.
Paid on roads and bridges.
Due on roads and bridges.

some

§

951 75
238 50

Expended

Expended.

steadily
years; but there has
been no overproduction to cause depreciation in value.
Overproduction is not
the cause of the low prices of the products of the soil, including honey, but
the scarcity of money in circulation.
The farmer does not receive for any
thing lie produces a sufficient amount to
A majority
pay the cost of producing it.
of tradesmen are paid starvation prices.
They do not receive pay enough to buy
the necessaries of life.
Tut more money
into circulation so that the farmers can receive for bis products what it cost him to
produce them, and pay the laborer a
fairer compensation for his labor and this
overproduction theory will disappear
like dew before the sun.
Mr. D. says lie has sola Hundreds or
pounds of honey in those six pound boxes
for 25 cents per pound; and now honey
put up in much better shape will sell for
only half of that amount. 1 mean in the
large cities. But overproduction is not
It is
the cause of the decline in price.
under consumption.
a
of
our
State
lu the early ages
large
family did not consume one half as much
flour in a year as a small family will now.
If the laboring class were receiving a fair
compensation for their labors the consumption of honey would increase in the
same ratio.
Bread is something a man
must have.
Honey he can do without.
Honey Las not depreciated in value any
more than all other products of the soil.
j
The bee industry in the United States
50,000,000 lbs. and the popula! produces
Is overprotion is almost 70,000,000.
j duction the cause of the low
price of
j
honey? Let us discard the overproduction theory and turn our attention to the
] marketing of our products.
for

the successful production of comb honey.
President Cornfortli said he runs most-

St*

overproduction

1,088 80

Raised for text books.S

$288

prices? The price of cotton has declined

this woik, the foundation will sag and
often the bees anili get it started from the
frame and y> u will lind it in bad shape.
I like to have my combs drawn out by
a
strong colony by taking out a comb
from them and giving it toauotlierto help
them up and put in a comb of foundation
The bees will not cluster on
in its place.
it so as to tear it down and you get much
better and stronger combs.
Next

420 00
113 00

my opinion.
75 00
At the beginning of ISbo wheat dropped
in price below what it cost to raise it. We.
$1,707 73
were told this was caused by over pro987 94
Expended for schools.
duction, but at the same time thousands,
$788 70
Unexpended
yes, hundreds of thousands, were so near
$50 00
starvation that they had to be fed front Raised for free text books.
52 21
Paid
for
books.
soup-houses and bread counters. A large
part of the destitute were willing to work
Overdrawn.
$2 21
for something to eat, but could not find
Raised for free high school.
$150 00
employment.
138 07
Due from State.
Overproduction with hundreds of peo-

presiden'sand representatives,
J. Feyler, Waldoboro: F. Smith, l’ema(juid; H. F. Jackson, Poor’s Mills; E.
Band, Unity; II. Berry, Montville; W.
Harden, Palermo; II. Miller, Searsmont;
W Carroll. Union; C. II. Greeley, Clinton ; W. Wentworth, Searsport; C. H. Mai
Hand: vice

North

SCHOOLS.

Amount of money raised by towu.$
received from State.
due from town in 1895....

tf7

MAINE.

Just received, direct from
Our custorr ers" say it is as J.’

they

pay 50 cents tor else"’

A. A. HOWES & 00

\

Salvador.

The

Tale

as the
“Superior Council of Public InNew York Fashions.
struction,” according to the provisions of
Spring
a law passed a few
Costumes. Braided Waists. Accordion
years ago. The rector
Plaited Skirts. Dress Pabrles.
rspoudence of The Journal.] of the university is the chief of
Millinery.
the estabSai.vaook, Jan. 23rd. lishment.
[Correspondence of The Journal.]
The curriculum is
pharmacy
The tendency toward
best way to picture the life natural
military trimscience, medicine and surgery,and

*an

hi

Pa'

Two spirits stand by
baby’s cradle—

Cities.

Two

ol

good spirit and a
Good and bad
I bad.
are waiting for him at
his very start in life.
Which will get him?
The angel of cheerfulness and health or the
evil spirit of misfortune and disease ?
The mother who
brings ber baby into
the world under una

..

iliis land of eternal

sum-

day’s doings.
morning, while yet

M»uof one
the

>1

the

face

of

the

engineering. The
graduation is, in
science, three

curriculum necessary for
pharmacy and natural

upon
years; medicine and surgery, six yearsawakened by the jangling
jurisprudence, seven years; topographical

w;i.>

bells—big

church

.1

bells

bells and tenor ; and sim-

,s

jurisprudence

and civil

li their clatter

Jose,

came

Disposing

and chocolate.

making a hasty toilrallied forth, and found

while

the streets.
irk

no

i.ul

as

Talk about

self-respecting
such unearthly

the mountain-tops
upi caching dawn the
re

way to matin serto market—both

i-cir

:rLies,

to their labor in the
time the Northerner
oreakfast the work of

accomplished.

This

because the Salvaich

industrious

more

engineering,

three years; and in the de-

partments of architecture, mechanical

gineering,

and

bridge

and

roads,

en-

four

There are about 400 students at
years.
law, medicine and the applied sciences,
aud perhaps half as
many pursuing a
classical course.
The university also contains the National Library, with

reading

rooms free to the
public; but it must be
confessed that “the public” do not
appear to greatly prize the
and

printed in
the Spanish language, richly bound and
kept in cedar cases, with glass doors.

Theological

works

predominate,

with

a

few sections devoted to law-, science and
history, but nothing of a light character,
as iu our public libraries.
to

•

and ten

two

wee n
11 tii 1

couna.

of the lM, and

active exercise may
seomfort. Then, as in
a

after the

nine

long,

first

meet general requirements.
Fancy black
braid and buttons almost transform the
Eton

jacket, which will undoubtedly hold
for the coming
season, and plaid silk is
most
effectively used as a front and
belt.

education there are three

official insti-

tutes, supported by the government, in-

cluding

that at the

also sustains

capital.

San Salvador

ladies' normal

a

polytechnic school,

and

college,

the

normal school
Besides, there is the

for young men.
Salvadorean Lyceum,

a

Some

new

display

is on plain cloth costumes of
blue of several shades, or
green,

cloth dresses show no
trimming at all,
and thus great contrast is
brought about,
and a braided skirt and sleeves are as

yet

VELVET

WAISTS,

perfectly plain,
reaching about

very slightly pointtwo inches below

novelty.
ming but

A

a

side,

elvet

two

Etons, with no trimlarge buttons at either

another waist for black satin

are

skirts, giving additional proof

that inde-

pendent skirts ami waists

have not been
pupils,
•aiis
The ordinary
and the national college for the higher crushed out of existence.
wool skirt is neither
longer nor wider
pipe their greetings education of women, both lately establishthan those of early fall, but
willows”
At Santa Teresa, t here
many light
you drink ed at the capital.
is
a
ep draughts and feel
college for girls and a theological weight materials will be used in accordion
and these of necessity are
very
•nply to be alive on this seminary; at New Sau Salvador there are plaits,
wide.
Nothing really new appears in
two colleges for males and one for
girls; at
sleeves, a medium sized one being necesk
in .Salvador we found Lacatecoluca, capital of the department
;l1i foi light wraps and of La I’az, there is a female seminary and sary where much braiding is used.
NOVELTIES IN DEESS F AURICS
w
t with the breath of a college for boys; another at San Vincent;
now succeed each other with
great rapiddew-drops glittering on another at Sonsonate; another at Usuluta,
So you see ity and among them are lovely silk and
the dust, which later and another at Ahuachatan.
wool Jaequamds in small designs, comirden, for the time quies- that education is by no means at a lowebb in this smallest division of Central bining all stylish colors; silken granite
!
w
e
into
went
throng,

sturdy blosabove the ground

do

with 125

neeling devotees, mostly

-•

"■•lug their prayers
It
;

:

to be the

seems

lie world—that

the

at

same

women

do

Is it because they
tying.
use than the other sex,and
-;

need of prayers, or so
they can best obtain
the rest of the family?

n
..it

■

u

••

h,

tail
■

lack of it, it does

or

!>sing stranger, when in
fall

upon his knees
Though his marrowohd

ust

rise
.a

•*

above the

least

more

crown

courteous

whom liis presence is
in mind a company of

ui

P

tlie attitude

t<»

><ve

who math*

an

excursion

'iim

my residence there.
they had a holy horror

market-house of San Salvador is a
private enterprise and rather too small
1 be

for the

place. It was mostly made in England, of corrugated iron, and has a floor
of cement.

Outside the market proper is
the real market, like the postscript to a
woman's letter—a
where the people
shaded from tlie

long,

open annex,
exhibit their wares,

sun

by

straw mats set

Indians and half-breeds are
upon poles.
the principal venders, and the vast quan-

tity and variety of articles brought together defy description. The market is
1 well supplied with fruits and vegetables,
fish and meat from the surrounding InOn Sundays and fiesta days,
J dian villages.
as Easter, the
; such
anniversary of indefrom Spain, or the founding of
pendence
{
the city by Alvarado, people gather at the
capital from a radius of 50 leagues, with

pert ain't ng to the Komisli
i'h-hiered it. a duty to ex-

merchants and traders from every part of
(Antral America, and trade is brisk indeed.
At other times people go to mar-

all occasions,
aithedrai in the midst

early morning to
day's supplies, and by nine

.ai.t

uilaauits

••

America.

are

a

on

vice, and without

mu

at.-,

even

walked about

ex-

and pictures, making
and expec-

Mrs

-.11g comment

1

lexau fashion.

Perhaps

ciiurch sacred only on
isc the natives were
justa

another.

cloths,

which

rades Clifford for

square is

quite de-

mid-day

After the

the afternoon in
New

a

breakfast we spent
trip to Santa Tecla, or

San Salvador- the

city

which

founded in '.'.4, just after the great earthquake in which old San Salvador was re-

Protestant mission-

for your correspondwmed to own her nationas

rest of her stay in the

w

duced to

buildings,

>;ui

the church

{Salvador is

painfully

pared with that of other

A

This is

owing

glier and less artistic strucbard to

lind,

in North

even

inartistic churches are not
It is very large, in the
shape
oss, with long and extreme-

re

The

France)

ernment
are

only

facade,

of painted
and the dome and

ark-red tiles which prevail in
wii
ountries.
The inside of
< ss

forbidding:

its

columns,

altars, confessionals--all
•me

of it

elaborately

earv-

alone is of stone, tinted
hued marble.
There is no

"u

the Western

it

and the oiled and

produces

t

tramway.

road is very great, there being no cuttings,
nor lillings worth mentioning.
The cars,
made in New York, with four mules attached to

each,

earthquakes,

make the

even more

than old San Sal-

The houses are low, though very
large, and the wide streets afford ample
room to shield people from falling walls.
vador.

It has several

large

and handsome

parks,

its central plaza particularly being a wilderness of shrubs and flowers.
Many of

a

large gardens

and

fountains in front of

them-—a foreign innovation in lieu of the
customary patio. There are two large

churches,

hospital, an orphan asylum,
municipal, containing ollices of
a

the easa
the government, barracks, market-house,
shops, etc.; and shading all, like a monster with wide open mouth, looms Quetzaltepeque, the extinct, volcano, its huge
grass-grown crater yawning directly back
of the town.
The adjacent plains and

hemisphere
polishpeculiarly rich valleys

the Bishop and his assist-is are not forbidden
here, as
arts of Spanish-America, to ap>he streets in the
of their
i"i

garb

hut their political power has
ally curtailed.

1,1

from the cathedral
"‘d National

^
,
,(u

I

are

the Uni-

are

Salvador.

the adjacent districts are
several large sugar refineries and distilleries; also many saw-mills and mills for
cleaning coffee. The place has only 11,
000 inhabitants, but its commerce is considerable, through its port, La Libertad,
We noticed two or three
20 miles away.
enticing-looking roads, leading off into
the .valley and around the base of the volcano under cocoa
palms and through
orange and coffee groves, which we longed to explore; but time was pressing, as
for the
we had a theatre engagement
evening in San Salvador. The return
In

institute, two enorstory buildings filling an entire
1
hey are of substantial strucl! oil!
how ugly, with their fronts
an
and stucco, and roofs of
galvaniz- trip, being mostly up-grade, occupied
We reached
hour and twenty minutes.
1 he Institute is a sort of
High the hotel just in time for the five o’clock
1
1'ieparatory to the University. It dinner; and as in this part of the world
"'lit -'00 male
pupils, a chemical the opera begins at seven—its opening
‘"'yi a cabinet of physical science, heralded by a display of fire-works—there
was barely time to brush off the dust of
'"’higical observatory and small travel
before making our debut in Salva|
'Rival and botanical collections. The
dorean society.
Fannie Brigham Ward.
'visity ig governed by what is known
"

M

1’ M

1 20

A M

4 30
140

7 00
-7 15

M

P M

A M

5 05
5 25
5 38
1i5 44
5 £6
16 OS'
16 18
6 25

are now

sold

at§5.00

from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale by F. E. Crowley,
GEORGE F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Genetal Manager.
Boothuy, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 28, 1896.

F. E.

difference is the increased de-

English crape as trimmings or
Lung crape veils are more I

elegant than any other, and for the second
period of mourning, evening dresses of
English crape
ed with crape.

are

preferred

to

silk trimm-

<

of

i
OF

SERVICE

AT

linen.

so

straw

are

The
wearer; hence a bewildering variety.
only indexable rule is—something high,
and flowers are less apt to be stiff than
J ust

ribbon.

now

small flowers

lead,

but large roses will certainly have their
turn toward midsummer.
Some hats are
a

Huffy

mass

while others

are

extremely

severe, and three shades of one color, or
black and white, are equally fashionable.
Much jet is employed iu spangles combined with beads, and gilt spangles with
other colors

on

net

form very handsome

Steamer Penobscot, C*»pt. Marcus Pierce, hav.
ing been throughly overhauled and put in first
class condition, will go on the route between
Boston and Bucksport, or as far as the ice will
permit, on lue&day, March 2, 1*5*7, and will
leave Boston at 500 P. M. on that day and on
Tuesdays and Fridays thereafter, for Winterport
and intermediate landings
Returning from Bucksport, on Mondr vs and
Thursdays at 11.00 A. M.

at

Isle

Camden and Rockland.
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast.
WILLIAM H. HILL,
*>
General Manager, Boston.

STEVE! BEOS.,

school

Hattie

““HARNESSES
—

and choruses

were

all

appropriate

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS.
Fine

Goods.

Low Prices.

HARNESS REPAIRING and i
CARRIAGE TRIMMING.
)

Open

(Evenings.

59 Main Street.
C- E

STEVENS.

fl. I. STEVENS.

Biliousness Attention Pensioners

Is caused

by torpid liver, which prevents diges-

tion and permits food to ferment and
the stomach. Then follow dizziness,

putrify

Hood’s

insomina, nervousness, and,
if not relieved, bilious fever
Hood’s
or blood poisoning.
Pills stimulate the stomach,

headache, dizziness, conrouse the liver,
stipation, etc. 25 cents. Sold by all druggists.
with
Hood's Sarsaparilla.
to
take
Pills
The only
cure

ITS
-Oi
the original records of the
estate of J. C. Cates, for the convenience of all
pensioners having claims pending, and of those
wh<» may wish to present claims for additional or
iucrease of pensions, I will be at C. F. Cobbett’s
shoe shop, 127 Main street, opposite the post office.
March 22 and 23, 1897.
3w9
L. C. MORSE.

Having purchased

SUBSCRIBE
1

Wasting

Diseases.

Unlike Cod-Liver Oil,
it is perfectly agreeable
to

take, promptly di-

gested,

and
assists
stomach and bowel action.

Association was again
the President and the

by

'A

Sold by
All

A

vote

of thanks

the people of North

was

Send for

and

gain

New Body.'1

THE WHITE STORE
Is the

place

buy your

This is a hard year to tir.d mone\, and we are making
effort to please and satisfy you in rinding great
values in clothing from the largest stock in the cit.' >!

!

Mens, Boys and Youths’ Suits.

:

an

We will guarantee all our sales
money refunded. __

given

or

Clothing CHEAPER than

vou

buy anywhere
a

to

CLOTHING!

Boats.

There are 07

the past year.

Pamphlet, FREE,

ANGIER CHEMICAL CO., Boston,

We will sell

Yachts

a

onr

“Building a

Searsport for their

The Portland Yacht Club has
membership of 278, a gain of 2S

rolled,

Druggists,

50c. and $1.00.

Through'Georgia,” As“Seeing Things at Night,”
Black: song, “Boys in Blue,”
Scribner; rec., “War," George

Now

e se.

mean

we

emi

,ir

business.

total

during
yachts en-

Lamson & Hubbard

of three.

TOR^^^

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

81 Main

all and about 0 feet beam and
She will come to Portsix feet draught.
land early in the season and will join the

feet

St.,

over

Spring Style, 1897.

Portland Yacht Club fleet.
The

new

building

Boston
at

pilot

boat

Gloucester, is

To Wheelmen and Wheelwomen.
—

ryxss

07 Model,.$100.00
*
150.00
’07
••
'00
125.00
2S inch,
75.00
Hartfordn, '07
“
00.00
'07
20
“
*•
“
'00
50.00
2S
Columbian.

Tandttnn,

'•

Bicycle Repairing, Enameling
p,.

lifting*'

si 1

Nickeling.

a

<1

WE KEEP HARRIS'

A Card.

1

li<

SCO l KII:. IN

<

K

V

ALl'AliLL

Woi It

to

i:i

FOR S C 01 RIM i AM) POLISHING Al I HETALS.

to certify that 1 have this day sold my
tlie new firm
goods tn WELLS \
being comprised of Mrs. 15. F. WELLS and 15. F.
WELLS, Jr., and 1 have no further interest therein, with the exception of bills due me contracted
before March 1, 1897. These bills must be paid
within thirty days and are payable to me or at the
store. My friends and customers will please accept my heartfelt thanks for their former patronage, and hoping they will continue the same with
the new firm, I am yours truly,

B. F. WELLS, Sr.
day, March 1, 1897.—3t9

44 Main Street, Belfast.

GEO. T. READ,

This is

stock of

Belfast this

C

am.

full set of apparatus tor K\A MKI1 S(r
Bicycles, have made arrangements for re-nickeling all
make
rusty or worn parts, and am fully prepared
any and all repairs in the Bicycle line.
I have

^•tonoil

at

PRUl’KI K lOR

America,
depart-

Messrs. Nathan Clifford and Wm. II.
Clifford, Jr., of Portland, will be the
possessors of a new yacht this year. The
yacht is a schooner GO feet over all, of
She
modern design and handsome lines.
was built by Rice brothers of East Boothbay and is now rapidly nearing completion, the hull being completed and the
interior finish nearly all in place.
The
materials and workmanship are of the
best and the boat is a credit to her builders.
She w ill make a fast and handsome
addition to the fleet of the Portland
Yacht Club.

Dated

Chas. O'Connell

a

ure from the typical American pilot boat.
She has fairly long overhangs, with a
The America has a good
round stern.
mid-section, easy bilge, and hollow garWhen afloat she will look like a
boards.
yacht. The name America is appropriate,
as Capt. James Reed, who for many years
raced the grand old ship America, is to
command her.

in

headache.

And All

rec.,

Miss Irene

and well

rendered.
In conclusion all joined in singing “AmerAs Miss Turner arose from the organ
ica."
she was presented with a handsome chair by
her scholars as a token of their regard and
appreciation of her faithful efforts in their
behalf. Mr. Phinney presented a basket of
line apples which were generously distributed by Uncle Sam. [Deer Isle Gazette.

Winter-

behalf of the Comrades and good people
of North Searsport I bid you welcome
with us to-day. Yes, thrice welcome to
our hall, our homes and our all.
We have
looked forward to your coming with pleasure; and we hope when you leave to go to
your several homes that you may carry
pleasant memories of this meeting.
Comrades, I feel proud to stand here as
a soldier’s daughter;
proud that my father
wears the little button in bis coat—and
that
he
bolds
the honorable poprouder
sition that be does in your association.
Comrades, I love the old Star Spangled
Bauner-“lung may it wave o’er the land of
the free and the home of the brave.”
My dear old Comrades, how little does
'bis generation know what you who
gather with us from time to time bad to
s-ift'er; how little do we kuow of the long
"'"ary marches; of the suffering in the
hospitals, on the battlefields, and in the
prison pens of the south—all that we
niirht have an undivided country, one
f’.ig and one country for us all.
To the ladies of the Belief Corps. God
bless you in your work for the Veterans.
We hid you welcome with us to-day.
May you stand by the veterans in their
jmlvney through life, and when the last
roll-call is sounded may you all he mustered on the eternal camping ground.
Again, Comrades, in behalf of North
Searsport, l hid you welcome. May this
meeting prove a pleasant one lo you nil.
That you may all live to meet with us
many times in the future b my prayer.
Kesiponse by Ii. 11. Dawson: rec.,
‘‘Shiloh’s Plain,” Miss Jennie Whittum;

now

in Dist. 1, taught by Miss
SUCCESSORS TO
March 5th.
The
Turner, closed
and
fine
this
scholars have made
STEVENS & ERSKINE,
progress
term has been a most successful and satisfactory one. Iu the afternoon a goodly company assembled to witness the Hag raising.
It was a very pretty affair and did credit to
And Dealers in_
the teacher’s training and the scholars’
ability. The older scholars representing
the thirteen colonies wore bright badges Boots,
designating each respective colony, and,
Slioes,
with Uncle Sam iu costume, formed a semicircle in front of the school-house, the little
Rubbers,
ones wearing
bright colored badges aud
bearing small Hags were grouped near. A
Trunks,
Hue address was given by Miss May Hodgden, after which Ralph Hopkins, as Uncle
Bugs,
Sam, advanced and hoisted tin* Hag. As it
unfolded and floated gracefully out it was Extension Cases,
cheers.
After
greeted with three hearty
Whips,
singing “Tiie Red, White and Blue, all returned to the school-house where the exerfine
addresses
Several
Rohes,
cises were continued.
W'ire given and other pieces appropriate to
the occasion by The older scholars, while the
Blankets, Etc.
lies did well the parts assigned
younger
Hie music, consisting of solos, duets NEW STOCK Oh
them.
The

3d; place,

Servi 3e.

Wednesdays
Fri-days
Returning from Bucksport at 8.45 a. m., or
upon arrival of train from Bangor, on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays for Castine, Belfast,

Haut.

au

June

Edward Fox of Portland, a student in
Harvard, is having a fine 22 ft. sloop conSteamer ROCKLAND. Capt. E. W. CURTIS,
will leave Rockland, weather and ice permitting, structed at Smith’s yard in South Boston.
for Camden, Belfast, Castine and Bucksport, on
The yacht will be 22 feet on water line, 2.0
and
at 7 a. m.
Mondays,

Winter Local

Verona Clarke.

Raising

WEAK LUNGS,
CHRONIC COUGH,

Colcord for

hospitality.

soft crowns.

Flag

BRONCHITIS,
CONSUMPTION,

following program was given: Prayer,
A. F. Colcord; singing, America, Association; address of welcome by Miss Carrie Stinson, who said:
Comrades, Ladies and Gentlemen:
Upon me has fallen the pleasant duty of
offering a few words of welcome, and in

to

of grass
much used on

plateaux,

Winterport,

the

and others.

prevalence

crowns

of the

one

order.

Patterson; song, ‘‘Blue and Grey,” Janies
Kueelatul; song, “Putting on Airs,” A.
II. Ellis. Then came short speeches from
A. E. Nickerson, J. II. Gordon, J. Dutch

coming season,
very high that
ribbon-wired stem, as

with the

Soft

l.su

called to order

Miss Katie

REGULAR FARES.

the

are

Time,

sociation;

IIAXOKABLK TAFFKTA

trimmings

our

The King of Remedies for

song, “Marching

RESUMPTION

SOFT,
the ribbon
A

and

00

A

900
830

Flag station.

Limited tickets for Boston

ing, lleinietta cloth, tamise cloth, dull!
or crape cloth, have not
been displaced by new fabrics, but the
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For chronic lung and throat affections
Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery
is a marvelously successful remedy. It
will cure 98 per cent, of all cases of consumption if taken in time. It is the most
wonderful blood-maker and flesh-builder
in the world.
It cures where doctors
have failed.

Belfast,

TME

and it is the boast of the Association that
never at
any of its meetings has a cross
work been spoken by one comrade to

President Stinson called the meeting to
order at 10.30 and the records of the last
meeting were read and approved. Com-
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so
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Iu a letter to Dr. Pierce, Mrs. Emma Crowder,
of Anthoston, Henderson Co.. Ky., writes: “Before taking your Favorite Prescription I had
miscarried twice, and since taking it have given
birth to a fine healthy boy who is the pride of
the household. Besides this my monthly periods
used to be accompanied with terrible pains and
uneasiness and cramps, and your medicines cured
that. I can truthfully say that one bottle of your
Favorite Prescription did me more good than
our family phj'sician did in six months.”
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mixtures in fashionable tints; silk wrap
Covert cloths, or rough woolly mixtures,
designed especially for tailor suits. Other
beautiful stuffs show a canvas weave dotted with colors, and not less attractive are
canvas
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North Searsport. Thirteen
regiments of infantry, two batteries of artillery, one regiment of cavalry, the navy
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Prescription will help
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gives strength and
and
tone
elasticity to
the maternal organs
and power and vitaliaken early
Itv to the nerve-centres,
while the baby is expected it completely
relieves motherhood of its unnatural
dangers and excessive pain, and makes
it the joy and comfort that it ought to be.
It is the only remedy that can be absolutely relied on to cure “female comstances

and handsome
frogs across the front, or a
fancy braid pattern, while a similar design on the sleeves and skirt, looks very
dashing on a slender person. Many new
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The Waldo County Veteran Association
met in the Grange Hall, North

favorable conditions,
almost hands him over
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She
ought to be strong and
well herself when the
baby comes. Circum-

Eton jackets
are cut with a
pointed instead of a rounded front, and a slash
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point affords an opportunity for additional trimming.
Suit jackets are very short,
double-breasted, and loose in front, close
fitting at the back, and may or may not
be braided.
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working tained by private meahs. For secondary
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tropical

mings in Spring costumes is decided and
is likely to become
very popular; still a
variety must always exist, an order to
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The (..'ape Ann Advertiser says that
there is now such a scarcity of clams

along the Annisquam river, where these
bivalves

were once so

really difficult

abundant,

that it is

procure sufficient foiya
The flats have been dug so much

meal.

that the

to

lias

supply

been

This is true also of localities
coast.
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gent measures to restore

thus benefit the

exhausted.

on
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advocates strinthe clam crop and
that

public, and proposes
be no digging on the

there should

flats

for at least two years, which would give
the bivalves an opportunity to grow and
thrive. With us lobsters, if not becom-
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them, and a shortage in
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a

street

commissioner there

a

decided

and

position. It is only due to the retiring
chief, Mr. Francis 11. Welch, to say that
he has been most zealous and faithful in
the discharge of his
duty, and we believe
that lie leaves the department well
equipped with all the apparatus needed for

lighting fire. This
water supply ought
protection.

harmony.
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not

with

an

to ensure
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Of the other officers elected

necessary

to

speak in

detail.

Some are re-elected, others are restored to
lend of the Boston
Transcript’s
I isteuer lias seen a
funny sight in Maine. positions they had filled most acceptably;
A; a place in this
State, which needn’t be and all we believe will perform their renamed, there lives a small boy named
Jonathan Longfellow, who is a third or spective duties conscientiously.
fourth cousin of the
poet, and he is a
For Good Government.
great boy, too.
One day this friend was
driving past young Jonathan’s house and
Lyman J. Gage, the new Secretary 7>f
saw the boy at a little distance
engaged in
sliding down hill on the slippery crust on the Treasury, was one of the promoters,
something that was not a sled. What and the President, of the Civic Federation
ould it be? Evidently the
scrutiny of the of Chicago, and his statement of its aims
passer-by was observed by the boy, for he
is a program well worth the attention of
stopped bis coasting and called out ami‘»blv, "I'm sliding down hill on the municipal reformers everywhere:
Bibb-’
And it was the fact, too. He had
It is the aim of the federation to bring
got the smooth, leather bound
family into co-ordination those social and moral
Bible, containing the generations of all forces that make for the common welfare.
the
Longfellows, and was coasting on it It purposes to quicken and deepen in the
with magnificent success.
minds of all our citizens a conviction of
.1 his is a perverted version of a real oc- their duties to the civic whole.
To this
end it will endeavor to spread a better
currence of at least 50 years
The
ago.
knowledge of our municipal
hoy in question, who was called “Jot,” how it is operated, and howorganization,
by the inatdor short, was not on the street but on the tention and neglect of the voter it becomes
sloping roof of a shed at one side of the corrupted, extravagant and wasteful. It
will encourage attendance at the primahouse.
As a neighbor was going
by he ries and the selection of good candidates
called out "Miss (Mrs.)-! Miss-! see for office.
In short it will reassert the
me go it nil the Bible!” We have known
principle that the people as the sovereign
of ( hopping trays and tea trays taking the is entitled to honest and faithful service
from its servants.
It will repudiate the
place of sleds; hut it would never have oc- j proposition that the municipal agencies
CMi-rcd to any other boy than “Jot" to representing the people, paid for their
services by taxes levied upon all, have the
use the
family Bible for this purpose.
riyht to use the power and injluenee thus deto promote the political fortunes of
vised
It has been sufficiently demonstrated
|
set of individuals or any party.
The
that the Wilson bill does not produce suf- any
j Civic Federation will assist right-minded
licieut revenue; and that the repeal of the I
municipal officers in the enconomical and
reciprocity treaties provided for in the efficient administration of their duties.
McKinley bill lias deprived us of a large j Such power as it has or can gaiu it will
use to expose or correct maladministraand profitable trade with foreign countries.
tion or neglect and to punish those who
Both results were freely predicted when
wilfully betray their solemn duties while
The Civic Federation
this retrograde policy was inaugurated. in official station.
Now that the country has had a costly is absolutely non-partisan in all its theories and plans of action, and will frown
lessou—in the form of nearly four years
down all attempts, if such be made, to
of business depression, closed mills and
pervert its actions to the advantage of
factories and low prices for products of any political party.
Is there a city or town in the United
the soil—there appears to be little opposiA

Dun’s Review says in last Saturday’s
issue: “The first step toward prosperity

which

have resumed

or

Your nerves will be strong, and your sleep
Hood’s
sound, sweet and refreshing.
Sarsaparilla makes pure blood. That is
why it cures 30 many diseases. That is
why so many thousands take it to cure
disease, retain good health and prevent
sickness and suffering. Remember

increased force

the past week seems greater than
in auy other week since November. While
the start has been secured in many cases

during

by contracts
ing
are

at extreme

fi

j

George Lane went to Rockland last
week, having shipped as cook of sell Helen.

Blood

is to get the wheels started and the hands
employed, and the number of works

low prices, involv-

reduction of wages, the hands
earning more even so, and aid more

the

general

are

still threatened.

Hood’s

recovery, than if not working
at all, and thus far important strikes have
been avoided in most cases, though some
continue

especially

Sarsaparilla

The money markets
favorable to industrial

The President’s first message to ConIt
gress is published elsewhere in full.
clearly shows the condition of the nation-

Obituary.
Mrs. Margaret S. Neal died in Weeks
Mills, China, March 7th, aged 65 years, 2
months aud 5 days. She was born in Waldoboro, daughter of the late Nathaniel Simmous of Belfast, and is survived by the following brothers and sisters: John M. Simmons, Mrs. F. S. Johnson, Nathaniel Simmons, Mrs. II. W. Woodbury of Belfast; A.

neces-

sary to make home happy—a family arrived
at noble manhood and womanhood.
Then
she had reason and did say, “Thank God,
my life has not been a failure.”
[Knox and
Lincoln papers please copy.
James T. Pottle, a well known contractor
and builder, died at his residence on Congress street, Friday morning, March 12th, of
pneumonia, after an illness of four days.
The deceased was born in Searsmont, April
5, 1837. He was one of a family of seven, of
whom three brothers aud two sisters survive him—Warren of Rock port, Mrs. Ansel
Wadsworth of Belfast, John of Brant, Wis.,
Mrs. Thomas Orn of Cushing, Me., George
of Friendship, Me. In 1859 he married
Lucy
J. Donnell of Searsmont and soon after went
to California where he lived until the death
of his

wife,

time of man’s life here on earth.
For some
time the deceased had been very feeble, but
be bad been able to sit up every day until
last Friday, when signs of still greater weakness began to show themselves, and his life
ebbi d and Mowed until the final summons as
stated above.
Mr Grant was born at Prospect, Waldo county, Maine, July 18, 181i!.
He came west to Wisconsin in 1848, to Sheboygan county, and moved to Mandan in
1882
He was the youngest of four brothers,
all of whom he survived, but it is thought
he has
sister
alive in Maine. He leaves
three hiidrenF. Grant ami Mrs. M O.
We'.eh, with whom he lived, and G. W.
Grant, resident at Peuv !< ;, Michigan. The
funeral took piace from
s late residence
or
Monday afternoon, I’m. A. E. Evison of
Christ church ctu ducting the religious ex« rcises.
The bod. was nterred in Greenwood c iiieiery.
The bb* of the deceased
was one of s*
raightfoiai riness and sterling
w!
ich
of
c* v ie secured for him
honesty,
the confidence >f hi
fellow citizens.
He

few years

••

<

j
j

great reader and always enjoyed the
work of hi* cal’ing, t-i. it of farming. [Mandan Pioneer, M .udan North Dakota, March
12th.
was a

1

|

1 l:e triends i-u Maine of
Elhridge S. Ferthl Esq., of Roston, will he pained to hear
the neath of his wife which occurred recently hi his h< me m Ashmont. Mr. Fernald
is a native of
and a
u

Winterport

promising

young lawyer in Boston.
He was married
on A
a
little over year ago. The remains
of Mrs. V ernald v ill be interred at Winterport. | ttangor \\ big & Courier.

Tv'hat use is there in eating when food
\loes you no good—in fact, when it does
you
more harm than good, for such is the case if
it is uot digested ?
If you have a loathing for food there is no
use of forcing it down, for it will uot he digested. You must restore the digestive organs to their natural strength and cause the
food to he digested, when au appetite will
come, and with it a relish for food.
The tired, languid feeling will give place
to vigor and energy; then you will put Mesh
on
your bones and become strong.
The
Shaker Digestive Cordial as made by the
Mount Lebanon Shakers contains food already digested aud is a digester of foods as
well. Its action is prompt and its effects
permanent.

and

filled with matter of interest to sports-

men.

Rangeley Lakes has again ;been refused
admission to the Sportsman's Exposition at
New York. The exposition seems to be a
close corporation.
The March number of The Rudder, the
leading yacht magazine of the country, is
handsomely illustrated as usual and full of
interest to yachtsmen and yacht builders.
$2 a year. Rudder Publishing Co., 155 Broad-

exception

way,

He

of

a

In 1885

y«-ar

spent in Bridgeport, Ct.

largest
section of the State, having built some
the best houses in the city; also cottages
was one

of the

contractors in this
of
at

Isle au Haut and Deer Isle.
He was a
member of St. Paul Lodge, F. and A. M.,
and for some years a member of the “Club

Thirty.” He was a kind neighbor, a loving husband and father, au honest, upright
citizen, knowrn and respected by a large circle of acquaintances aud friends. The funeral wras held at his residence on Congress
street Sunday at 2 p. in., Rev. C. H. Wells
officiating.
of

Sally Holmes, wrho died in East Belfast, March 11th, was the oldest person in
Belfast, and was also a native and life-long
Mrs.

resident here. Her age was 92 years aud 11
mouths. This makes three very old natives
of Belfast who have died recently. The
others are Rufus K. Patterson, born April
28, 1805, died in Northport Dec. 24, 1890; and
Mary Ann Soper Derby, born Jan. 25, 1800,
died in Alfred, Me., Jan. 11, 1897. This
leaves Ephraim Pitcher of Belfast, who was
born here in March 1800, the oldest living

New York.

trations,

of the

Moosehead Like region, and

generally the Maine sporting field.
Published at Bangor, Herbert W. Rowe,
Manager.
covers

Some
comic

one

has sont

us

the libretto of the

Cleopatra—words by Charles
Chapin Sargent, Jr., lyrics by Arthur Augustus Powers, music by Donald Mac Gregor—as
pioduced by the Columbia College Musical
Society at the Carnegie Lyceum, New York,
during the week of Feb. 15, 1897. The opera
is a clever production and made a decided
opera

to

in the Senate from
selves silver

belong
only

a

to

Republicans,

few silver mine

ment.

is

but who

really

That the

owners.

seventy millions of people

should be thus
men

who call them-

party and who represent

no

interests of
fish

men

a

antagonized by

a

few sel-

travesty upon free govern-

ligent citizen wherever read.
In this State

a

movement

is

now

under-

way for the organization of the Christian
Civic League of Maine, and it is practical-

ly identical in its aims with the Chicago
Federation—looking to the thorough organization and unification of the friends
The constitution
of good government.

Tuesday evening, March 9th, Mr. Norman
White, Mr. Willis Young and Dr. Hen-

ing him to the place of his study, and with
him she went to Newcastle when he began
his pastorate there the first of June, 1894.
She always retained her membership in the
Free Will Baptist church at Augusta, to
which place she was taken for burial. The
funeral service was held at the Congregational church, March 10th. The exercises
C. Whittemore,
were conducted by Rev. E
assisted by Rev. C. L. Baughart, the pastors
of the neighboring churches with whom

Mens, Boys & Children's

shaw of Boston invited their friends to
meet them at Elwell’s hall and they would
entertain them to the best of their ability.
The appointed evening proved to be a very

Hats, Caps, Etc.
GLOVES,
HOSIERY and

NECKWEAR.

STAPLES & COTTRELL.
Main St., Belfast

kkpokt ok thk

BELFAST

finely rendered and received with long
and hearty applause.
Probably the most
laughable attiair was the excellent represtatiou of a girl from Aroostook during her
first visit to the store of Jordon & Marsh,
by Mr. White. It was very amusing and
well acted, too. It will be remembered that.
Mr. White recently appeared at the Tremont Theatre as the leading gentleman iu
the extravaganza of Simple Simon. It was
a delightful entertainment, and the friends
of the gentlemen will long remember the or- !
casion and feel very grateful to them for the
pains they had taken to make the evening
so enjoyable to all.

Haveu—probably ou account of homesickproduced perhaps by the dreary ef-

ness

fects of “the wide extent of low seawashed

ledges,’’ was quite amusing as well as interesting; and perhaps Mr. H. would like to
hear about the fate of the old craft and the
whereabouts of the skipper and his mate.
The captain, Mr. John Crockett (not Crocker) resides here, is hale and hearty, and has
the

same appearance of a “muscular,
powerfully built man,’’ and of the same “quiet
and genial bearing.” Time has dealt kindly with him. His full beard has whitened
by time, but otherwise than that he looks

feels about the

and

you paddled your
to the
vessel.

same

canoe

the time
the spring

at

as

from

Isaac lived here until
recently, when with his family he moved
to a Massachusetts town.
The fourth
man, who escaped the memory of Mr.
H.,

was

Calvin

Montezuma

sold toother parties. About j
two years after the “fresh young sailor" had
become satisfied that his native soil was i
good enough for him, the old vessel sailed 1
away one day in December laden with brick !
and hark for Boston and during the
passage
she encountered a severe storm. She struck
on Wood Island and the career of the Mon{
tezumaended, and the crew, with theexcep- j
tion of two, found watery graves.
How '■
thankful Mr. H. must feel that his life on
the “ocean wave” was so short and sweet,

a 7-feet monument of Oak Hill and
Lincolnviile granite for Charles Brown of
Morrill, a large one of Quincy granite for
Mrs. Frederick Black of Morrill and several

making

smaller

and

This

$40.00

fine

Bicycle to be
Riven away to the most popular school boy in Belfast or vi-

I

NEW LINE

to our

serve

yacht

Webster has the bull of the sloop

he is

building practically completed,

and she shows up well.

The

model is greatly admired by all who have seen it, and she
ill without doubt be

riyer.

w

a

I

Harbor

Boston.
paper manufacturer of
Brown also has an order for a small double
ender, length 13 feet., and weight to be not
Besides this be has built
over 50 pounds.
this winter a 14-foot sailboat for Robert
Treat Paine 2d, 100 pounds, and a 14-foot
row’ boat for Mr. Wheel right, and lias built
After finishing
several more small boats.
the work now engaged he will begin on a

wealthy

yacht

41 feet

bulb lead keel.

over

all,

10 feet

beam,

Aleuts)

Specie.
Lejral tender notes,

j Kedempt ion
er

I

we shall start a
the important
worth of goods

voting contest and settle
question. Even dollar's
bought <d any description
K It CASH/

LOWKsr

IN

I Hi;

The boys are cordially invited
in and inspect the bi \i lc

83 Main St

,

that
or

< 1 I V
to cine

State

>,
Maine, r.u
W. W FSi < » CT, ( asliiei
bank, tltt soUnnnlv swear !
ment is rt in- to the best
lief.
C. W. \\
Sub'eribet! and sworn t
dav id' Mareb. 1S‘.*7.
JOSEPH

Correct

does
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W

National

Searsport, In the Stale ot Mao:
business March P.
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Loans and dis* units.
tverdrafts. sconretl ami i:r.-«
C. S. Bonds t<* secure rir*
Stocks, securities, etc

Banking-house.furniture
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that mean?

s
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HOREHOUND

What

!

Attest
JOHN 0. Blit ink
T. W. PITCH Eh
A. A
HOWES

OF

lungs.

—

I.

Belfast.

HALES
HONEY

your

..

Total

throat

may go

V HI Li m

■

i

cough

trouble
to

Total.

Nat 1011ai 1‘. mk notes
I hie t" ot her Nari *nal Hanks
ihie to State Hatik' and ban.
l>i\ idem is unpaid
lndi\ nliia 1 deposit* subj.
I teniand eert iti.-ate' d

Clothier & Tailor,

UThe

f md u it t I s •
rent, of eireulation

I.

at our store entitles the buyer t
f» votes.
Votes sold at any time at two <vuis each.
We guarantee our prices

INK

.'» per

<'apital stock paid in
Surplus iiiini
I'ndiv idi.-il profits, !rs* v
taxes paid.
j

I

,n

from Nat ionai Hank'
Agentsi
1 'lie f on, a ppro\ n| re'*-1
( berks ami oilier e.isli itemNotes "I ot in- Nation.,’, i..
Fractional paper- onvnrv.t

TAR

>

cents
;l

Hale's Honey of Horehound and Tar
isn’t claimed to cure consumption, but ;t
w; : often
prevent it. A positive cure for
a cough.
Sold by druggists.
Pike's Toothache Drops cure m one minute.

l.no

,,

/;,

'.

hi

I .egal render 'u
lbMlcmption fund with
lifer.
[ter cent. "I rim

I.*

i.

Total..

stm k paid in.
t ': 1
ic
lei I profits, less
raxes paid ..
Nat ion.i' Bank notes out stai
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I )i\ iib-mls anpanl

Capital
S'll'pltl
I

II

Individual

ileposit' snhj*

Total
STATIC
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M AIM. C
M
I. CH AS F. (inlvlH > V. 'named bank. <b» solemn!) sv.
statement ts true to the best
< 11 AS
belief
in*
1
Subscribed and sworn to n,
•lav of March, IM'JT.
t'HAKl.
Correct. Attest
I v MKS (i PEN 1*1
liKo F SMITH.
JOSH FA H Mt’Hi '!

My Mamma gives me
RELIEF,
For Coughs, Colds, Collo, Cholera
Mcrbus, Dysentery, Croup, Sore
Throat, Diphtheria, eto»
I THINK IT IS REAL NICE TO TAKE.
BROWN’S INSTANT

i'n-pared by

NOBV/AY MEDICI WE

Co., Norway,

Probate Court held at Ik ,!
the Countv of Waldo, on :he
March, A 1* 18'JT

Certain instrument, put
will and testament of if
BEET late ol W liter port. in
do, deceased, having beet, per
Ordered, That notice be cs\•
terested by causing a <•- p\
published three week-* *u<-<
liean Journal, printed at Ik
rt,
appear at a Probate <
w ithin and for said ('.-uni a
day of April next, at ten
noon, and show
ause, it .no
same should not lie pr-oed,
CKO. E -1.
A tie *'"p\
Attest
(11 AS. I* 11 V

\

M«*

Belfast National Bant
Belfast,

•*!

At a

■

f

=

<

Maine.

Outlook.

The outlook for the coming season according to the fishermen does not seem very

bright.
to tell

Of

course it

how the

out but

impossible at present,
fishery will pan
halibut fishery has not 1

is

mackerel

the cod and

Opou

netted the fishermen very much this wiuter
and they say that it will he fully as bad dur-

iug the coming

summer.

j
The coasting trade i

also very poor and vessel owners are los- j
ing money every day. Those who know
are just
say that hard times
beginning
to he felt in this State, \ Portland Press.

from 9
1

to

to

DEPOSITS

12 A. M,

From

4 P. M.
SOMCITKD.

I4tf

Probate ( <>un ! eld at lithe ('oun! V of Waldo,
I,March. A l» 1 SOT
PsTIIEK 1. PA( !\ A HI*
I; F \< K \ HI >. I
of Wa! i", d eea-ed. ha\ ii •_ ;
pi a nm for appoint men a*
estate of said deco.t>ed.
< Mdered,
That the said pi
all persons interested by aider to be published tlirei
the Kepitbliean Joiirual, p
t hey maa appear at a Fi o'oa;
Belfast, as i! 11in and for sai <
TuesduN -1 April next. at
noon, and show can m\ 11 a
piavcr of said pet it inner
<

is

S. Hall, Esq., of Boston was at
last month, accompanied by
a friend.
They came down to see the yacht
which (J. F. Brown is building for Mr. Hall,
this being the second yacht he Lias built for
him. The first one, the Iudra, is now owned by F. L. Olmstead of Brookline, who has
his summer home on Deer Isle. The boat
now building is 35 6 over all, 23 waterline,
9.li beam, 5 9 feet draught, with 5,100 pounds
of iron on her keel. Her lines are very similiar to those of the Surf, owned by C. E.
Melntire of Roekport, which was also designed and built by Brown, and which Mr.
Hall admired very much last season. The
new boat, which will be called the Nidra,

Pulpit

U\

I hie f i. .m approved reset
Cheek.' and other cash item
Notes -.1 other National I; m;
I Fractional paper ■iirrem
and cents
I
/;,
Luirf'il Ml.I,, ,,

cinity.
To call attention

Loans and discounts.
Overdrafts. 'mired and n-.
I
S. Bonds to htiire eireti
>. Komis on hand.
Premiums on
s. Komis
Stocks, securities, etc.
Kankinu-li. >use,furniture mid
toiler real estate and nioned
Due from National Kanks

At a

for

O. K.

im

1

Boats.

Holt is getting his yachts ami boats
the season’s business. One new
row-boat has been named Laus Deo.

ready

ovum

liKs-M U<

jobs.
Fishermen’s

t

NATION*

Al Bel fust, in the State of Wad
business March <

was

Hutchins Bros, of this city have put up an J
aeromoter at their granite works on Front
j
street. The wheel is 12 feet 10 inches in di- ]
1
ameter and stands 42 feet above the ground.
The machinery to he driven at present, con- j
sists of a fiat-surface polisher, a polishing
j
lathe and a grindstone. The firm is now |

The
Yachts

William

Mathews, mother of Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor of the Congregational church
at Newcastle, died very suddenly Sunday,
March 7th. She had attended the communion service in the morning and given her
customary cordial greeting to the members
In the afternoon she
of the congregation.
called upon a neighbor, returning just beWhen the family sat down to the
fore tea.
table about six o’clock, she spoke of not feeling well, but nothing serious was anticipated.
Rev. Mr. Mathews was preparing to
conduct the evening service as usual, but
before the 7.15 bell rang, the sufferer was at
Annie Elizabeth Mathews was born
rest.
May 17, 1836, at Augusta, Me. Here her
school-days were spent, her later education
being completed in New Hampshire. In
May, 1856, she was married to N. Morrill
Mathews of Augusta, who died Oct. 25, 1886.
Her only children, the two sous, Fred W.
were with her at the last.
and Rupert B
Mrs.

CUSTOM SUITS
to order, $12.50 and upwards.

H.

hit.

S. B.

spondence.

from 50c upwards.

It is rumored that Mr. Wiiliam Alexander
has placed in the hands of a Belfast lawyer
a claim for damages for
injuries received by
his mother, who was thrown from the
sleigh
he was driving a few weeks ago while turning from Camden street into Water street
near the residence of Mrs. R. T. Herrick.

The account of Mr. J. F. H.of East Thorndike, in last week’s Journal, of his attempt
as a boy to go to the Grand Banks on a tishiug cruise iu the good schooner Montezuma,
but which ended rather abruptly at North

of

Ficv as

Mr. Emery Brown came up from Rockland
Saturday evening and spent Suuday with
his family.

compared with what it might have been if he
Jacksonville, Fla Metropolis says of had followed
the dangers of the deep blue
The Republican Journal that it is “the best
sea.
printed paper in the United States, and the
leading paper of Maine, and a gentleman
Concerning Local Industries.
in Florida, who has been a printer for about
(X) years and feels a deep interest in the
The Belfast Machine & Foundry Co. is in
“craft,” wrote to us for a sample copy.
correspondence with a large firm m New
An edition of 5,000 copies of the Maine
York City in regard to the compauv's saw
Sportsman was issued in honor of the mills, granite machinery, etc. The firm
Sportsman’s Exposition at New York. It wishes to handle the machinery in its Japcontains some excellent articles, with illus- anese trade.

proposed Republican tariff bill, States in which such a Civic Federation is
supply the needed revenue not needed? The essential* principles of
and at tire same time afford adequate true government—principles too generally
protection to American labor and its pro- lost sight of in this era of ring-rule and
will be finished in cypress and mahogany
Its early passage by the House is preferment-seeking politicians—are clearducts.
ami her cabin fittings are very nice. She
will be in every way the equal of the
assured, the people generally favor it, and ly and forcibly laid down by Mr. Gage,
for
the
minthe
latter’s
preparation
Menelik, built in tlie same shop last year
if it meets with any obstruction it will be and will appeal to the patriotic and intel- During
istry, she made a home for him, accompany- and owned by George W. Wheelwright, a
tion to the

designed

tives.

Elegant Line

The

native of Belfast.

Mrs. Abhy Morse, who (lied at her home
in Searsmout, March 11th, had long been
identified with Spiritualism and had more
j
than a local reputation as a speaker and I
medium. She will be greatly missed in
j
The particulars of
Spiritualistic circles.
her death are given in our Searsmout corre-

An

Mrs. Bessie Drink water of Lincoluville
spent Saturday and Suuday here with rela-

Lindsey, who, we believe,
is still living.
That trip of the Montezuma
to the Banks when the boy was left
behind,
was a quick and successful one.
The next
Doctors prescribe Eaxol because it has all
was as hard as the other was
the virtues of Castor Oil and is palatable.
pleasant; both
anchors and several «>f the. sails were lost,
but the “powerfully built” captain brought
Papers and Periodicals.
the schooner back in safety with all on
The Phillips Phonograph of March 12th board. Capt. Crockett made several trips j
consisted of six pages, profusely illustrated to Boston and along shore and then the

later, when he rehe married Caroline J. Marriner of Searsmont, who with
two sons, Nathaniel J. aud Luville J., survive him.
In 1870 he moved to Belfast,
where lie has since made his home, with the
a

turned to Maine.

JUST RECEIVED.

ton.

disagreeable one, so far as the weather was
concerned, and the attendance was not as
Is the One True Blood Purifier. SI; six for $5.
large as it would otherwise have been, but
oun* I-iv'M* Ills; easy to
a goodly number was
rfc»«i
present and every morlOOQ S r*lIIS take, easy to operate. 25c.
ment of the time was most heartily
enjoyed.
The exercises opened with a few introRev. Mr. Mathews has been so intimately
associated in the special revival work of the ductory remarks by Mr. Young, who introlast two months.
The church quartette duced Dr. Henshaw, who very
effectively
rendered two selections: “I’m sighing fur
read the “Yarn of the Nancy Bell.” He was
the home-land,” and “There is a calm beyond life’s fitful fever.” Exquisite Mowers re-called and read “How Ruby Played,”
were sent by numerous friends,
including which received a hearty encore. Then folwhite roses from the Mathews family, Fiellowed a musical selection by Mrs. Lou Elfast, and a pillow with the word “Mother”
well and Mr.Harvard Elwell; “The One Hoss
from the immediate family.
Shay,” by Johnnie Pendleton; “The KenThe death of G. W. Grant, at his home
tucky Philosophy,” I)r. Henshaw: The
southwest of town, near the cemetery, on
Irishman’s Philosophy, Mr. White and
Sunday luoruing about U o’clock, has severed another link from that, ever-shortening I)r. Henshaw, and an Aroostook Girl’s First
chain of hardy pioneers who have reached
Visit to Boston, Mr. White. The readings,
an age considerably beyond
the allotted
recitations and character sketches were

recovery, and there is no such speculative
epidemic as to lock up an excessive share
of available capital.”

luxuries of life

j

Mr. Wainesville Chapman went to Portland Monday to join sch. Mary B. Welling-

some

all the comforts and

•

we

and maintain throughout the State a revfor law; 3d, to secure the enactment
of the best possible laws, their impartial
enforcement, and the choice of competent
officials to that end.

erence

by

placed in him. Ilis election meets with
general approval. The choice of Mr. 1.
cratic harmony and unity,’’ and
among
T. Clough as chief engineer also comother things he said:
He has had experi1 regard Senator Gorman as the des- mands public favor.
xi over ot the Democratic
party and I would ence in the fire department, and is level;i v that he shall not
go back to the Senate. headed. a quality most essential in such a

Applause.) It is said that he is the best
known man in tin* Democratic
party. 1
KM,,1,ld use anothei expression—he is more
notorious.
He is an astute, corrupt poli!i
m and
i will support no one, I will
!
c.p no "lie to the Legislature, who is not
pledged to do al he can to defeat Mi.
Dorman foi the Senate.
Secondly, I will
not vote lui any one who is not a sound
’nones
Democrat.
’i on can’t get me to
"Te f(>l ■> silver Democrat
simply because

i

NEWS.

Mr.

Blood means sound health. With pur<
rich, healthy blood, the stomach and di
gestive organs will be vigorous, and there
will be no d fspepsia. Rheumatism and
Neuralgia will be unknown. Scrofula and
Salt Rheum will disappear. With pure

j

resourcefulness,
believe that Mr. W. II. Walker, the new
commissioner, will justify the confidence

Maryland politicians all agog. Mr. Gans
spoke to the toast ‘Conditions of Demo-

by co-opt ration with other existing agencies, 1st, to educate the people in all that
pertains to good citizenship; 2d, to arouse

mend any increase of taxation on account | J. Simmons of Waldo and Nahum L SimHe thinks it advisable for the
city mons of Morrill. She married Feb. 17, 1850,
to endeavor to refund as soon as
possible, Albion K. Jackson of Poor’s Mills, and their
at a lower rate of interest, the $498,700 in surviving children are. J. E. and A. K.
Jackson iof Belfast, Mrs. J. W. Collins of
six per cent, bonds, due Aug. 15, 1898.
R. I., and Mrs. C. A. Bowden of
The
I
Mayor says enough under the head- Cranston,
China, Me. During her residence at Poor’s
ing of highways to indicate that he is Mills she
became a member of the Baptist
earnestly in favor of good roads, and it is church in Belfast. March 23, 1887, after
certainly high time for reform in that di- some years of widowhood, she married V. B.
rection.
His suggestion that tbe lower Neal of Weeks Mills, who survives her. The
bridge be inspected should be acted upon funeral services were held at the church in
Morrill March 10th, Rev. Geo. E Tufts of
at once, and that structure be restricted
Belfast officiating, assisted by Rev. II. 1. Holt
to the purpose for which it was
intended, of Morrill. Mrs. Neal was a woman of
great
a
public highway. The Mayor recomforce of character. During her eventful life
mends liberal appropriations for the
she passed through many financial and so
schools and shows a due appreciation of
cial positions requiring a wise head to guide
their importance and of the
good work the domestic ship to a safe haven. She was
I that has been done in their behalf.
The a natural leader and performed the part sucFree Library has an appreciative
para- cessfully where many women might have
graph, the need of an efficient tire depart- failed. She worked hard and faithfully to
ment is emphasized, and the
Mayor de- bring up and educate lier little family doclares for a liberal appropriation this ing their father’s many years of invalidism
year for the construction of sewers and aud after bis death. In her second hoi-ie
the continuance of work on them until she was surrounded by an atmosphere of
mutual religious affinity and freed from 0&
the system is completed.
This should be
care of providing for the physical wants of
but
we
did
not suppose the finandone,
her household, making her last days her
cial conditions would permit of an
appro- best days in more senses than one; for when
priation for sewers this year. The work she last visited her children
she found them
once begun should not have been
inter- each independantly placed, surrounded

abilities, intelligence

lias set

Pure

command and

of it.

departure from precedent.
A young man lias been given the
place, aud those who know his all-around

calamity.

recent

increased

were

of $5,070.4!) during the past two
years, but with the prospect of having
our interest account
very much reduced
in the near future and our tax rate corre-

has been

An attack on Senator Gorman
by Edgar
’1. Gans, ex*assistant States’
Attorney at
a

liabilities

Agricul- spondingly

alone is

to

amount

*1.500,000.000.

corn

as

Swan, but, unfortunately, the precedent
he established was not followed by succeeding Mayors. The Mayor finds that

in business conditions.

to

suggestion

our

Such reports are made by the al finances and the necessity for prompt
the counties, and the city tax- ; legislation that will supply adequate revpayers should also be furnished with like enue.
information.
This was done by Mayor

After all, the farmers of the United
states are n«»t the worst oil people in the
w.i, !d.
Tin
total productions last year,
ic

The

itemized accounts of
of the city is one that

at

means

NORTHPORT

to be

expended.

.steady, and even Demonewspapers are admitting an im-

•■ni-'nt

*\

its

By all the

league

towns and

tlie growth is

rat ic

and

all within the line

are

public good.
publication of

straightfor-

document,

should be carried into effect.
Tbe people
have a right to know how their money is

great dam,

a

any
and strife—no

plain,

a

business-like

recommendations

Reports from all parts of the United
states show a marked improvement in
business conditions.
General improve-

Vi'

It is

of the

>ide of life it will rank among the causes
celebre.

with

“punish”

to

The Mayor’s address, published in other
columns, gives full expression to the above

Boston has established the
facts that John Stetson was a much-mar-

come

attempt

business-like way.

and

at

ment, of course, does not
rush 1 ik« the breaking of

no

foment ill

be in the hands of practical business men,
and will be conducted in a practical and

excellent choice.

an

caucus to

a

declares the purposes of the
as follows:

uow

feeling
extravagant promises or extravagant expenditures. The affairs of the city will

He has just appointed
Vickery of Augusta resident

Hospital,

is

honest differences of opinion; but
to

one,

ing appointments.

Trustee of the Maine Insane

for

there will be

Governor Powers seems to be no less
successful than Governor Cleaves in mak-

all who know Mr.

city government

the final organization of the Municipal board.
There may
have been, and may be, errors of judgments

and if the

O.

new

fairly launched. That an exceptionally
good board was elected March 8th none
dispute; and the officers elected Monday
will meet with general approval.
Better,
however, than the men themselves is the
j!
spirit of justice to all and loyalty to Belfast which iias inspired every step of the
| movement from the preliminary arrange-

threats there will be nothing left of one
kingdom on the Mediterranean but a
Greece spot.
But “there are others;”

Hon. P.

Over a New Leaf.

with

FACE
HUMORS

I imples, blotches, blackheads, red,
rough,
oily, mothy skin, itching, scaly scalp, dry,
thin, and falling hair, and baby blemishes
prevented by Cin e lira Soap, the most
effective skin purifying and beautifying
soap in the world, as well as purest ana
sweetest for toilet, bath, and nursery.

(yticura
sold throughout the world. Pottbb Dura
Chbm.Corp., Sole Props., Boston, U. 8. AiS&~ “How to Prevent Face Humors.” mailed free.

Soap is
and

EVERY HUMOR

by CUTiCURA

^
KkmEDIIS.

■■■

Notice of Foreclosure.
J I'Ll A A. HOIXIKINS .nr! MV
11
in tin
both of Pali
Waldo and State ol .Maine. b> their;
mortgage deed dated March 2d. A. lb 1887,and
recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds. Himk
213. Page 217. conveyed to me, the undersigned,
a certain parcel of real estate situate in said Palermo, and hounded as follows, to wit: Rounded
on the south, by land of Stephen Hodgkins; on
the west, bv the Sheepscot River; on the north,
by land of William .Jones, extending to the mill
pond; thence by said mill pond and stream to
land formerly occupied by Lot.and Nelson .1. Rust,
containing f> acres, more or less; and whereas the
condition of said mortgage has been bioken, now
therefore, by reason of the breach of the coudi
tion thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of said mortW. K HISLKK.
gage.
Palermo, Vie., March 1 1, 1837. -3wl 1

UrHEHEAS
KICK HOlXiKl.NS.

County

■

of

|

Notice of Foreclosure.

A

true

copy.

(ilk»
I
Attest.
( HAS. P. II

SS
In Court --!
fast, mi the setamd 1
ISRAEL WOODlil KV. Kxi
JAMES II WOODBl K\
County, deceased, bavin-; p
count of administration of

UJ.WAH)

F
>

...

ance.

Ordered, That not ire tin
weeks successively, in ftie
printed in Belfast, in said
interested, may attend at a
held at Belfast, on the >•
next, and show cause, it
the said aeeo'iut should in-:
(jko i:
A true copy.
Attest
( Has. F. Ii

WHEREAS STEPHEN M HODCK1NS of Pa- j
V» lermo, in the County of Wahlu and State of )
IT A 1.1)(* SS.
In Conn
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated tlie 21>th day j
11
last, on I he second
of December, A. 1>. 1KH4, and recorded in the
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Rook IRS. Page 41)0, \ ( A 1,\ IN II. I’AKTKIlXil
conveyed to me, the undersigned. a ecrt .in parcel j u. i'Akntihiii-; of i*i. !nof real estate in said Palermo, and bounded as ! ceased, having presented
iniiiistr tion .>I said est.oe
R« ing the north partof tliv* Act
fol.ows, to wit

K

11

(irdercd, That notice I he
Plummer farm, so-called, and being the same j
'■
to said Stephen .'1 Hodgkins j weeks successively, in th<
inted in Helfast, in sa 1
deed
dated
her
pi
S.
;
by Amelia
Ktene, by
warrant}
I
interested may attend a:
June 20. A. D.|1SS4, and recorded in Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Rook 207, Page2R.">. and where- held at Belfast, on tin
next, and show cause, it a
as the condition f said mortgage lias been broken,
said aceouut should not
now therefore, by reason of the breach of the eon<Si£i». I
(lition thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of said mortA true copy. Attest
W. R. lUSLER.
gage.
(.11
AS 1'. 11 '•
1
1
March
1897—3wl
11,
Palermo, Me.,

premises-conveyed

j

>•-,

1

m.WS OF BELFAST.

cold day for March. The
stood at 10° at 7 a. m. The avfor the day was 13°.

Tuesday

was a

ROW.

-ih

erage

that this morning I

row

oy, for I

school

and ended his reign,

■veil

“Come, help

yes

ey began to deride,
tit scorn at my fancy,

prosy

>■

a

we’ll

song

re-

you must

Accidents. A small boy named Frank
McFarland, who was at work for Jacob H.
Page, cut his right foot nearly off March 10th.
He was splitting wood and by some means
hit his foot with the axe, severing every bone
and leaving the member hanging by the
tiesh of the outer edge. He was attended by
Drs. Johnson and Fletcher, who think the

theme
and for poets to dream.

f

’neath the sheltering

-ieep

|

’iote,

the

or

warm

southern

isles in the tropical

r

clouds,

v

a

brook with its rliythmi-

■

foot

on
Fire.
Sell. Garland, Capt.
Allen, had a narrow escape from burning
last Thursday. She loaded hay at F. G.
White’s for Green’s Landing, and when
nearly over to Turtle Head her deck-load of
hay took tire from the galley stove funnel.

seas,

and the twilight’s soft

-rn

lay in his chariot bright—
or the queen of the

■

The

throw several bales
vessel continued
on her course.
Steamer Silver Star started
to go to her assistance, but the vessel tilled
away on her course before the steamer
reached her.

iy stars

such stuff—
tribute to bring

have written

s

one

ruing

•lournal by S. J. S.

.w-drops
tlie garden
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Veterans, iu Grand Army Hall, to-morrow, Friday evening.
His subject will be
“The Capture of Fort Fisher” and the lecture is the same as was delivered recently in
New York before the Loyal Legion, and
which was severely criticised by Gen. Curtis. The latter commanded a brigade in Gen.
of

blossom

Mrs.

W.

J.

has

bought in Boston a
pair of black horses for

<1

Ames’ division, aud took exceptions to some
of the lecturer's statements.
We are informed that military men who were familiar
with the situation generally sustain Gen.

boards.
found

full report of the
•t-rs' Convention in Thornxr
"tiveution will be held
•rndike Station and all are
i»e
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Au-
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Cash and Prizes given each month

$3,400.00

TO OBTAIN

1

SoJMb li!?"*

THEM.

of the next half century. Leethe evening at 7 o’clock. Subject,
Concerning the relations of the strong to the
weak.

The meeting of the V. P. S. C. E. will be
held in the Baptist vestry next Sunday

RULES.

SenDTHI5

The | Competitor

4

districts

who senasin

the

evening

<>f coupons from
Largest Number
which he or she

top portion

the

Nn^ior»k

Monday.
Mrs. S. T. Edgcomb is suffering from
bruises and slight cuts received by a fall on
the cellar stairs last week.
List of unclaimed letters remaining fn the
Belfast post office for the week ending
March 15, 18P7 : Mr. Fred J. Eames.
The

population

rapidly

of

comers are

Belfast is increasing

of

late, and a majority of the newfuture voters. This is encourag-

iug.
The members of the Non-Partisan W, C.
T. U. are requested to meet at their rooms
Friday p. m., March 10th, fora “tacking”

[Secy.
Granite Grange, North Searsport, is in a
flourishing condition. Two new members were initiated in the third and fourth
very

degrees

at the last

Tuttle

love the Lord and Saviour are iuvited. Other
the day as usual. The Epworth
League meeting will he led by the pastor;
topic, “The Extent of the Kingdom.” Isa.
60:3-9.

at

mid-week prayer meeting at the North
Church vestry will be at 7.15 to-night. Topic
“Rejoice in the Lord,” Rom. 12: 9 15; Ps. 20;
33: 1 5, 20 22; Matt. 5: 1-12. Next Sunday
The

services will he as usual. The topic of the
C. E. meeting at 0 p. in will be,
How our
bodies influence our souls,” Dan. 1: 8 21. It
will be a temperance meeting.
At 7 p. m.

pastor will speak on the second word
poken by Christ from the cross; “This day
shalt thou be with me in paradise.”
the

There will be

T. Pottle and
: >rd were in the office at the
xander & Burgess, both apparusual health. Mr. Hayford

6th,

ir.ii

.Tames

Tuesday

wing

and Mr.

Pottle

& Brother of
their lobster canning
1. E. Baxter & Brother.
They
that W. K. Lewis

sold

all

xtensive business

>

thers

on

conducting

the Maine

factory

a

at

the People’ Mission will be

Saturday eveuing, also
and 7 p m. Sunday school

;
1

on

at

meetings are undenominaconducted by Mrs. M. C.
All are invited,

se
i:<•

oi.

and ball of Seaside
i 1 be held at Seaside Grange

annual fair
w!

irsday, evening.

The

music

Orchestra. Supper will
o’clock.
The directors will
i.-"U, R. L. Stevens and R. T.
•re s

receiving

is

election

>

x.-s.

on

many congratthe board of as-

many applications for a reHe is equal to the emer-

have any
proposes to pay all j

tiiat rather than
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matter he
nself.
.'•ve
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Association

met in

nrsday and voted
stitute at
f

May

this

hold

to

a'

Stockton Springs the

It will be

a

two

days’

prominent educators from
present and deliver addresses.

1

closed for two
Webber and Miss
done much to build up the
large attendance is expected at
rm.
Mr. George T. Moody of
start a singing class at the acadexpected that many will at-

Academy

it <>n.

is

Prof.

Kents Hill,” the
■•-'eyan college and female semired at the United States hotel,
itiesday evening, March 10th, in
>n and reception to Rev. Dr. C
r, president of the college, and
Inm of its progress and prosng those present was Dr. Charles
Poston.
niii

“Old

of

pipe leading into the
ik building burst Saturday afterwas lirst discovered by Selwyn
horse getting into the hole
street. Sunday repairs were
water

v

found that about three
There was
ipe had given out.
swamp in this vicinity and there
t

was

m

alakali in the soil which is
iron.

The gas

pipe leading

irnal building gave out

a

few

iving comple ely disintegrated.
ast Sunday showed that there
f frost in the ground.
c

pages of this week

s

Journal

original, ami local, and all are
interesting matter. On page 2
•mi :i report of the Waldo County
"r*’ Convention, an account of a
land of sour-krout, town reports,
arspurt items, and Papers and Peri3, Mrs. Ward’s letter, “A
sm Salvador,” Verona Clarke’s
tter, meeting of Waldo County
■

|

Congregational churches of Waldo county at
the North church, Belfast., Thursday afternoon and evening, March 25th.
Among the
speakers will be Rev. I). P. Hatch of Bangor, See’y of the Maine Missionary Society;

10 00
2 50

Parker of Ashland ; and Mrs. Sarah
E
Foster, Field Worker of the Maine Missionary Society. The meeting is to arouse
Rev. C. L.

$102 50

Unexpended.$ 1 75
Emily F. Miller, County President, W. C.
Superintendent Brick reported that the a deeper and more intelligent interest in the
T. U., has issued an address to local Unions
school has been kept 10 weeks, with 10
evangelization of the neglected districts of
notifying them that they are expected in scholars registered. It has proved success- our State,and a
large attendance is expected.
some
ful in stimulating the interest of the pupils
way to celebrate Prohibition Day,
one, cutting a gash about twelve inches long
The ser vices at. the Baptist Church next
March 20th, the birthday of Neal Dow.
and
m
them
in
their
advancing
aerially
and three inches dee]). I)r. Freeman was
Sunday will be as follows: Preaching by
studies. As many who attended will go to
Our new City Marshal is Bernes O. Norcalled and the wound attended to.
It rethe pastor morning and evening. Subject
work
this spring, thus leaving hut 2 who
quired nine stitches to close it_Wyatt ton, ami if lie tills that position as acceptof the morning sermon,
‘The Single Eye,”
Carrow is again on the sick list_The grip ably as bis father does the office of Sheriff cannot be easily accommodated in the regu- Matt. (»:22.
Evening subject, “The Day of
lar schools, the Committee thought it best
he will not only show that he is a chip of
is looking in at the doors of about
Small Things not to be Despised,” Zech.
every
not to hold a spring term.
4:10.
A cordial invitation is extended to
house, and one or more are feeling the the old block, but merit the public approval.
Chairman
Tilton
announced
the
following the public to attend these services. Followeffects of it. It gives but little warning,
Schools closed last Friday for a vacation
committees:
and some give up to it within an hour.
of two weeks. Tin1, ast day of each term is* standing
ing is a list of music for the day : MorningOn Text Books, Appliances and Course of
Steamer Notes.
Anthem, “Hark, Hark, My Soul,” arr. by
The steamer Castine a flag day and the colors were hoisted on the
broke her crank-pin shortly after leaving schoolhouses. In out school the boys were Study,Messrs Howard,Pilsbury and Howes. Holden; Selection, “Bring us Home,” Phi 1On Examination
and
Certification of brook.
Castine March 10th, and was towed to Bel- evidently sorry school was closing for they
Evening—Selection, “Holy Spirit,
Teachers, Messrs. Mills, Hatch and Field.
o'er us Hover,” arr. from Wallace, chorus;
fast by the Revenue Cutter Woodbury. As put up their flag union down.
On
Estimates
and
Messrs.
Appropriations,
there were some other repairs needed to the
Response, “Cast Thy Burden on the Lord,”
The Spiritualists of this vicinity will celeHowes, Hayford and Grotton.
Handel, chorus. The chorus rehearsal will
machinery the boat was taken from the brate the forty-eighth anniversary of SpiritOn Rules and Regulations, Messrs. Pils- be Friday evening.
route aud will remain here until her new en- ualism
by services in Memorial Hall, Sun- bury, Black and Howard.
gine arrives and is put in, which will be day afternoon, March 28th, at 2 o’clock Mrs.
Adjourned to Monday, March 29tli, at 7
Secret Societies.
about the middle of April....The date on Wentworth, Mrs. Smart and other wellp. in.
which the steamer Frank Jones will go on known
will
be
speakers
present.
The Committee on Text Books, AppliFraternal Reception. One of the pleasher route has not yet been decided and will
An old-folks’ dance, the proceeds of which ances and Course of Study will hold a meet- antest social events ever held in this
city
somewhat
the
extent
of
the
redepend
upon
will be used for charity, will be given in ing at the Superintendent’s office this,Thurswas the reception last
Thursday evening,
pairs now being made. The wharf where
Belfast Opera House, io-morrow, Friday,
day afternoon to consider the question of at Odd Fellows’ Hall, given by Canton
she will land at Portland is being thoroughly
evening, with music by Prof. Whitten. .changing from eight to nine grades. Mr. Pallas, Patriarchs Militant I. O. O. F.. to
rebuilt-Steamer Mt. Desert is now on the,
Doors open at 7 o’clock ; dancing to begin at Ellis, Miss Bird and Miss Walton, represent- Belfast Company, Uniform Rank, K. of P.,
Rockland and Bar Harbor route in command
7.30. Tickets 25 cts. for sale at the door.
ing the highest, middle and lowest grades, and the Belfast Band. The reception was
of Capt. Frank Winterhotham; aud the Trewill be present.
held in the Odd Fellows’ lodge room f;om S
A public meeting in the interest of the
mont is again running on the Rockland and
The Committee on Examination and Certi- to !» o’clock, and was an informal and
Civic League will be held in the Baptist
very
Green’s Landing route.
Teachers will meet Friday pleasant
occasion. Sanborn's
Orchestra
vestry next Wednesday evening at 7 o’clock. fication of
New Advertisements.
Among the at- The committee will report a constitution afternoon for the election of teachers for played several selections during the receptractions to buyers at Burkett’s this week
the ensuing year.
tion.
At 5* o'clock the dancing began in Odd
ami by-laws, and other action be taken to
are two cases of shirt waists, just opened, at
Fellows’ Hall, which had been very handperfect the organization. All voters who
Probate and Insolvency Courts.
from 50 cents to $2.50 each.
Also new Hues are interested in
somely decorated for the occasion. On the
good citizenship are invited.
of ladies' suits and skirts, new lot of print
front wall was a large emblematic fiowerI
is
an
for
Maine
Festiof
the
of
the
Musical
abstract
business
Following
Preparations
wrappers, sheets, pillow cases, curtains and
piece of the Odd Fellows and on the oppoval are progressing favorably. The Belfast the Probate and Insolvency Courts for the
in
the
line
at very low
everything
site wall hung the emblem of the Knights.
drapery
chorus meets for practice in the High school County of Waldo, March term, 1897:
]'rices-Staples & Cottrell, 12 Main street, room
Musical instruments, representing the Band,
Estate of Edwin T. Littlefield, WinterTuesday evenings and is making
have just received the spring style of Guyer
Letters of administration issued to \ were at both ends, andtt large drum marked
Prof. Chapman and Mr. port.
good
progress.
hats and an elegaut line of fancy shirts from
A. aud Charles E. Littlefield, Winter- “Belfast,” hungon the side wall opposite the
j entrance. An
Homer N. Chase of Lewiston made a visit Lucy
evergreen screen at the front
50 cents upwards. Mens, hoys ami children’s
port'.
to several of the choruses early in March,
Estate of Besture S. Babbidge, Winter- of the stage bore the. word “Welcome,” in
j
hats, caps, etc., gloves, hosiery and neck- and will come to Belfast in
w hite lerr.t rs
Letters
of
administration
issued
to
Japanese lanterns were hung
port.
In
j
May.
May
wear
Custom suits to order, $12.50 and upin festoons above the dancers, and rows of
A. F emant, Winterport.
ami June Prof. Chapman will make several Lydia
booths
screened
Estate of Sarah L. Morrow, Searsmont.
by portieres extended
wards....See the White Sewing Machine on
visits here and in September lie will take
Letters testamentary issued to Exavier A. ; around the hall. The music for the dance
exhibition at Carle & Jones’,21 Main street.
was
Sanborn’s
Orchestra.
At intermisMontville.
by
up the work vigorously and continue until Sprowl,
Over 1,200,000 of these machines are iu use
Estate of James W. White, Belfast. Lot- ! sion the party all repaired T< the banquet
the festival.
ters testamentary issued to Sarah J. White, hall, where an excellent repast was preparto-day, which is good evidence as to their
ed. The tables looked very pretty under
Belfast.
merits. Mr. John C. Jaquith will he in town
Base Ball.
At the meeting of the Maine
Estate of Theophilus S. Colsou, Winter- the soft ligh t of the banquet, lamps and with
for two weeks to explain the superior points Base Bail Association in Augusta March
port. Petitiou for inquisition as to sanity their tasteful arrangmeut and abundance
of temptingly-prepared food. Commandant
of this machine... .Have you seen the stock
15th a constitution was adopted.
Belfast presented.
I. T. Clough acted as toastmaster; I. M.
Estate of Louisa H. Page, Monroe, (non
of earthenware at the store on Main street
was represented by W. J. Dorman.
There
compos.) Letters of guardianship issued to Cottrell responded' for the Canton; F. H.
recently occupied by E. L. French? It is are six clubs, representing Augusta, Port- Louise II. Wingate, Monroe.
Welch for the Knights of Pythias; C. O.
worth inspection-See statements of the land, Lewiston, Bangor, Belfast and RockAl- Poor for the Band, and Orrin J. Dickey for
Estate of John S. Smedburg, Unity.
the
press. The dancing continued until
lowance granted to wPdow.
land.
It was voted to apply to the National
Belfast ami Searsport National Banks.
Estate of Alfred H Ward well, Searsmont. about 2 o’clock, at which time the people
for protection in class C, the same
League
Serious Stabbing Affair. Walter HobInventory returned anti license to sell real departed each feeling that the time had
been all too short.
bins of this city is in jail awaiting trial on a as the New England League. Visiting clubs estate issued.
Estate of Willard O. Tainter, Winterport.
will receive £40 and 40 per cent, of the gate
charge of assault with intent to kill. WedMr. Frank R. Wiggin of Belfast, formerly
License to sell real estate issued.
50 per cent, on holidays. The
nesday evening, March 10th, he had been receipts, and
Estate of Sarah McCormick, Winterport. of Bangor, has been chosen president of the
is £000. The schedule will givea
limit
Bedfast,
Common Council, a just tribute, to
returned.
salary
and
was
sent
home
Inventory
drinking
by the police.
Estate of Hattie M. Childs, Montville, his ability and popularity. [Bangor Whig
week of home games at a stretch.
Mr. DorFrank Jipson boards with Robbins’ mother
&
Courier.
Minor.
returned.
Inventory
in a small house on Washington street, man, secretary of the Belfast Association,
InEstate of Ernest L. Piper, Monroe.
the outlook very promising, that
ventory returned.
opposite the gas works. A short time after reports
InMonroe.
of
ST.
Estate
Wildes,
Henry
Robbins was sent home the police was cal- funds are being subscribed quite liberally.
A manager will be engaged and the grounds ventory returned.
led to the house and found that he had
Inven
Estate of Oliver B. Ulmer, Unity.
past few months, returned home last
week... .Thomas Taylor is on the sick list.
-George E. Michaels, while visiting last
Sunday, had his horse kicked by another

Jipson

attacked

ing

severe

with

wounds.

a

pocket-knife, indict-

There

was a

cut

about

and Boats, and an account
Isle au Haut. Page (>,
New York fashion letter, etc.

soon.

Sch.

on

Chester R.

Law-

rence arrived from Weymouth, March 11th,
w'th phosphate for Howes & Co_Sch.
Emma S. Briggs, Capt. Geo. T. Osborn, is to
load granite at Tenant’s Harbor for New

slashing cuts, and

York-Sch. Anna W. Barker arrived
March 11th from Castine for repairs. Her
mainmast will he taken out and either spliced or replaced by anew one....Sch. Fiheman arrived March 12th from Elizabeth port
with phosphate for the Bowker Fertilizer
Co., to the interior via. M. C. R. R-Sch.
Coquette loaded general cargo for Cranberry
Isles Saturday.Sch Frank G. Rich arrived from Boothhay Monday with phosphate for L. A. Knowlton-Sch. James
Holmes left, Boston at 11 a. m Monday and

of

were

all

made

with

those on the body were more than an inch
deep. Robbins was arrested and kept in
the lock-up until the next day, when he was
arraigned in the Police Court on charge of
assault with intent to kill.
He pleaded not
guilty. As Jipson was not able to appear
the case was continued one week
and Robbins was ordered to recognize for his

in

Court

appearance at that time in $.‘>,000. He failed
to get bail and was committed to jail.
Dr.

arrived in Belfast harbor at 1 50 p.

m.

Tues-

Beckett,

Belfast.

INSOLVENT V COURT.

Clark, Belfast. 2d meet- ;

Estate of

N

I)

dung appointed
Estate of Leroy

Blct.heu, Thorndike.

2d

111-

S

Harding.

2d

meeting

appointed

Estate of It. B. Cookson, Unity. 2d meeting held.
Estate of .lames A
Curtis, Belfast. 2d
meeting held
Estate of E. J Stevens, Burnham
Debtor’s petition for discharge filed.
Estate of Daniel Bachelor, Palermo. Dis-

We have just opened a new line of these
goods
and they will be placed on exhibition this
day.
50 Brocaded Brilliantine Skirts onlv 01 04
J
WORTH *3.00.
O 1,34,

Another Neff Lot Print Wrappers
Received,

only

75^ ^

50 Doz. Hemstitched Pillow Cases
ONLY 25c. PER

200 Sheets

PAIR,

Great

a

Bargain.

Made from Lockwood Cotton,

only

50c.

These sheets
you no more

81 by 90 inches in
than the cotton itself-

are

size, and

each

cost

300 dozen Curtains on hand, comprising
the largest assortment in Belfast. We
shall make a great specialty of'^v

OPAQUE, HOLLAND AND FELT CURTAINS.

Nottingham Lace Curtains, Portieres, Curtain
Poles,

Brass

Rods,

line is now on
LOW PRICES-

and

in the

everything

exhibition

drapery

TREMENDOUS

at

^

W. Burkett,

George

ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK, BELFAST.

LOOK!

*Tlie “White”

Sewing Hue*

IS ON EXHIBITION AT

CARLE & JONES’,21 Hain St.
MR. JOHN C. JAQUITH will be in
weeks

showing

up the

town

two

superior points of this machine.

VTHE “WHITE” IS KING.*
Over 1,200.000 in

a

It costs

His

First and final account, of administration

ing appointed.

styles.

veracity is unquestioned.
are reading local e\idence,
Investigating home testimony.
Belfast news for Belfast people.
It is ot from Florida or Michigan.
Suspicion can't lurk around it.
HoneMy is a prominent characteristic.
Home endorsement is its salient point.

no more

use

tc-day.

than the others and is worth double.

You

allowed.
Estate of Hartsou

Foreign Testimony.

mental note of this.
The endorser is well known and

Estate of Minot E. French, Lincoluville.
First and final account of administration
allowed.
M

Column of

a

Make

allowed.

Isaac

and select the choice

One Line of Local Evidence is Worth

istration allowed.
Estate of George C. Thompson, Morrill.
First aud final account of administration

of

early

Ladies’ Suits and Skirts.

♦

tory returned
Estate of Esther A. Ellingwood, Stockton
Springs. First and final account of admin-

Estate

B«“Call

j

"Mr.

F. 8. Johnson

of

Boor’s

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.

Mills says:

“1

L. A. KNOWL TON, President.

FRANK K. WIGGIN, Cashier.

have had

kidney trouble for two years. The secretions of tin* kidneys were highly colored, scalding
and so frequent as to be very annoying both night
I was told that
and day.
my kidney trouble
arose

from the.

nature

<>t

my work

in

the mill*

IMIIV1IH AL

Feb.

ism.

2S,
Her. ism.
July 21, is|i|.
March .1, Is*i5.
Ellingwood.who attended the wounded man, day. In heating into the harbor she ran on
but it was emsed all summer on account of re
IIKPU.SITS:
*311,333.III!
a sand bank near the mouth of (loose River
*5!I.ISI».2!I
* 7II .4 H 0.311
*'3.117s, S3
says the wounds, though severe, are not and remained fast. She Hoated off at, about
| pairs on the dam, yet my kidneys lathered me
lire 13, I *115.
July 11,1*1)5.
«
July 14, I s mi.
IT
dangerous.
loaded
sch.
0 o’clock. ..A. M. Carter
Laughjust the same. Finally l was compelled to look
sfO
UvC.I/ , ’Ql!
*1 23.I1S5.3S
*1 HO.S3*. 1 7.
*172,0113.Hi
MonIsland
Swan’s
with
for
Waters
j
ing
hay
Chat. The report of the death of Owney,
for relief. 1 had two doctors treat me at different
cliarg
granted
day.
the R. M. S. dog, is contradicted. He was
times, but they gave me little or no assistance.
Estate of B W Downes, Thorndike.
DisSome time ago 1 saw Doan’s Kidney Pills adverin Chicago last week attending the Mascoucharge denied and notice of appeal filed.
These figures are taken from our sit' >rn statement* to the Comptroller
$100.
REWARD.
$100
tised
and I got a box at Kilgore
Wilson's drug
Estate of (}eo L Perkins, Burnham. Petah Kennel show, and Postmaster Heising of
The readers of this paper will be pleased to tition in insolvency filed.
store.
They pave me more relief than the medi' of the Currency, Washing ton, on the ab ire flutes,
that city wrote to Albany for Owney’s
earn that there is at least one dreaded dPease
clues from both doctors.
They benefited me in
OLPOSITS in the I \ ThallKS r DKP.YK r VIKV r pavahle on leminl. draw interest
pavahle Janumedals, to be placed on exhibition_The hat science has been able to cure in all its stages
Monroe. La grippe is still raging in this every way and I feel much better than 1 have for ary 1st and July 1st. Dep »sits during the first, three
davs.if
month draw interest from the first
that month.
Hus department offers much yreoter security to
than Savings Hanks, inascawing of crows w-as heard in this city last and that is catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is the vicinity and in some houses all the mem- a long while. You can refer to me as having used Ot
depositors
much as every deposit, is a het-n to the honk, and all
dep Hits in our Hank are i/oorunfee,t i.v twice the
Thursday-During the thaw last week only positive cure now known to the meUieal fra- bers were taken at once. Every case, if Doan’s Kidney Pills with good results. I will aP amount of our Capital Stock.

8183,869.99

many of
courses,

V adits

raising

very

Shipping Items.

inches long across his left sh-ulder, o,.e
about the some size in the left side, a
lesser one on the top of the shoulder and a
bail cut over the left temple. The wounds

4

the sidewalks w’ere lakes or waterbut Saturday men were at work

with pickaxes clearing the gutters... .It is
most time to look for the first may flower.
The harbor has been entirely free from
ice the past winter.
All the wharves have
•’ounty Correspondence, Washing-] been open to navigation.Conductor
and Domestic Science at our Free
j Emery Cook had charge of the freight train
the past week, in exchange with Conductor
Tucker-N. S. Lord & Co. have made arilHl 10c.
cigar ever sold for 5c. was
rangements to carry in stock a supply of
l:"e “Belfast.” This brand lias been
wire rigging.The first flounders taken
Mic high standard, as when it was
with the hook this season W’ere caught
1
*dm*ed about two years ago. The March 10th... .Thomas Gannon Sc Son have
put up a neat sign over tlieir grocery store.
IH (,igar has
grown steadily until at
It is the work of Welch Sc Stevens....A
nt. time
snow storm Sunday restored the sleighing,
you will hardly find a cigar
which
was rapidly disappearing-Master
KasJ-eru Maine which does not sell
Harry Merrithew has shown The Journal a
15 EL FAST”
cigars than all others sample of the products of his pet hen. It is
'i!
an egg measuring7x4 inches.
Quility counts.
■

a

be decided

50c to $2.50 Each

missionary rally for the

a

1

Marshall Post, G. A. K has
11vine services at the Catliolioria! Sunday. The church
ately decorated and services
a ith the spirit of the
day will

JUST OPENED. We present the trade a tine
assortment of very handsome and inexpensive
waists prices from

s

$104.25
teacher’s salary.$ 90 00

janitor..

10.45.

school at twelve with rehearsal of Easter
music.
Young people’s meeting at six led
by Miss Lora Heal. Topic, “Treasures in
Heaven.” The third and one of the most
important of the series of Monday evening
topics will be “Salvation: Its Meaning and
Scope,” the meeting beii g held in the vestry and beginning at 7.15 sharp.

The
The special school was discussed.
finances of the school for the past term were
reported as follows:
Received from subscriptions.$ 94 25
Appropriated by the city. 10 00

rent of schoolhouse.

Morning
Sunday

follows:
at

I

2 CASES SHIRTWAISTS

Universalist church

Sunday will be as
worship with sermon

The School Committee met for organization Monday evening, March 15. The meeting was called to order by Chairman J. H.
Howes. The oath of office was administered by Geo. J. Grotton, Esq Justice of the
Peace, to the following new members: Rev.
Geo. S. Mills, C. A. Pilsbury, W. R. Howard, II. T. Field, Roscoe Black. Rev. J. F.
Tilton was elected chairman. The resignation of Miss Lilia B. Rivers as teacher in the
Pitcher school was received and accepted.
Voted to invite the School Committees of
Searsport and Swanville to a conference in
regard to the school in the Union District,
at the next regular meeting of this Board.

Paid

at the

services

next

The School Committee Organized.

meeting.

photographed the decorations

I he

GEORGE

bodies

services for

Erizes

The Mayor, Aldermen ami City Clerk of
181)6 had a group photograph taken at Hall’s

our

At the Methodist church next Sunday
morning there will be a love feast at 9
o’clock, and sermon by Rev. W. W. Ogier,
Presiding Elder, at 10.45, followed by the
holy communion, to which all who truly

j

*yclftsar^ib,ecelebratH

Topic,

How

influence our souls, Dan. 1: 8-21. Leader,
T. H. Fernald. A cordial invitation is extended to all young people.

resides
district in
will receive $1004 asli.
The 5 Competitors who send in the
»
Next Largest. Numbers of coupons from the district in which they
reside\vill Each receive at winner’s
option a lady’s or gentleman’s Pierce
8100.00.
^pqfcdi.6—:j
Special bicycle, pricewho
send in the
The 14) Competitors
Next Largest Numbers or coupons irotn the district in whicn they reside will Each receive at winner’s
no. ot
option a lady’s or gent leman’s Gold Watch, price $25.
NAME QF DISTRICT,
2- The Competitions will Close the Last Day of
District
Each Month during 1897, Coupons received too late
Brooklyn, Lonff
Staten
for
one month’s competition will be put into the next.
_ang
1
Islands, New Jersey.
3. Competitors who obtain wrappers from unsold
New Y ork State (outside
A. V. City,
Employees
2 I Brooklyn, Long and Statenof
soap in dealer’s stock will he disqualified.
Islands).
of Lever Brothers, Ltd., and their families, are dePennsylv ania, Delaware, ]>Iary- barred from
competing.
W»*»t Virginia and Di's3
■a,n®»
in
4. A printed list of Winners Competitor’s district
! trict of rolmnbia.
will be forwarded to Competitors in about 21 days after
4
The New England States.
each competition closes.
5. Lever Brothers, Ltd., will endeavor to award the
1 Pierre Special,
D
fairly to the best of their ability and judgment,
i Pacteru. m’Pd by Geo. N. Pierce A Co., of Bufut it is understood that all who compete agree to actat°, Boston and New York. Fitted with Hart ford
the award of Lever Brothers, Ltd., as final.
cept
New
L*n»l*.
Departure
R-n8,«»
,r8l ^iaAB fickle and Hunt Lace
Bell,
Standard
Cyclometer,
Saddle.
LEVER IIJIOS., Ltd., New York.

lin

at 0 o'clock.

■

W? BURKETTS.

tore in

WRAPPERS

I. Every month during 1>>S*7 in each of the
prizes will be awarded as follows:

to 8ave «8 ""‘"V SUNLICHT
Wrappers as they can collect. Cut
uurnon
ot
each

JRHjf «f* *«*o? Portion contnJnT
6e»“ ml.din* (called
®.¥ NWOH
“Coil.
«*JwheS?
postage
}.?n£ RP-td* toenclosed
**e,
with
(‘/'ly
Comper.
fl'®fi°/ V.apep bating
an« address
2JS
■*£?*
na,J?°
number
of
a"A foe
Coupons
f® Lever Bros., itd.,
SpA* \IP*ork,
marked on outside

Horoscope

SOAP1

Total given during 12 mos, 1897, $40,800^00
r„.r.

■

the Unitarian church next Sunday,
sermon by the pastor at 10.45.
Subject. A
At

the

in

was

French Penney, which

m

•.

of

$ 400 00

l1g0s^IgpAELRic,cles*2,000.00
25 Gold Watches
“$
1,000.00

I!

<<

•

Eugene S. Achorn left by
Odd Fellows’ Hall on the occasion of the reboat Monday for Boston, for treatment for
ception given to the Knights of Pythias and
the eyes-Mrs. Alice Carrow, who has
the Baud.
Mr. T. has a camera that takes
been at work iu Baugor
dress-making for in a radius of 110

stereopticon
tore Mystic Grange of Belrsday evening, and before
iyc. Knights of Pythias, last
,-s.lay.
Esq.,

position.

East Belfast.

1

-n

to

Lecture on Fort Fisher.
Gen. Adelbert, Ames of Lowell, Mass will lecture under the auspices of A. E. Clark Camp, Sons

heralds the coming of

-i

crew were seen

overboard, after which the

ried, “I have heard quite

i

be saved.

can

Cargo

their many

with

of the winter
time when the examinations are

The Committee on Agriculture had a hearing at the State House last week on the
feeding stuff bill. Among those who addressed the committee on behalf of the bill
were Secretary McKeen of the Board of
Agriculture, Master Edward Wiggin of the
State (4range and W. H. Moody of Liberty.

surely refuse;

is many

us

Third*^

As follows!
each of $100 Cash

Zion’s Herald of March 10th has a cut of
the new M. E. church at Washington, Me.,and a portrait of the pastor, Rev. Carl E.
Peterson.

EACH MONTH

PRIZES

held.

to

i:

a

a

Prizes,

40
AUimrd

during the closing days

term, at

herald of spring.!’

the

to

«

me

At,
4
First

La Grippe has made itself seriously and
even fatally felt in Belfast. Few
households
have escaped. It kept many children from

that the

knew

Wednesday

morning the thermometer stood at 11° and at
noou at 20°.

ami my whole be-

my heart

The Churches.

CASH AND GIVEN FREE

thermometer

at

...

ternity. Catarrli being a constitutional disease,
requires a constitutional treatment. Hall’s Ca
tarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly

upon the blood and mucous surfaces of (lie system, thereby destroying the foundation 4-t the
disease, and giving the pal lent strength h\ building up the constitution and assisting nature in
doing its work 'I'he proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers that they oiler One
Hundred Dollars for any ease that it falls to cure
Bend for list of t.e»timonials.
Address, I*’. .1 CIIKNIUY A CO Toledo, O.
C if -Sold by Druggists, 7ftc.
Wliat

can

la-

more

comfortably seated

pretty,

cosy

room,

in

enjoyable than

to

he

big armchair in a
a
few intimate
something between
a

with

friends, discussing
heaven and earth, while, you puli' away
genuine IJKLKAH I’ f»c. cigar.

ou

a

nothing new sets in, bids fair to recover, i ways speak well of them among my friends.”
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for sale by all dealers*
Monroe is very much in need of a settled
j Price 50 cents. Mailed by Foster-Milburn Co.,
physician during such times of sickness_
Mr. Bradford Webber, an aged man, is very Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name. DOAN'S, and take no sublow at. the present writing and is not expect- |
ed to live. Nathan Mostnan is also dauger- stitute.
ly sick.. .The little girl of Mr. and Mrs.
Erauk Sargent, who live near Brooks, has
pneumonia. She is attended by Drs. Kilgore and ’ook....Mr. Benj. Curtis is very
sick with heart trouble ami asthma.
He, is
a great, sufferer.... Mr. Warren Weston reHe is no better....
in dus about the same
Mrs. Henry Conant has been very sick the.
past week. She is a feeble woman and a
a

E. H. IHJRGIN, M. I).

Fitting

from asthma, and la
great stiffen*:
grippe
Dr Colson of Bantook a firm hold of her.
gor was called ami it is thought if nothing
new sets m she will recover-Mrs Joseph
Palmer, a lad\ over 80 years old, is quite
sick from a r» cent cold.

of Glasses and Diseases ol

ihe Eye

a

d Ear

Specialty.

Office hours until 9 a. m.
From 12.30 to 3 and 7 to 8 p.

tion.

13tf

1 Hank in Waldo Countv,

thereby oirering

<//•" tf,

hank in this county.
We have SAKK IIKPOSIT B<»\KS at
S.r> and «S per year.
locks, so they may he taken to and from the Hank if desire l.

our vault has all the
serurito to dep isitors

All

our

boxes

are

latest improvethan anv other

et/uio/e-tl with c.rtni
l yd

SAMUEL ADAMS,

“Jeweler

MAINE.

SEARfSPORT,
Telpkhonk Conxe<

m.

I his Hank being the latest establishe
ments in hire and Hurgl.ir-Proof work.

75

to

the

People,”

Main Street, Belfast, Me.

UP-TO-DATE TOILETS.

Literary

A Wonderful Statement

Fashion, Fane) and Folly,
From Mrs.

[Our Xen York Letter.]
The atmosphere of “dear old Loudon”
hangs ovei us here. Xot in our climate,
thank goodness, but in every thing else,
it is so adoiably pioper to be “quite English, you know.”

I think it my

call

English

a

girls

are as

chic

I gave up
in despair
and took to
my bed. I
had dreadful
pains in my

Parisians.

as

They

carry their gowns in a less serious
way than their British cousins. Still we
seem to follow Paris fashion less than

formerly.

We

looking

are

faintingspells,
sparks be-

models.

our

A long waist line is the cry in England.
English girls positively refuse to get
“plubby;" they walk miles at a stretch
ami they don’t eat ice cream (chiefly perhaps because they can't get it). 1 used
to pay
six-pencefcior a little humbugging
glassful, with the bottom of the glass way
up

fore my
my eyes—
and some-

times I would

get so blind, 1 could not
for several minutes.
I could not stand very long without
feeling sick and vomiting. I could not
breathe a long breath without screaming, mv heart pained so.
I also had female weakness, inflammation of ovaries, painful menstruation, displacement of the womb, itching of the external parts, and ulceration of the womb. I have had all these

speaking of long waists, reminds me of
Miss Maxime Elliot, not long
ago an associate of Ada Behan at Daly's, and now
Nat Do. d\\in's leading woman.
Miss Elliot is a ravishing beauty, with features
clear-cut

as a

tile

an

of

as

svelte.

complaints.
The pains I had to stand were something dreadful. My husband told me
to try a bottle of Lydia E. Pinkliam’s
medicine, which I did. and after taking

coal- black eyes, full
Egyptian's, and a figure as
cameo,

She has

the

proportions of

a

Venus.

it for a while, was cured.
No other
kind of medicine for me as long as you
make Compound. I hope every woman
who suffers will take your Compound
and be cured.—Mrs. J. S. McGillas,
113 Kilburn avenue, Rockford, 111

being an up-to-date Venus slie wears
the much-abused but necessary adjunct
to a waist line—a corset.
She is a perfect
dresser.
1 saw her the other day. on the
biaito. in

spiiug gown of green mixed
cloth, seveie in its simplicity; and as she
held up her skirt to enter a cab, I
caught

gleam
lining.

a

of

green and old rose taffeta silk
The skirt hung gracefully, as silk
lined skirts do, and the jacket, hip length,

a

of

was

a

a

pattern, tight fitting,

new

opened

to

show

stock of pale
The revers

a

soft

chemisette and

yellow.

nai rowed to
nothing at the
1 here were buttonholes on them
and buttons on the coat, with two direct-

at

the bottom of the

fitted like

revers

and two tiny pockets with
each.
The whole was well

at
a

the waist;
button on

stitched,

Hiding Habit
It had

glove and

a

was

developed in

tight bodice which

a

swell

was as

could

as one

Last week she
the “I’m the
of

a

wore a n

hole outfit

rich shade of

and

.Miss Ti.ii’t carried herself with the consciousness that the coat showed her figure
lines to perfection.
A large black hat
with three black feathers arranged with a
broad effect, and a handsome cut steel

do
P

"‘i

the front, and of course

sh J ick would make love like that.”
Mr. Miller!
I hope they will not

frighten him away
Keleey.

as

they

Malle

did Herbert

ho fear to mount a horse say they
learn the wheel in order co chaperone the “young folks” on their
morning
w

gri

must

1 attended one
spm in Central Park.
afternoon.
Some very smart people were
sele» ting their new “UT’s.” The swell set
that goes early to Europe was well represented.
Americans take their wheels
across the
herring poud. as the machines

lighter

and

cheaper

this side.
Mrs. Hermann Oelrichs and her
sister,
Miss \ irginia Fair, the rich young Califorare

nia

heiress, were at the show. Mrs. Oelchs i.- exquisite in her selection of toilet.-.
i have seen her often, but never

looking

more

costume was

leeherclie than then.

THE GUIDE

of the new-

All the newest reception gowns have
demi-trains. For evening the hair is worn
high; for afternoon, in the centre of the

Paris cut.
Mrs. Oelrichs wore a large
brown straw hat covered with
nodding
plumes, and the effect was striking

head in puffs or in “door-knobs.
1 hear that the cycle tea is to be a
feature of the coming warm season—tea

The

leg-of-mut-

pattern;

and the skirt

was

est

enough

make

to
to

few of

a

us

forget

we were

wheels. .She carried one of the

see

alfresco,

there
new-

of course.

riding

and

driving

are

the same

as

in

the famous London Row in little Park.
On nice days the benches are

and the

Last week she

wore

a

whole outfit that

breathed the “I'm tlie latest, don’t cherknow-air.” It was of a lich shade of

The

of brown covert cloth.

plainly

visible. The coat clung tighttlie figure.
Around tlie whole was a
double row of stitching.
Linen cuffs
peeped out at tlie wrist. With red tan
gloves, and a nobby English
was

ly

to

was

molded into it.

Another smart riding
developed in dark blue worsted. it had a tight bodice which iitted like
a glove, and was as sweil as one
could
imagine.
habit

was

Little Lord
of

Lady

Beresford—tlie infant

William

10.—At last it is defina,
settled that no step toward a new
state Normal school will he taken this
In executive session,
year.
Tuesday
afternoon, the committee on education
voted to refer to the next legislature the
matter of a new Normal school, and also
the claims of Houlton, Dexter,
Calais,
Newport and Presque Isle as the site of
its location, with
special recognition,
however, of the claims of Houlton. This
latter clause of the report is in the nature
of a triumph for llepresentative (iilman,
hut is not so decided a triumph as he and
the friends of Houlton had confidently
expected. This matter of another Normal school, it will he remembered, is a
legacy from the last legislature.

who was Miss
Brice of Troy, then Mrs. Louis Hamersley, then Duchess of Marlborough of

which tells how to grow Plants
Flowers and Vegetables, and
is up to date on these subjects,
for 3 months, the Guide
and One packet of
Seeds (named above) for

ordering state where you
saw this adv. and we will send a
packet of Flower Seeds free.

Tip

for

1

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

GEO. W. BURGESS,

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me,
CARDS,
ROSTERS,
BILE HEADS,
LETTER HEADS,

PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,

Legal Printing

promptly done.

7tf

OLD-FASHIONED
But Can’t be Beaten.
1 his is the season to

According to a contemporary there is a
town in Kansas where not a single business man advertises in the local
paper.
From the same authority we learn that at
the last accounts the people in that benighted region were eating dog meat as a
cure for consumption. [Press and Printer.

Kong.
May Flint,

cleanse the

Liver and

Kidneys, and prevent disease of those organs.

The
Enghung faultlessly. The jacket land, and now tlie wife of that gallant
was
very dressy: double-breasted, with Irish soldier, “Fighting Bill” Beresford—
rows of silk twisted cord
brought from will not get the Hamersley millions. Anunder each arm lengthwise down the other youngster, and an American
boy at $2 a Year for The Journal and Tribune.
front, forming a corslet in effect.
Folds that, will get them.
Lady Beresford has
Made wholly of roots, barks and
of silk velvet finished the top of this; and the income only.
To all subscribers, new or old, who
The principal goes to
pay
their
to
The
the collar was velvet.
subscription
Journal
Hooker
one
herbs. No poison.
The jacket came young
year
Hamersley and will remain
in advance the New York Wetkly Tribune
only to the waist, and a broad belt of the in this country. How his parents will
(price SI a year) will be sent ote year free. A Full Pint Bottle for 50 Cts.
cloth was worn. It was just open enough watcli that boy.
In
if the

plain

skirt

Tribune is wanted the
remitting,
ubscriber should so state, as it is not sent
unless requested. With The Journal fur
nisi ingall the local news, and much other
matter of local interest, and the Tribune to
supply the news ol the world, political and
general, with fashions, household science
and mechanics, literary and other depart-

POOR &

s

ments, stories and miscellany, 20 pages in
all, it is a very taking combination at $2 a
year.

Subscriptions

may

begin

at any

time,

and if desired the two papers will he sent to
different addresses.

1

Croup, 1
l Coughs, \

I

l

i

\ i

Tooth-

'

“d •"

1

<

Diarrhoea,
Dysentery,

(

Bowel Complaints,

ji

j

A Sure, Safe, Quick Cure for
these troubles is

^

Jam-Killer

It is the trusted friend of the 3

Mechanic, Farmer, Planter,
Sailor, and in fact all classes,
Used Internally or externally.
I This costume or brown covert cloth bud a very
dressy double-breasted Jacket trimmed with rows
or silk

twisted cord and rolds or silk velvet.
Made

I

saw

her the other

day

on

the Rialto In

gown of green mixed cloth with
rose

taffeta silk

lining.

by TheTs ational Cloak Co., West 23d Street, New York.

a

a

Spring

green and old

Beware of imitations. Take
none but the genuine 11 Perry

Davis.”

Sold everywhere.

25c. and 50c. bottles.
<f>» «a

« mu.

arti

3

E

1)

P

Feb 22 for New York.

neatly

Dog eat Dog.

Deep

SON,
AGENTS.

Messeujser’s Notice.
Office of
State

tiie

Sheriff

of

Waldo

County,)

of Maine, Waldo County ss.
(
Belfast, March 3 0, A. 1>. 1897.
)
This is to give notice that on the 10th
of
day
March, A. 1). 1897, a Warrant in Insolvency was
issued by Geo. E Johnson, Judge of the Court of
Insolvency for said County of Waldo, against the
estate of GEORGE L. l’ERKINS of
Burnham,
in said County,
adjudged to be an Insolvent
Debtor, on petition of said Debtor, which petition
was tiled on the 10th day of March, A. D.
1897,

to which date interest on claims is to be computed. that the payment of any debt to or by
said Debtor, and the transfer and"
delivery of any
property by him are forbidden by law; that a
meeting of the creditors of said Debtor to prove
their debts and choose one or more assignees of
his estate will be held at a Court of
Insolvency to
be holden at the Probate Office in said Belfast', on
the 14th day of April, A. 1). 1897. at two o’clock
in the afternoon.
Given under my hand the date lirst above written.
h. McAllister.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Waldo.
2wl 1

estate of Maine
WALDO 88.
COURT OF INSOLVENCY.
Belfast, March 10, 1897.
In the case of LEROY S. HARDING of Burnham?
in said County, Insolvent Debtor.

hereby notified that with the approval
of the Judge of the Court of Insolvency for
said County, the second meeting of the Creditors

YOU

Water

are

of said insolvent debtor is appointed to be held at
the Probate Court Room in Belfast, in said County, on Wednesday, the 14th day of April, A. D.
1897, at two o’clock p. m.;-and you are lequested
to be present at said meeting as and for the
purposes required by Section 43, of Chapter 70, Revised Statutes of the State of Maine and Public
Laws of said State amendatory thereof and additional thereto.
Attest—CHAS. P. HAZELT1NE,
2wll
Register of said Court.

!

1

3

g
1
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THERE IS A CLASSOF

Opium.Morphine

PEOPLE^

Who are injured by the use of coffee. Recently
there has been placed in all grocery stores a new
preparation called Grain-o, mat e of pure grains,
that takes the place of coffee. The most delicate
stomach receives it without distress, and but fewIt does not cost over 14
can tell it from coffee.
as much. Children may drink it with great benefit. 1 Sets, and 25cts per package. Try it. Ask
for Grain-o.
lrnlO.

Mineral.

nor

Pumpkin Ststl

Alx. Senna
JRoditllt Salts
Anise Seal

\

Jippemunt

>

WRAPPI

(

Clarified Sugar

Winteryrcen

flavor:

)

perfect Remedy forConstipa

lion. Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
1

Worms .Convulsions Feverish
ness and Loss OF SLEEP.
TacSinvle

|
NEW

Signature

of

YORK._

EXACT COPY OF

signature
'of

Torturing
The busiest

and most

useful

1

at

the

County of Wald
March, A. J>. 1897.

o

\ certain instrument, pa:
will and

»l

men

always exempt from sickness.
Especially are they liable to be atare
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Mr. J. A. LeSefr.
many other busy men, Mr.
LeSeur was overtaken by Rheumatism
and soon his strength gave way to a
condition of helplessness. This dread
disease produces more agony, he says,
than can well be described.
For
years I have suffered with Sciatic
Rheumatism and often felt as if a
small piece of my spine had been
taken out, also as if a fragment of
bombshell had passed through my left
hip. When I would sit down, I could
not straighten up for several minutes,
and then only at the expense of great
pain. I could get absolutely no relief,
though many remedies were tried,
Someone recommended S. S. S. and I
was almost in despair when I began its
In three days, however, I was
use.
so greatly relieved that
I felt very
little inconvenience from the rheumatism. The disease grew less painful
as I continued the S. S. S., and very
soon disappeared
entirely. S. S. S.
also proved to be a fine tonic, as I now
have more appetite, and feel better
than ever before, in my life. I cannot
say too much in praise of S. S. S.”
Rheumatism is a condition of the
blood which has always baffled the
doctors, and it is a peculiarity that
those who once have it are sure to always be subject to its attacks from
time to time. The reason of this is
that the doctors are only able to give
temporary relief, but cannot rid the
system of the disease permanently,
S. S. S. (guaranteed purely vegetable) is
the only real blood remedy for real
blood troubles, such as Rheumatism,
But like

Adam W Spies, C IN Meyers, sailed from
Singapore Dec 11 for New York ; passed Anjer Dec 27.
Alice Heed, Alanson Ford, sailed fron:

>

Montevideo «Ian 20 fur New York.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at New
York March 7 from Savannah.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from New
York Dec 19 for Port Natal.
Edward May, sailed from Manila Feb
for New York.
!
EvieReed,A T Whittier, arrived at New !
York Feb 7 fron* Montevideo.
i
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Port Townsend Feb 9 for Valparaiso.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
i
from Punta Arenas Dec 9 for Pernambuct
and New York.
lolani, McClure, sailed from New York
Feb 19 for Honolulu and Hong Kong.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, sailed from
New York Dec 31 for Hong Koug.
Mabel I Meyers, Wm Meyers, sailed from
Buenos Ayres Feb lb for Pernambuco.
Matanzas, sailed from New York Feb 2fc

for Havana.

E G Parker, sailed from Hong
for New York.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
Amsterdam Feb lb for Surinam; passed
Deal Feb 22.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
Santos Jan 27 for Barbadoes.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, arrived at Garontolo-from Sourabaya.
St Lucie, Sineed, arrived at Barbadoes
i
Feb 24 from Port Natal.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Urifiiu, arrived I
at Portland March 1 from Boston.
I

Penobscot,
Kong Jan 31

sailed from i

|I

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
New York Feb 11 from Demerara.
llattie McG Buck, 11 F Sprowl, arrived
at Portsmouth, N H, Dec 9 from New York.
Henry Clausen, Jr. Appleby, arrived at
Boston March b from Fernandina.
John C Smith, Kneelaud, arrived at Boston March 10 from Brunswick.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball,sailed from Boston Dec 10 for coal port.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from Wilmington, N C, Jan. 22 for Port Spain, Trinidad.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, cleared from New
York March 7 for Velasco.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Boston
Feb 11 for Buenos Ayres.
R W Hopkins, Hichboru, arrived at Ciennfegos prior to Feb 1 from Baltimore.
Sallie I’On, W H West, at Buenos Ayres
Jan 17 from Annapolis, N. S.
Tofa, A S Wilson, sailed from Mobile
March 2 for Cienfuegos.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
Fernandina March 5 from Havana.

1
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A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 21 for Hull.
O
C Young, arrived at NewcasReaper,
tie N S W about Feb 13 from Tagal for Honolulu and New York.
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
Hong Kong Jan 13 for Iloilo and Boston.
Sachem, H T Lancaster, sailed from Hong
Kong Jan 3 for New York; passed Aujer
Jan 27.
S D Carletou, Amsbury, arrived at New
York March 3 from Hong Kong.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed from Seattle Feb IS) for San Francisco.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, arrived at
Shaiighae Feb 13 from New York.
Tillies E Starbuck, Ebeu Curtis, arrived at
New York Feb 2 from Bermuda, to repair.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, sailed from New
York Oct 31 for San Francisco; spoken Nov
20, lat 7 50 N, Ion 32 10 W.
Wm li Conner, Frank L Pendleton, arrived at New York Feb 0 trom Hong Kong.
W J Rotch, Sewali C Lancaster, H mg
Hong for New York, passed Aujer Dec 20.

Willard

i

Not Nahcotic.

sailed j
1

;

Scrofula, Cancer, Eczema, Catarrh,
Tetter, Contagious Blood Poison, etc.
When S. S. S. once forces a disease
from the system it never returns. Our
valuable books will be mailed free to
any address. Swift Specific Co., Atlanta, Georgia.
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a Probate Court hehlat Hi
the Couutv of Waldo, on t !.•
March, A. l> 18i*7.
/ MiAKLKS \. WAl.KKK, so
Eli. late of Swauviile. m
Vdo, deceased, having presente
that Alfred Y. .Nickerson or
person he appointed adinini>'
of said deceased.
Ordered. That the said petit
all persons interested b\ e.m-i
order to be published three wethe Republican Journal, printthey may appear at a Probate <
Belfast, within and for said «
Tuesday of April next, at t.
fore noon, and show cause, it
the prayer of said petitioner
ed.
CEO. E. J« d
A true copy. Attest:
( has. P H v/

At

State oi

1

A'Dl are hereb\ notified that
I
Stevens, Insolvent Del n.
tiled in said < ourt for said «
tit ion for a discharge from a!
under the Insolvent Haw ol
and for a certitieate there d
upon the same is ordered
t our; Room in helfast, in
i*n W cdiiesda>
the 14th da\
at two lo'lock in the altei m
you may attend and show canwhy the pia\er of -aid pen:
Attest CH AS. I
granted.
2wl 1
Resist
>

si

W ALIK)

RUBBER ROODS.
A FULL LINE OF

Hot

Water

Bottles,

SYRINGES, Etc.,
FOR SALb BY

Mjim

IOLkT OK 1'
Belfast. V.
In the case of HOWARD .1
ham, in said County. In- i\
W ALDO 88.

(«*■

ol* >1

88.

>

si

i»*

((MUTOI
Hi:i

r.vsi

'I

In tin- case of HARTS' >\ ( I \
said County, Insolvent Deluoi
are hereby notified that "
of the Jud^e of the Court
laid County, the second meeting
>f said insolvent debtor is
;
it. the Probate Court Room in
Comity, on Wednesday, the c1
l>. 1897, at two o'clock c.
ail 1
sd to be present at. said meeti
purposes reipiired by Section t
Revised Statutes of the Stale ol >'■■■
Laws of said State and aniemla
additional thereto.
Attest- ( HAS r I: ^
2w 11
Register

Y’OC

A. A. HOWES & CO.

t
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Promotes Digestion;Cheerfuland Rest.Contains neither

Puritan,

New York Feb 9 for Montevideo.

SIGNATURE
-OF

ness

Vessels.

York March <> for Shanghai.
Mary L Cushing, .1 N Pendleton,
from Newcastle N S W, Feb 24 for

PRINTER,

and

AVege table Preparation for As
similating the Pood and Regulating the Stomachs and Bowels of

tacked and completely disabled by that
annoying and painful ailment—
Men in all walks of life
are
subject at any time to be seized
j
with this disease, and besides the great
bodily pain, there is almost unbearable
mental anguish at the thought of having one’s strength and vigor gradually
supplanted by a condition of utter
Breakwater.
helplessness. Under the effects of
1>
C Nichols, sailed from
Rheumatism, the strongest men beEmily Reed,
New York Nov 13 for .Japan; spoken Dec. I come the weakest, and the most useful
j
23, lat. 22 23 S. Ion. 31 3,3 W.
are robbed of their usefulness.
Gov Koine, Nichols, arrived at Melbourne |I
Mr. J. A. LeSeur iias lived iti AtFeb 20 from New York.
lanta, Ga., for years, and some of the
Great Admiral. Rowell, at Marseilles Jan jj
; prettiest residences and most substan23, to load for New York.
tial business bl >cks of that city are
Henry B Hyde, Scribner, arrived at Hono- |i
lulu Jan 15 from San Francisco for N York, j| monuments to his skill as an architect
and builder.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, sailed from New

JAMES VICK’S SONS,

Tupper.

Sir Charles Tupper says Canada should
treat the United States just as the United
States treats her.
There can he no objection to this as a moral proposition, hut
the Dominion will find that it is outclassed in the regulation of American affairs.

of

THE

FAC-SIMILE

8HIP8.

When

JOB

THAT

Abner Coburn, G A Nichols, arrived at
New York Feb 1 from Hiogo.
A G Ropes, Daivd Rivers, arrived at New
York Fel> 11 from San Francisco.
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, sailed from
Delaware Breakwater Oct 30, from Philadelphia for Nagasaki.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed from Hong
Kong Jan 1 for New York ; passed Aujer
Jan 20.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, arrived at Singapore March 3 from Zanzibar, to load for
New York.
El Captain, A L Carver, arrived at Baltimore March 4 from Hong Kong.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, at
Shaiighae Jan 3 tor Iliolo and Delaware

cents.

25

Aiul all kinds of

A

Register

School.

son

Beresford,

packets f&5 c., three packets 3©c,
Full retail price 45 cts.
Vick’s Illustrated
Monthly Magazine

itely

derby,

Mrs. Elliott was a target for
every
The secret of tlie charm of tlie habit
its absolute tit.
ISlie looked as if

15 cts.

be pop-

Dr. Samuel B. Morison, one of the noted old-time physicians of Maine, died at
his residence in Bangor, March
9th, aged
86.
He had been in feeble health for a
year, but the grip was the immediate
cause of his decease.
Dr. Morison was a
native of Livermore and was graduated
from Bowdoin college.
He was a member of the State Legislature from Livermore as early as 1842, went to
Bangor in
1844 and had since resided there.
Up to
last year he was the regular
physician of
the Children's Home.
For six different
terms he was the Bangor city physician
and in the cholera year, 1849/he had the
direction of the board of health. Dr. Mor
ison is
survived by Mrs. Morison, a
daughter, Mrs. Amos K. Hardy of Bananti
two
s* ns, who are in business in
gor,

“billy-cock”

eye.

to

...

packet eiihcr Wonderf ul
Branching Aster, Japanese
Morning Glory, or Panry
Choice Mixed, for
Two

■

In the wrong box.
“Well, that’s a funny thing!’ exclaimed Mrs. Snaggs, who,
had been reading the newspaper. “What’s
funny?” asked her husband. “A witness
in court did not know what month the
Fourth of July occurs! What do you
think of that?” “What do I think of
that?” repeated Mr. Snaggs.
“I think
that he should not have been called as a
witness. He ought to have been a juror.”
[Pittsburg Chronicle Telegraph.
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Obituary.

ea^t

come a

for

side of Central Park has beveritable Rotten Row.
The hours

sure

|

and Your Choice

ular.

spotted skeleton umbrellas in brown.
The

It is

|

Always Reliable.

by The National Cloak Co., West 23d Street, New York.

the throat to show a white tie.
sleeves were of medium size,
at

myrtle green broadcloth, the skirt hangWhorls, wheels, wheels. No wonder ing gracefully.
The tight-fitting, twothey get iu one's head. King Richard buttoned cut-away coat bad tlie regulacried, “My kingdom fora horse!” Now- tion dapper collar, opened at tlie neck to
adays he would call fur a bicycle. The show a dark red Ascot tie, and from tlie
annual show here was a great success. second button
broadening towards the
><’ciety has the craze worst of all. Duw- bottom a stylish spotted linen waistcoat
;

Standard Seed and Plant Catalogue.
Contains all that’s F-w and Good.

»as

myrtle green broad cloth,

thronged
adjacent footh-patlis filled with
black gloves, finished off as elegant a promenaders.
Here, as in London, one
a
walking outfit as a woman of style sees the beauty and fashion of a great
could wish.
metropolis—actresses in smart little dog
C ostume plays have taken a firm hold
cans, ami many oi tlie well-known belles
on
New Yorkers.
4'Heartsease/’ “The ou horseback, riding in pairs, and accoml ii -t Gentleman of Europe,” and “Under panied by their grooms.
Mrs. Duncan
the Red Robe" vie with each other as to Elliott—Sallie
Ilargous that was—is still
detail aii i iidelity oi reproduction of old one of tlie most beautiful women in
•fashions, llemy Miller, in the lo st named,
America.
She is seen in tlie Paik
every
is the idol of the matinee
girl. Photogra- afternoon ou her Kentucky thoroughbred,
pher- eann >t print hi- photographs in Slender. A itli raven tresses and south- Minneapolis.
iarge enough numbers to supply the de- ern eyes, a clear olive skin, with brilliant
mand.
When lie fondles a rose the girls coloring from lier healthful exercise, she
No New Normal
How perfenly lovely”
and, ‘T is a beautiful and a bold rider.
Al'GL'M
March
ornament across

It

SEE

A
A strain on the wire.
“What language
were you using at the
telephone?” asked
a Pittsburger who had overheard one end
of a conversation.
“That was Welsh.”
“Welsh on an ordinary telephone?” “Yes;
not?”
“With
the
why
regular thin wire
that is used for telephone lines?”
“Of
course.
You don’t suppose they put in a
special line for the transmission of the
Welsh
language, do you?” “Well, 1
should think it would require barbed
wire.”
[Pittsburg Chronicle Telegraph.

that breathed

latest, don'l-eher-know-alr."

imagine.

ton

waist.

ly

Another smart

dark blue worsted.

cut

round at corners in front; with a stylish
collar forming two narrow revers that

;

see

the top.

near

Notes.

The April number of Harper’s Magazine will be particularly attractive both
for the interest of the text and for the
excellence of the illustrations.
It will
open with a popular article on “Washington and the French Craze of
’93,” with
illustrations in Howard Pyle’s best mana
ner,
including
frontispiece in color.
“The Martian” will develop strongly in
interest, and will be accompanied by
some of I)u Manner's most characteristic drawings. Poultuey Bigelow, in the
sixth of his series of articles on “White
Man’s Africa,” will describe the opening
of the (’ape Colony Parliament, and will
consider the effect of the Jameson raid
on the relations of the Dutch and
English.
There will also be a variety of articles bn
topics of present interest, and several
short stories, including “The Wisdom of
Fools,” by Margaret Deland, a study of
personal responsibility in modern life.

heart,

London for

to

dear Mrs. Pink-

so.

“well-groomed

and

For over half a century The Living Age
has occupied a foremost position among
the leading periodicals of the day. By
the introduction of original translations
of the writings of prominent statesmen,
scientists, essayists and novelists of Continental Europe the publishers have widen- I
ed their field and rendered the magazine
more useful, valuable and
interesting than
ever before.
The addition of a Monthly
Supplement, devoted to American literature, is another evidence of enterprise
and wise judgment which will surely be
rewarded by an enlarged subscription list.
The Living Age is published weekly, at
$0.00 a year, instead of $8.00, its former
price, by The Living Age Co., Boston.

Pinkham.

they could
cure me but
failed to do

air.”
American

duty,

Airs.

ham, to tell you what your wonderful
Compound has done for me.
I was dreadfully ill—the doctors said

The Johnnies go about with their trousers turned
up while the sun shines, and
the girls are severely tailor-made, with
what the

to

McG!llas

News

Liver Ills,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.
HOOD’S

PILLS

cure

CASTOAIA.
The

rae-

liaile

•Igaature
Qt

la oa
every
n&pper,

Souse for Sale.
A story and a half house, pleasantly located:
fine view of Belfast hay; ten rooms all finished
fine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M.‘ C. DILWORTH,
Or C. B .HALL, Alain St., Belfast.
44t

At

Belfast, in the Count} t \\
Maine, the tenth day of Maivli
<

undersigned hereby give**
THE
Assignee
pointment
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NICKERSON
as

COLBY

of tin 1
I’1
>1

County of Waldo, Insolvent Ot-i

1
>

ileclared an Insolvent upon ld> -*u
the Court of Insolvency for said <
2wl 1
ALFRED E. NICKERSON.
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Sunday. .Warren Pitcher
town March 7th....Mr.
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Mrs. Caroline Gilmore....
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very

able to lie

in now

Sr.

are

many
a

again.... Cou-

w

to a neighbor’s.
While returning
he was seen to fall in the road and when his
friends reached him he was dead. A son
and a daughter survive him.... Mr. Charles
Libby of West Winterport and Miss Edith
Parsons of Swanville were united in marriage Saturday, March Htli-One of the saddest deaths which has taken place in our
vicinity for a great while was that of Mrs.
Hiram Treat of Frankfort March .*rd. She
dieil of heart trouble almost instantly, leaving a husband and five little children, the
oldest only 8 years and the youngest 2 weeks
old.
She was a most excellent woman
loved and respected by all who knew her.
Expressions of deep sympathy are heard on

the street

spent last week
I'erkius.James

Academy

ing the past two years he has made voyages
to Japan, China and other foreign portsMr. Win. Whitney fell recently in his stable,

receiving quite a serious injury to his knees,
which combined with his fall several weeks
ago renders him nearly helpless... .Rev. S.
L. Whitcomb was in town during the dedica-
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the town to abate all taxes now standing
against the estate of Joseph Ellis, and also
to assess a merely nominal tax for the ensuing year in recognition of his severe loss
by the recent fire-Mr. Sawyer of Old
Town was here March Oth to obtain some of
the goods of the Staples Sleigh and Jumper
Co., which lie uses at his livery stable and
also sells to his customers. He reports that
the little Shetland poney Daisy, which was

laughter, Mrs. Samuel Lewis. .Miss Clara
Mudgett is in Belfast visiting her aunt., Mrs.
Crocker-Mrs. Avelina Griffin entertained a number of friends Monday evenMr. Chase of Centerville, Mass., who
ing
has been a guest at the residence of Mr. and
Mrs. Ben j. Grant, left by Monday's boat for
Boston.. Mrs. Ralph Morse, who has been
visiting friends in Bucksport, returned
Edwin

for

has

received his new sample hooks of wall-paper.
He has a tine line to select from and at the
lowest prices. Cali aud see them.
A

1'1’lkton.

great many of

our

people

are down with la grippe and Dr. Hedrick
has all the ails lie can attend to. Among
those suffering with the epidemic at present
are Mr. and Mrs. Cl. t’. Dun ton, Elmer
Kip-

ley,

Keller, G. H. Hage, Lucius Taylor
and sen John, Miss Annie Stevens, Mrs.
Nathan Hawkes, and many others in our
j
near vicinity... Rev.
C. E. Harding has
been holding evening meetings in the BapV.

o.

tist church every
the exception of

evening in the week with
for the
He has been assisted in his

ice.

peddler, dropped

|;s,‘ase March Gth. He was
1 in
Frankfort. He ate his
and soon after went across

|

Saturday evening

past six weeks.
labors a portiou of the time by Rev. Mr.
Jenkins of St. George and Mr. Jones of
Clark’s Island. The North Appleton Evangelists, Wilbur Waterman and Gilbert
Thompson, have also been assisting... .News
lias been received of the death of Hannibal
Moraug at Columbia, California. Mr. Morang was about t>7 years old and left home
nearly two years ago to try his fortune in
the gold mines, where he wrorked several
years ago-Miss Mae Lamson has returned from Castine where she has been attending school-Mrs. S. N. Simmons left Saturday for Willimausett, Mass., called there by
the serious illness of lier mother, Mrs. Mary
Ames, who is spending the winter with her i
daughter, Mrs. Lulie Cfford_Maurice

Gray

is

Milton K. Simiuor.s has been confined to the
bouse by sickness the past ten days.
Brooks.

E.

C.

Holbrook and wife last

Saturday evening furnished one of the finest
entertainments ever given in our Good Templar lodge. One very interesting feature
was a song by little Hilda Lane, who is
only
three years old. It was a treat to us all to
see the little tot do her part so nicely.
Littie

Willie, grandson

of

C.

L.

Lane, was
warmly applauded for the skillful way in
which he imitated his father, who took a
part with his violin. Dressed a la Little
Lord Fouutleroy, and with his beautiful
flowing hair, he made a pretty picture as he
kept time and went through all the movements with a stick for a violin.. .The young
people had a masked ball March 4th. They
had a good time, but as a masquerade it was
not a brilliant success. ..Mrs. T. I. Huxford has spent most of the time for the past
two weeks in
for

Winterport assisting in caring
Mr Huxford’s aunt, Mrs. Campbell, or,

knew her here, Eliza Nesmith. Mr.
Campbell died last week after but a few
days' illness and Mrs. Campbell is dangerously ill-Mrs. Eliza Leathers is still
in care of
the
physicians.Mrs.
as we

Abbott,

who

lives

Leathers

place,

sleigh last

week and

on

was

the
thrown

Benjamiu
from

Brooks at their town
the selectmen of

meeting March 8th advised

a

quite badly bruised.

some

time owned

by

M. J.

Dow of this

town, and kept for his daughters, is now
owned in Fort Fairfield_T. A. Elliott
has a fine Constellation colt, 4 years old, lt>
hands high, and weighing over ten hundred
pounds, which he is offering for sale. M. J.
Dow has a fine pacing mare that he wishes
to dispose of this spring
C. E. Forbes has
several good horses for sale. In fact, the
town is full of them now ; but when this lot
is gone they will he scarce here, as there are
very few colts iu town-It will probably
be a hard year to collect taxes in Brooks
and E. T. Bessey lias the job.... Mrs. Mary
Staples has been confined to the house by
sickness for several days.
Mrs. M. E. Miller lias also been on the sick last.Resolutions adopted by the Geo. G. Davis, vV. R.
C\, No. fit), Department of Maine, on the
death of Mrs. Ella B. Dickey:
Whereas death, the great destroyer, has
entered our ranks, and taken from our
midst our beloved sister Ella B. Dickey

therefore, be it
Resolved, That in the death of our sister
this Corps has lost an esteemed member. A
place is vacant in our ranks which never
can be filled, but although we mourn the
death of our dear sister, we know that our

her eternal gain. She lived her life
well and has gone to claim her
reward in a laud that know’s no sorrow or

loss is

bravely and
suffering.

Resolved that a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the sorrowing family of our deceased sister assuring them of our fraternal
and hearifelt sympathy in this sad hour of
their bereavement.

“Aye dead unto you, but alive to the Angels;
The casket you buried, the gem is above;
In paradise holy and blissfully singing,
With Angels sweet songs of salvation and love.’*
Resolved, That these resolutions be spread
tlie records of our Corps, and that a
be sent to The Republican Journal for
publication and that our charter he draped

upon
copy
for

a

period

of thirty days.
Affik M. Godding,
Mary M. Horiis,
Nellie J. Musman.

|

Com.
on

1 Resolutions.

People buy Hood’s Sarsaparilla year after
year because it does them good.
it. will do
you good to take it now.
“1 will follow you
the earth,” hissed

the uttermost ends of
the villain.
“No you

to

won't,” calmly replied the heroine. “Why
won’t I?” queried the villain, aghast.
“Because I’m not going there,” she answered.
Stop drugging yourself with quack nostrums or “cures.” Get a well-known pharmaceutical remedy that will do the work.
Catarrh and Cold in the head will not cause
suffering if Ely’s Cream Balm is used.
Druggists will supply 10c, trial size or 50c
full size. We mail it.
ELY BROS., 50 Warren St., N. Y. City.
Rev. John Reid, Jr., of Great Falls, Mont.,
recommended Ely’s Cream Balm to me. I i
can emphasize his statement, “It is a
positive cure for catarrh if used as directed.”—
Rev. Francis W. Poole, Pastor Central Pres.
Church, Helena, Mont.
“Git any presents dis year, Jimmy?”
“No, ouly dad.” “An’ wot did he git?”
“Lots! One feller give him a bottle o’
whiskey and another give him thirty da>s.”
You make no mistake when you buy Dalton’s SARSAPARILLA AND NERVE TONIC and
dalton’s family pills.
Everybody says
so, and “what everybody says must be true.”

Roxy Road.

“Wat’s de three graces I’ve
much about?” Willie Mush. “I’m
at yer ign’ranee.
De tree graces is
drink an’ be merry, of course.”

heered

so

s’prised
eat,

CA8TOI1IA.
The facsimile

signature
of

is

oa

every
wrapper.

terse

subject leave

doubt

no

reason

to

utterances

this

on

restores

intention,

to

as

and to cause this conference t<> be held

free, personally or by letter.

Domestic Science at Our Free

T. F. Anthony, Ex-Postmaster of Promise
City. Iowa, says: “I bought one bottle of
‘Mystic Cure’ for Rheumatism, and two
doses of it did me more good than any medicine I ever took.” Sold by A. A. Howes &
Co. Druggists, Belfast.
ly8.

Pastor: “I don’t see your husband at
church any more?” The wife: “No; lie
never goes now.”
“What’s the matter?”
“Why, you know lie’s a vegetarian, and he
says there is too much meat in your sermous
to suit him.”
[Yonkers Statesman.
The

“The Keeley Institute of the East” for the
cure of the Liquor and Morphine habits, is
located at North Conway, N. H. We have
no

branch Institute.

a

13w9.

unmarried?” asked

“Are. you

Chicago lady

he

was

lawyer of
examining.

a

cross

“Oh, yres.” she answered, with a sweet
smile. “I’ve been unmarried three times.”
[Cincinnati Commercial Tribune.

keeper is always glad
I will
a

of the principal men, asked him to come
and sit at her right hand. “Thank you, me
lady, but all the same to you I’d rather sit
opposite this 'ere puddin." [Tit-Bits.

Fifty
Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-live cents a bottle.
Its value is incalculable.
Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
I ears.

As

a

cards.’

That’s

pious family.”

Keller

In

Six

comes

of

[Fuck.

Hours.

Bladder diseases
Distressing Kidney
relieved in six hours by the “New Great
South American Kidney Cure.” This new
remedy is a great surprise on account of its
exceeding promptness in relieving pain in
the bladder, kidneys, back and every part of
the urinary passages in male or female. It
relieves retention of water and pain in passIf you want
ing it almost immediately.
quick relief and cure this is your remedy.
Sold by A A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
1y 27
and

Crimsonbeak:

Washington,

the

United States.—”

“Speaking

of

George

President of these
Yeast:
“Yes.” “There

first

is one thing certain; if the policy adopted by
him for truthfulness had been carried out,
we never
would
have
had a weather
bureau.” f Yonkers Statesman.

English Spavin Liniment removes all
Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and Blemishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
Splints, Sweeney, Ring-Bone, Stifles,
Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
Save $50 by use of one bottle. Warranted

the most wonderful
Blemish Cure ever
known. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy27

RHEUMATISM CURED IN A

DAY.

“Mystic Cure” for Rheumatism and Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 days. Its

upon the system is remarkable aud
mysterious. It removes at once the cause
aud the disease immediately disappears.
The first dose greatly benefits; 75 cents.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co. Druggists, Belfast.
Iy8.
action

Setting Him at it.
bition, father,” said

a

partial list, beginning

“It shall be my amthe young man who
had finished his education and was
ready
to lift the cares of business from the parental shoulders, “it shall be my ambition
and my motto to keep the family name
free from stain.”
‘‘All right,” said the
old man.
“Tell Mike to give you the
whiting and ammonia and then you go out
and polish up the sign.”
[Indianapolis
Journal.

|!
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A HEALTH

BUILDER

little manual called Home Sanitation.

This little book takes up a fewvery important points on situation of

fx constructing

home, drainage, plumbing, heating, lighting and ventilation; subjects which should
be of the first importance to all housekeepers.

explains

4-

Easy

,.f

iliry

,

TELEPHONE 4-2.

Advertising Is
Like Driving Nails.
The lirst blow starts

bottle.

ful to

beginner in making

a

a

squarely

by

Young Housekeeper

Taylor.

Mrs.

Bayard

(920.9.)

Ten Dollars Enough
way of

entertaining

tells in

(920.1)

young couple
resolved to give up boarding, and
shows their success in makinga limited inan

a

who

pay their bills.
Liberal Living upon Narrow Means

come

is

(920.5)

something the
recipes

same

bills of fare and
months.
Of what

are

line.

The

arranged by

books,

would term strictly cook
it would be hard to name the best,

and

only

I

A

Avoid imitations.

reader will be
others at the

by all

(920.7)

is

Book.

(920.20)

Philadelphia Cook

In this book the

so

that

is also full from cover to
a

of

well

as

as

the mistress is Tiie Expert Waitress
and the most correct

manner

of serving

all meals.

a

recreation, after all

I*i

K.UKFIKU) Si.

BOSTON.
Ilnurs, 1only.
o't r.-ht-r,

MASS,

to

‘2.

Othi*r Ilnurs
1

_

one

should

surely

these

read.

\4.‘>’

Pin

Worm**

James Pattee& Son,
Fire, Life

Ask your Grocer to-day to show you a package of
o, the new food drink that takes the place

°f coffee. The chih ren may drink it without injury as well as the adult. All who try it, like it.
Grain o has that rich seal brown of Mocha or
Java, but it is made from pure grains, and the
most delicate stomach receives it without distress. 1-4 the price of coffee. 15c. and 25cts. per
Sold

by all grocers.

lml0.

Accident Insurance.

t<53

lear

desired

re-

W

l’1.

\ ORK.
is:-..

t,.i

K.

<; k.uo.e

1

p

Si

"

\u

■

1. ls'.M

Real estate owned by the •mpniv.
incumbered.
.'...V>4 .;j
Stocks and bonds, uiTket value.
.1.: .or..
Cash in office and in bank
MAos It
Interest <iue and accrued
..I.ai
Premiums in due course .1 collect mm..
344.47<: Jn
Reserve re-insurancc deposit cash in

company's possession
Aco-rebate <»f

,■>._• U7

assets, actual
MHKIf

ti

!.

s

p*

IS;Mi.

45s,:17s 81
i.i’i .p;: p

21.'.*27 04

etc...

Total liabilities, except

capital and net
surplus.•
Capital actually paid up in rash
j.Mi.uOO (Hi
A.' HIPSurplus beyond capita'...
..

JAAPS PATTI!!; &

SON. Avrents. He Mast.

SAIL MAKERS,
And Successors

to

J. W i'rederk

u

& Co

us

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,
AM) DEALERS IN

Tents,

i

ivtiini/s, Cart Covers,
Duck, Carriage, C<iints,~,f-r.

No. 31 From St

,

Belfast,

Me

BELt AST, MAINK.

NOTICE.
I

hereby

off any

Grain

and

OFFICE
,TASONIC TEMPLE,
MAIN STREET ENTRANCE,

useful

TRY GRAIN-0! TRYGRAIN-0!

the

<

point to

Newton S. Lon! k Go.

Best for Children

The Art

A Housekeeper.

*£«*t

are

lh<‘

l»y appointment

Elixir

Living by Robert Grant (1110.20.) It
bright, witty and looks at things from
man’s standpoint.

package.

_

Newlmrv Sin ci,
'NK.au I'OU.NKK

of

is

_

It tells of the duties of the maid

(920.30).

As

_

The Nose and Throat,

housekeeper.

A little book to aid the maid

to

Net amount of unpail Ii'sm1- and
claims
*
Reinsurance fund.
..."
All other demands. i/
Minis-: >n<

an

cover

ert

followed by

RouekiJ.

LIAIULIITES 1)1

need not fail.

all that can aid

books,

_

Membrane.
Restores the Senses of Taste and
Sme.l.No (.'< caine, No Mercur\. No injurious drug.
Full Size 50*..; Trial Size ldc’. at Druggists or by
mail
Kl.V RROTHKRS.
56 W arren Street, New \ -u k.

Miss Pari.oa’s Kitchen Companion.

(920.10)

_

“most

even

d

and

assets it. emmat

A^SaS,, COLD'N HEAD
Heals and Protects the

celebrated cook in America’* makes plain
not only the rule but the method of put-

ting the articles together

a

Hii.i.as, sccn-i.n■;
t aplta! paid up In rash, $250.00b.00.

Eiy sCream Balm

who attended the Cook-

Borer's

amateur

ident.

It is quickly Absorbed.
(fives Relief at once.
Opens and cleanses the

INo.

head

the

THE FIDELITY and CASUALTY CO.
Incorporated March
ness May 1. lsT*,.

will cure it.
(let a well-known pharmaceutical reined \,

mate

be

others

sults.

OF M

Nothing lmt a local
remedy or change of cli-

Library.

ing School heie a few summers ago. One
of its greatest merits is that the rules are
for small quantities and are very explicit.
Mrs.

CATARRH

A Climatic
A flection

interested to look up the

Mrs. Lincoln’s Cook Book
well known

~OCAL

few, hoping the

a

n]

must be

one

mention

on

ot tiers t hat

home.

Another similar book, but more in the
nature of a cook book, is Letters to a

must

by

to

been two of the most useful books to me,
particularly the latter. They both give
many valuable hints which will aid anyone in her work and will be specially help-

but

followed

«

a

nail

a

F.”

35c.

I

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

It is so with the
Atwood’s Hitters.
They make stomach and dtgestion right, and thus furnish
good material with which to
build. You will have a good
strong body in which to dwell
if you use I.. I'.'

by Mrs.

^

33, ■'{/>, :$r f ront St., Belfast, Mr.

the

at

"-ale.

1*03.1 Si

Blacksmith

building

a

begin

must

you
L.

iuvolwd in the raising of bread and
few other common processes.
Made

of

fia-Mt

foundation.

principles

such

ImporliM's

Anthracite and

with

(924.1.)

Arizona A1:

“Wal, what do you think of that? Here’s
Jim goin’ an’ gittin’ married!”
Chloride
Charley:
“Wall, that’ the way of the
world!” Arizona Al: “Right enough ; but

GROCERIES.

meth-

new

Herrick (929.2) and Progressive Housekeeping by Catherine Owen (920.0) have

one

‘No

give

Housekeeping

Norfolk, at a feast given at the eml of
the harvest, the hostess, thinking to honor

SEEDS and

MICH? !

KALAMAZOO.

ods and the best methods.

09

tapper.

inter

know

to

SWAN A SIBLEY CO.
FEED

NERVE-LIFE MEDICAL CO.,

Domes-

on

THE...

GRAIN.

tic Science relating to subjects of particular interest to us.
I think any house-

a

this,

I should like to call the

and relates to and

is

marryin’

that are in-

attention of the ladies to those

ererj

Effete notions of the East.

Library

as are

In

at

teresting

all,

to

The Journal: Of

of

Free

our

mentary work for non-scientific readers,

The fac-

For Over

Editor

tiie

5

JOBBERS OK

diseases and restores
to all parts of the body.
NERVE-LIFE is the only' purely
scientific treatment and affords relief from
the first day's use. It removes the cause
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians,
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
free in plain sealed wrapper for two 2 cent
Stamps. Mention this paper.
Seed 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.

by

For Infants and Children.

look

To

the books at

Library.

|

development

Chemistry of Cooking and Cleaning
Miss ElEu Richards (929.28) is an ele-

CASTOR IA
simile
Eigcatura
of

the year IS!>7.

during

High Street, Belfast.

j

Cures Impotence ami restores | D talers it! til
full vital power.
Cures all wasting-

few weeks steps will be taken to bring
a conference of the leading nations

a

99

Opposite Amreican Express Office.

refreshing

sleep.

believe that within

about

Nothing to pay
lost by excesses and indis- for eonsuPation, examination or advice, and
curative mediit
of
his
wonderful
the
low
cretions;
gives strength,
price
enemy and power to those cines places a sure cure within reach of everyIt makes strong men and vigorous body.

....The citizens of

Raudell visited Mr. and Mrs. Allen Webber
in Belfast the past week... Mrs.Edith Fletcher left for Portland Saturday to visit her

McKinley's clear,
and there is

exhausted and 11111-down
system. It makes the
old and middle-aged feel

Prospect-Mrs. Irene Hatch, who has
employed in Boston during the winter,
arrived home last Thursday.... Miss Elva

Couseus

strop*: nen>•'. rich,
red bio* ti. and r *stt»rth
ing
and
>ua;». en r.
vig >r of renewed youth
to th nerve-weakened,

It!

1

Wolcott reports unusual interest in this
subject on tbe continent and even in England, and is hopeful of results. President

d\

young and vigorous.
restores to youth the vigor

Restores perfect
health, vigor and
manhood and removes all obstacles to marriage.
Restores tiie
entire
nervous
system and stops all
y
vital losses.
Removes effects of the
sins of youth and excesses of later years.
Removes all effects
of dissipation and repairs all waste places.
Cures Insomnia and

international bimetal-

an

Peanuts,

THE LOWEST ('RICES.

Great RESTORER

^

lic conference, gives great encouragement
to tbe friends of that sentiment. Senator

^

>f

in favor of

ance

of 1

of the 1

been

H.

a

r—r n oat >r

.Mrs. Orilla
worth, Kan .bis former home
West of Bostou is in town, called home by
the serious illness of her father, Capt. David
Berry.... Mrs. Nellie Rendeil arrived home
from Boston the past week....The homedead of the late Esther Hiehborn Ellingwood has been sold to Mr. Daniel Thomnsou

F.

s

and stn mnli.
If i> the true

Mr.
anniversary of their marriage
Rufus EUingwood left Feb. ‘Jot.li for Leaven-

...Mr.

its
mf!mto

/
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riAYO & WHITE,

NERVE-LIFE

but from

recently deserted their party
good words for any sentiment

no

50c. and $1.00. Pamphlet mailed
ANGIER CHEMICAL C0.f BOSTON.

free.

*

Boasted

Freshly
ALL AT

Drug-gists

in the

arising from its representative.
1XTEP.XAT 10XAL HIMHTjitLI.ISM.
The return of Senator Wolcott, coupled
with President McKinley’s ringing utter-

Pure Candies,

flesh. Unequalled in throat
and lung diseases and scrofulous
affections. Perfectly agreeable
to take and
greatly superior to
Cod-Liver Oil in results.

who

men

come

sands win >
lia\e taken it

•Olli

Tuesday

the

by him,

enunciated

all flavors.

new

warmest terms of him and the American

principles

\ > make this
Ncf vura blood and
nerve rem-

Populists, speak

SWEET.

AND

-jsCHOiCE CHOCOLATES,*-

EMULSION

word for the sound American
of his inaugural address.
even

FRESII

furnishes this element directly to
the stomach, bowels and lungs,
purifyingandenriching the blood,
restoring strength and making

sentiments

Democrats,

California Oranges,

ETROLEUM

These men, who were once
members of the party which President
McKinley now represents, are the only
men in the entire nation who seem to find

good

persons, children and

ANCIEFTS

ADSIIN1STHATION.

Republicans.

no

H. J. LOCKE & SON.

assimilation fails to obtain
from ordinary food.

I say all parties, but I must withdraw that
statement so far as relates to the silver

j

pertain

edy. Thou-

■

>

.a»’.i as

Many

plans of the administration, as outby President McKinley’s inaugural
address, are received with the most cordial approval by members of all parties.

stipation. Dr. Greene of 34 Temple Place,
11
Boston, Ma».., is the must successful physi^Nothin? makes these cian
in curing diseases,
as a somm i>-.»uy. si roll.if
and can be cuusufted
Mo >d t,-> make the body
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Ur. Green
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adults, are starved for lack of
a peculiar
nourishing element
which defective digestion and
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National Bank
P. O, Square.
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on

our

SATURDAY WINDOW.

Regulate
Small Pill.
Small Price.

lined

|';i»jieriiie-

an

teaching the High school at Union.
Mrs. Gray was obliged to close her school
e '• >r sale.
here Wednesday on account of the illness of
Myriok, an old resi- her
pupils. Only eleven were able to attend
week, aged 88 years, the last
day.. .Mrs. H. N. Titus received
cited at the funeral
news Tuesday of the serious illness of her
M'-rment was in Unity.
Mrs. Eva Kenney of West Upton,
Messrs. Freeman, daughter,
Mass. Mrs. Titus left- Wednesday for Mas'I Tmy, Mr. Andrew ;
sachusetts.
.II. C. Hease arrived home SatCeorge in California;
urday from a three months’ visit to relatives
Mrs. Colburn, Mrs.
in New ^ ork City, Boston and towns m the
Small, all of Lewis- vicinity of Boston-S. J. Gushee
recently
Newe11 Hale buried
purchased a pair of heav\ team horses_
ber

el

a

h

and Mrs. Adalare

PLANS

youth

with friends in Boston and
Providence, It. I. They witnessed the iniuguration of President McKinley March
fth m Washing ton, I». C, and will visit
Alexandria. CM Harbor, aud several other
points >>i interest in and around Washington.
On their ref u: n. they will spend sev*ra. days in Portland and Augusta.
This

A
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bert

Mr.
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what you

can see

want in

They
Purely Vegetable.
Small Dose.

the Bowels.

from him.

of age the
fitting incidents of a
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hat

Avenue now doff their hats to the President of the United States as he walks by,
and iu return receive a pleasant salutation

maturity

meeting. They
Mrs A. B. Allemvood

his

President of the United States
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McKinley,

and the
strength, !
vigor and |

w
c

they

You

Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A per.
feet remedy for Dizziness,
Nausea, Drowsi.
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.

characteristic of General Grant, has been
revived by that other Ohio soldier, Major

ness. are

of

cured by these
Little Pills.
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,

walking unattended through the streets of
Washington. This habit, which was

maturely
decayed
youth. If
Spring-

the
freshness

those with which

as

American citizen donned

tacle of

sad
pre-

so are

cheers
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and overcoat, and for the first time in
many years there was witnessed the spec-
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at every
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the year,
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greeted their old comrade and commander.
The day’s workover, this statesman and

ure, Sumbloom
and Autumn ripe-
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Stockton*

as a

SILVERWARE.

tion, and not for many years have the
walls of the White House echoed such

ringing

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

thrown

were

of his old regiment, the 23d Ohio, called
upon him the day followiug his inaugura-

time verd-

nearly ail winter, is slowly improving.
Belmont.
lie
Geo. Mears says that
takes the leid in fast horses with lus black
volt... Mrs. Sarah Mcader will build anew
barn the coming
summer.... Hen-houses
will be quite numerous this year, as most
every farmer is preparing to build one or
more.... Tiie Lmid-a-Hand Circle of King’s
Daughters ami Sons is doing well here.
with Mr. ami

the White House its doors

mer

tism

borne

Domestic

The remains of
were

J

very pleasant trip is of special interest to
Mr. Webster and wife, March itli feeing the

Saturday night.
til pronounced it

cm

\

•\tended visit

Frank

Princess of

nil

J

at his

is

lias

Grant
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IlVER

no

open, and day after day throngs of people
from every section and State have been
received by him. The surviving members

hearty

age;
One so

m PILLS

were no

ness

so l>eautiful as vigmaturity,and fresh

and

March Jlst.

Host on in sob.

■.'•Hi.

sight

orous

tory exercises of Powers' Hall, and preached an excellent sermon at the Free Baptist
Church the Sunday previous... .The V’s of
M. C. I. held a Demorest contest at Powers'
Hall Monday evening, March 1st, which was
successful.... Mr. and Mrs. Jesse C. Connor
elebrated the fortieth anniversary of their
marriage recently. Only a few relatives and
friends were in attendance.
Mrs. J. S.
Davis, who has been suffering with rheuma-

meet

lTi-ndi's. for his vaeaM-ofurd Turner and
i"

T*
si*

unnecessary exclusivein any part of his share of the day’s
doings, and when he became master of

There

many who ought to be in their prime, women. Try it and get back your strength,
idences in hooks and feelings of old age ? energy and youthful vigor.
Remember that Dr. Greene's Nervura blood
'lit never so to be. Strength and vigor
and nerve remedy is a physician's prescription,
be as perfect as iu youth. If it is not i indorsed and
recommended by the ablest docso, somemmg is wrong tors everywhere. Dr. Greene’s Cathartic Pills
with you.
You have are the only perfect pills
weakened yourself in for biliousness and conyour mode of Hfe or occupation. There is no

How
bear

“frills” about his inau-

■UTTLE

gural address,

Life is not Measured by Years, but by Strength
and Vigor. Dr. Greene’s Nervura, the
Only Remedy which will Give You the
Health, Strength and Vigor of Youth.

Pittsfield.
Capt. C. H. Sawyer is at
home for a visit to his family. He left his
ship, the Kennebec, at Port Townsend,
Wash., and came overland to Maine. Dur-

arc seen

CARTERS

dential office.

Dr. Greene’s Nervura is Just What You
Need for the Blood and Nerves.

Among the recent victims are
Mr. Daniel Dyer, Daniel Dyer, Jr., Mr. and
Mrs. Parker George, Mrs. M. E. Lord, Lemuel Lord, Mrs. J. F. Hussey, Mrs. Thomas
Morrissey, Patrick Kelly and family.

'es

March 15, 1897: A plain
American citizen: that is what President
McKinley has shown himself in this the
first week of his occupancy of the Presi-

proving.

:r

a

IT MAKES YOU WELL

every hand for the afflicted family.... Most
of the cases reported on the sick list are im-

New fa

Washington Letter.

Our

Washington,

w<

Searsport,
Belfast,

forbid all persons chopping or hauling
od on my farm on the back road to
under penalty of the law.
GEO. W. COTTRELL.
Feb. 25. 1896,—3w8*

For Sale

or

to Rent.

Honest
Medicine.
We till prescriptions exactly as
they are written by the physician, and never substitute a
cheaper or inferior drug for the
desired. You get what you
pay for every time PIKE AM)
AT THE LOWEST PKlt’K.

one

A

seven-octave, square piano,
in good condition.
Apply to
C. O. POOR, Belfast.

POOR

&

SON, Druggists.

SEARSPORT

of Brewer

Warren

William

I

LOCALS.
in

was

town

It is

Morey returned

Dr. T. Prescott

to

abatement of the epidemic of

no

grip in town.

returned

Fred S. Emery

from Isle

au

a

large

Melville L. Park will go

as

first

stock

of

officer of

ship Abner Coburn.
G. Bunnells is visiting her brother
New bury port, Mass.

Lillian
in

Thirty-live

POWDER

books have been added to

new

Sears Public Library.

the

W.

Absolutely Pure

four line

Grinnell brought home,

E.

Celebrated for its great leavening
strength and healthfulness. Assures
the food agaii.st alum and all forms
of adulteration common to the cheap
brands,
royal kakixc. powder com
l»
NEW YORK.

horses for his sale stable.

Tuttle

begins
Photographer
us to-day, Thursday.

his

week

with

A. J. Nickerson made a short
trip up t he river this week.

business

another

Mr. and Mrs. 'V. E. Grinnell returned
from their trip to Boston Saturday.

Collection atCoug’l church Sunday morning for printing and general expenses.
John Vickery of Bangor aud Geo. Cook of
Boston were registered at the hotel Friday.
of Hudson, Mass., was in
this week to attend the funeral of his
mother.
James Felker

town

Dutch has been renovating his
barber room, preparatory to the summer
business.
Frank C.

J. Stevens of Bangor was in town
Tuesday and made calls on several of his
old friends.
Harmon

The ladies' missionary reading will be
held with Mrs. Roulstou Friday afternoon
at 11 o'clock.
Sch. Sal lie 1’Ou, Capt. \V. H. West, has
been bartered to load wool at Buenos Ayres
for Boston.
who has
been visiting
Boston, returned home by steamer

Lucy Sargent,
friendo in

Penobscot Saturday.
in town

of Mr. Warren’s mother.
Sch. Marcellus, Capt. A. A. Larrabee, arrived Thursday from Portland with a cargo
vf corn for A. J. Nickerson.
Sidney Sargent, Herbert Colccrd aud William Gilkey left Monday morning to attend

Seminary

the

at Kent's Hill.

Whiting, Capt. Charles ClosColumbian, Capt. Webster, went to

Schs. A. ,1
aon, ami

with

Rockland Monday

cargoes

of

kiln

wood.
I. Pendleton aud wife left
for New York to join his ship, the
Win. H. Conner, which is booked for Hong

Capt.

Frank

last week

Kong.
Sargent conveyed tlie household

E. A.

ef-

of Capt. P. Pendleton to Belfast Saturday, from where they were shipped by
fects

special

car

Mrs.

<;.

Monday
A.

to California.

Nichols, daughter

Lilli as and

Amos, left by train Saturday to join
Capt. Nieliols in New York and will make

son

to Hong K ng.
Eugene Lincoln, who was formerly employed at the Searsport- House, has become

the voyage with him

one of the pn prieturs
*f the Goiden Rule
Restaurant ami Bakery, 470 Seventh street
Oakland, California. “Gene'' has also taken
to himself a wife.

We

receipt of the wedding announcement of Mr. James J. Lawler aud
Miss Pauline E. Roberts, which took place
in Chicago, Saturday, Fell, l-'ith. At home
alter April l*t, ‘.HD Jackson Boulevard, virs.
Lawler is the youngest daughter of C. C.
are

in

Roberts.
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.

Mrs. Susan Towle ha* returned from Dixuiont.

Geo. Partridge and Herbert Black

are

both

the sick list.

on

Mrs. David Newcomb has returned to her
home in N *wburg.
Quite

a

number of

down sick with la

our

townspeople

are

grippe.

Luther George, who 1ms been quite ill
for the past two weeks, is on the gain.
Mrs.

Mathews has returned from
Massachusetts, where she has been visiting
Mrs.

her

L.

H

son.

Harry Epstein, one of our Russian dry
good peddlars from Bangor, was in town
week.

last

COUNTY
#

CORRESPONDENCE.
_

Stockton Springs. Miss Addie
Crockett lias returned to Castine to attend
the spring term of Normal school_Miss
Jennie Staples went to Belfast Saturday on
business... .Master Eddie Jacobs is visiting
friends iu Searsport....Mr. Freeman PartNorth

ridge’s family are recovering from a severe
attack of influenza....The Centre district
Sunday school met at Mr. Win. Clark’s in
Prospect last Tuesday evening, and a pleasant social evening was enjoyed
by all_
Mrs. Alice Hatch is quite ill with a
severe
cold.
W aldo.

Quite a large number are on the
list. Among the new ones are J. W.
and H. A. Chase, J. Littlefield Jr. and Mrs.
Fallen Littlefield. Those reported sick last
week are improving... B. A. Clary is at home
from Castine-W. E. Harding has been

sick

visiting in Troy the past week_Your corSpundent was iu error last week in regard
to the Superintendent and School CommitThe town failed to elect a school comat its annual meeting and a
special
me -ting is to be called.
Last year a committee of five served; this year it was voted
to Live a committee of seven, which calls
for five new members as ouly two of the old
boar.! held over. Nominations were made
from the floor aud the names voted on by
hand vote,which does not seem to fill the requirei ieuts of the law.

ter.
mi

B7
One Cailoai

a

them and have the best wishes of their
friends for a long and prosperous voyage
through life-In the town report in last
week’s issue the $200 for highway should
have been $1,200... The school board met at
F. H. Cunningham’s last Saturday and reelected Mr. H. C. Marden superintendent of
schools. Mr. Marden made a very careful
superintendent and his re-election shows that
his labors were appreciated-Mr. E. C.
Marden is on the sick list. The Swanville
Centre sociable will be postponed until one
week from next Wednesday on that account.
-Miss Vina Nickerson is in Hampden
j
keeping house for Mrs. S. D. Greeley, who
is stopping with her sister, Mrs. W. E.

AT UNHEARD OF PRICES,
One

services

tee

Sandypoint. Mrs. George Crocker is in
Portland for a few weeks with relatives_
Mrs. Me.ralda Black is in Boston to see
about work for her knitting shop_Miss
Violet Berry left Saturday for Castine to
attend the spring term at the Normal school.
.Mr. A. W. Shute, who has been on
steamer Rockland during the winter,has been
transferred to steamer Mount Desert_Mr.
F. A. Maxtield lately received news of the
death of his father at the age of 93 years.
He lived in the town of Deering, Me. Mr.
Maxfield and daughter Ethel returned about
three weeks ago from a visit to him and left
him in good health for one of his age_
Four inches of snow fell March 14th, making
good traveling for a few days-Last Thursday evening the drama “Cool Collegians”
was given
at school house hall.
A large
number was present and the parts were well
taken, each one having the part best suited
to them. After the entertainment, ice cream
and cake were served in the room below.

were

day, Rev
fioiating.

R.

held
G.

Searsmont. Mrs. Abbie Morse, the noted
Spiritualist medium, died quitesuddenly last
Thursday afternoon. She had been sick
with pneumonia but was very much better
ami considered out of danger.
She had
at his late residence Saturcallers in the forenoon and ate her dinner.
Harbut.: of Searsport of-

Palermo. Mrs. Cora A. Goodwin has gone
i ortland for a surgical operation at the
Maine General Hospital, having secured a
free bed at that institution, for the removal
of a tumor from her left side..
Miss Lottie
Farrar of Washington spent a week at John
to

H. Blake’s and returned last

Thursday_It

Emiline Sabau
alive. Etta Carr and Etta Soule are
quite sick-John Black has been hauling
his pressed hay to the station the past week.
is very
is just

sickly just

uow.

Mrs.

Prospect Ferry. Miss Oriauua Harding
closed a term of ten weeks school in this
district last Friday. It was Miss Harding’s
third term in this place_Miss M.Ella Tav
closed a term of ten weeks school at Mt.
Heagan last Thursday.... Frank Bowdoin is
visiting his son Charles in Hartland.
Orrin Luke weut to Sullivan last Friday to
work on stone... The sick people are all on
the mending band.... Miss Addie Partridge
of Stockton Springs called on friends here

Friday.

The levee which
held at the Grange Hall
March 10th, was postponed on account of
unpleasant weather to Thursday evening,
the 18th.... Mr. Archie Morse has been confined to the house for the past ten days with
la grippe and his wife at the same time had
an attack of pneumonia,
iheir daughter,
Mrs. Charles Thompson of Belfast, is with
Centre

was

Montville.

to have been

them. They are convalescent-Mr. Arthur
Banan recently returned from New Mexico,
where he had been for several months....
Mr. Wales R.
Bartlett has returned to
Bucksport, after spending a short vacation
with his parents.
Unity. Mr. Harmon from Thorndike is
buying apples of the farmers. Fred Whitten
ami Thomas Cook have been busy packing
past two weeks... .There is to be a
pie social at Mrs. J. R Taber’s this week, the
proceeds to go for repairing the sidewalkMaliel Damon, who came from Brooks ill, is
much better.... Asbury Pendleton has begun sawing spool timber in his new steam
mill at the station.... Mr. Augustus Stevens
trom Troy called on his friends in the village Tuesday... .Mrs. M. E. Watson was in
Waterville last week....Mrs. H. If. Grant
and her daughter Sibyl are in BostonParley ('lark ami Clara Whitten returned to
Kent’s Hill this week.
for the

Prospect.

board of
about was
serving several
again. So after the

Our town has

selectmen,and the

way it
board, after

that the old
years, declined to

serve

a

new

come

got to the polls there was a hasty and
quite unanimous decision as t>- who the!
town officers should he, and the lirst ballotj
voters

mg showed a
like political

fair union of sentiments. But
parties every time they ballot- !
ed there were, more candidates for the same
office and by the time the third selectman 1
was voted for it took seven ballots before
there was any choice. And when it came to
balloting fo: '-unstable it seemed in that
excited croud a case of life or death to the j
town who should get the two dollars in the |
coming year for putting up the town warrant.
Every factiou tried their best and

leaves

services

Saturday

afternoon.

Orloff.

She

Orange

Formosa

husband and two sons, Mr. John
liart of Burnham, a sou by a former marriage, and C. E. Morse of this town_Mr.
A. K. Paul of Boston, Mass., was in town a

Ooloong. j

^

Counter.

j

Seal Brand.

English

Japan.

1

At store

formerly occupied by E.
French, Main Street.'

Breakfast.

One Pound makes

over

200

These pots

Bucksport Seminary_Mr. John C. Bobbins of Biddeford has been spending a week
with A. L. McCorrison.
Brooks.

Frank Whitney of Burnham and
Bert Sawyer of Foxeroft visited friends
here Friday.. .In a letter from Rev. F. S.
Forbes of Santa Barbara, California, to
friends here, he writes that he now has new
potatoes ready for the table and has peas
past the blossom-In reply to the Searsport correspondent we would say that either
the Simon S. Forbes or the John M. Dow
farms in the west part of this town can be

The past week has brought
sorrow to many hearts in
Winterport. The
first sad event was the intelligence which

bought this spring. Both are in good condition and contain about 200 acres of laud.
They will besold as the owners are growiug
old-John C. Laue has let his place to
Dana Reynolds for the season aud he will
continue to travel for the same firm that he
has been at work for. Mrs. Lane has gone
to Orono to visit her parents_Walter
Packard has another little girl to care for.
Isaac S. Staples has been confined to the
house with the grip for the past week. Mrs.
Staples has been sick for the past two weeks.
.Mrs. Geo. W. Lewis has gone to Boston
to join her husband, who is in business
there
.Miss Nina Tasker will go to Boston

came over the wires March 10th of the sudden death of Alice J., wife of Eibridge S.
Feruald, Esq at their home in Dorchester,
Mass. The cause of her death was hemor-

....

...

..

to take

Winterport.

rhage

of the lungs.
Mrs. Fernald will be
well remembered by the people of Winterport from her visit here in the summer of
1895 with her mother, anti by short visits
since her marriage, on which occasions she
made many friends among the young
people. Deep sympathy is expressed for the
husband so soou called to part with his companion, and for the little daughter born just
before the mother’s death. The funeral was
held at their home Sunday and on Monday
the remains were brought to Winterport and

conception

MARINE MISCELLANY.

Rev. Fred M. Preble gave a
scholarly and interesting lecture on “The
Hero of the Huguenots” Tuesday evening,
in the Monday Club lecture course. The
next one will be by Miss Charlotte Thorndike Sibley, on “The Brownings under Blue
Italian Skies,” March 23d.. .The winter
term of the town schools closed a week
earlier than usual owing to the prevailing
sickness among teachers and scholars_
Miss Alice Drake, assisted by her sister,
Mrs. T. H. Wight, will soon open millinery
rooms in the Mills building.

'■

Spoken. Ship Emily Reed, Nichols, from New
Y«>ik lor Hiogo, Dec.*28, lat 27.20 S., Ion. 28.53
W.. with loss of foretopgallantmast,44 da. vs out;
all well
Ship Luzon, Park, which was badly damaged
some months ago while entering the port of
Shanghai, has been repaired and practically rebuilt. She lias sailed in ballast from Shanghai
for Honolulu, where she w ill load for New York
and Philadelphia.
Shanghae, Jan. 25*. Ship Emily F. Whitnev,
Pendleton, from N. Y., which stuck a coral leef
in the Celebes Sea, has been docked and the copper on the button of the ship found to he badly
torn
The mainmast and mizzenmast are both
sprung at the head.
Charters. Ship State of Maine, Shanghai and
Hong Kong to New York, §8,000. Brig Havilah,
New York to Port Elizabeth, general cargo, 24s.
Sell. Jen me B Look, Newport News to Laguayra,
coal, 82 50 and port charges. Sell. s.
Haskell,
Philadelphia to St. Croix, coal, 81.5)5. Sch. Olive
T. Whittier, Philadelphia toCienfuegos, coal, and
back, North of Hatteras, sugar, 18, 15*a20 cents
for the round. Sell Isaac Oberton, Philadelphia
to Bridgeport, coal, 05 cents.
Sch. lzetta, New
York to Boston, cement. 18 cents
Sch. Maud
Snare, Fernandina to Newark, lumber, 84.05.
Brig Katalidin, Norfolk to Pawtucket, kiln dried
hoards, 82.50, free wharfage. Sch. Olive Pecker,
Port Royal to Boston, 82,000 net.
Brig Jennie
Hulbert, Darien to Philadelphia, lumber, 84.25,
free wharfage.
Freights. The Freight Circular of Brown &
Co. New York, reports for the w’eek ending March
13th: Shippers of case oil to the far East recognizing the position of the market for suitable tonnage have again reflected their requirements bv
contracting for forward arrivals at rates showing
an advance upon recent fixtures. To Calcutta,
tonnage has been accepted at 17 1-2 cents, and to
l’adangand Macassar 23 cents. The market closed
strong at the improvement, with tonnage offerings
early and distant, limited even at the advanced
quotations. The demand for vessels of a similar
class for general cargo to Australia. New Zealand,
etc., continues quite tree, hence no ditticultv is
experienced in maintaining the market upon’the
basis of full recent terms exacted by owners.
There is also a good inquiry for South Afiican
ports, but vessels suitable for this trade are
scarce. To Cape Town the rate is 2<»s for medium
size vessels. 24s. to Port Elizabeth and 25s. to
Port Natal. Barrel petroleum freights continue
very dull. Large vessels could probably be obtained at 2s. 1. K.-Continent. There is less inquiry for naval store tonnage, shippers' warns being well covered for the moment. Vessels of medium size would entertain 2s. (»d.«2s. 7 1 2d.
upon rosin to Cork f. o., option Baltic, for Mav,
June. July loading. The River Plate lumber trade
momentarily is quiet, due in some measure to the
political troubles that, are now prevalent in that
•section. A few orders are said to be in market
limited at 88 a §'.* from the Provinces to Buenos
Ayres a: «i Rosario, and 811.5(>to.§12 from the
Cult to Montevideo and Buenos Ayres, but ves
sels are not readily obtainable at these rates.
Tic re is no improvement for the demand tor
Brazil or South American tonnage. Two fixtures,
one to Santos and the other to Bahia with
general
cargo are reported at 7<»«B5 cents respectixelv.
Tonnage for the West Incies and Windward eontinnes in fair request, hut with shippers yet reluctant to advance their bids, owners are not
prompt to accept the business proffered.
ings of sugar continue to be made from St. Dotningo at 82 5<> and port charges to New York,
with additional business at this figure. Notwithstanding the disturbed condition of affairs in
Cuba, considerable sugar appears to be seeking
transpor.ation from that Island hither. The latest
fixture was at 8 1-2ol\) 1-2 cents from Matanzas
to Philacelphia or New York, with one cent additional if Delaware Breakwater t o. Coastwise
lumber rates are firmer, though not quotable
higher. In the line of coal freights to the Eastward there is little doing, but an improvement
soon is confidently
anticipated. Rates are with-

a

1

Exchange

Office,

53 State St., Boston.

Agencies

in all

principal

4wll

towns.

Fletcher Bai badoes.
Macoris, March 5. In port, sch. Mary L. Crosby, Tiimm,to sail about March 10, for some port
to load.
Point-a-Pitre, March 15. Ar, sch. Lizzie B.
Willey, Rivers, New York.

Mrs. Riley Bradford, twin daughters.
Bowden. In Bluehill, March 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
Albert S Bowden, a son.
Chatto. In Sedgwick, Feb. 28, to Mr. and Mrs.
J. B. Chatto, a son, Herman Warren.
Gray. In Oastine, Feb. 24, to Mr. and Mrs.
James B. Gray, a son.
Hutchins. In Penobscot, March 6, to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Hutchins, a son.
Richardson. In Castine, March 4, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Richardson, a son.
Saroent. In Ellsworth Falls, March 3, to Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Sargent, a son.
Simmons. In Friend.-hip. March G, to Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Simmons, a daughter.
Wallace. In Friendship, March 5, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ulysses Wallace, a daughter.

MARRIED.
Gray Hutchins. In Bucksport, March 4, Rodney \V. Gray and Miss Gertrude A. Hutchins, both
of Orland.
Haskell-Cushing. In Bluehill, Feb. 25,Eugene
S. Haskell and Miss Ella M.Cushing, both of Bluehill.
H ills-Sweetland. In Appleton, Feb. 27, Geo.
E. Hills of Union and Alice L. Sweetland of Searsmont.
Oroway-Leach. In North Penobscot, March
13, Walter I. Ordway and Miss Winnifred M.
Leach, both of Castine.

DIED.
Babbidge.

were bought at prices almost
and will be sold on the sank

r

4

1

AT MARVELLOUS LOW PRICES
•■i

TAKE ADVANTAGE NOW WHILE THEY LAS
SALE WILL BE SHORT.

:

These pots and earthen ware were bought
price of factory going out of manufa
ing business, and the public are to have th

*

A

■

own

!

position as nurse in a hospital....Mrs. Berry of Thorndike has been placed in the tomb in Oak Hill cemetery,
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles where a brief service was conducted by Rev. j
F. Bessey, of this town-And now Charles J. P. Simonton. The floral offerings were
is proud of his Guinea pig trade, after all.
unusually profuse, a separate team being re- j
The stock has received valuable additions
quired to bring them from Bangor, and they
recently and the little ones are the delightof were very beautiful. Edward S. Smith of
the children... Augustus Curtis is boarding Denver, Col., a brother of Mrs. Fernald, and
|
j
in the family of Hiram Michaels_Mrs. A.
her cousin, Walter B. Grant, Esq. of Boston,
B. Wentworth is still very sick and but
accompanied Mr. Fernald to Winterport.
little
change is noticed in her condition. Ellery- Bowden, Esq., had charge of arrange.It is
ments here. Mr. Fernald, who is now a law
very sickly in this vicinity
and the doctors are kept
busy. yer in Boston, is a native of this place and his
Mrs. Yin hie Chase stopped with Mrs. T. mother, Mrs. N. J.
Fernald, still resides here.
A. Elliott while Miss Meda Dodge had a
-Friday morning Mr. Weed, one of our
short vacation.... I. G. Reynolds, Charles F. aged citizens, died of
grip at the home of his
1
Bessey and \\ in. N. Crosby are the trustees son, Capt. Nelson Weed. The funeral was
j
of the Brooks sinking fund_The
j
held
at their
home Sunday_Saturday
family
of Horace Roberts lias been quite sick....
morning the community was shocked by
Offer-|
Our young people very much regret the un- the news of another
Mrs.
very sail death.
timely death of young Mark Shibles of George Rich, who was at the Bangor HosKnox, who has often attended the enter- pital being treated for cancer, passed away
tainments in this place and with whom we about 11
o’clock, the operation of removing
were all acquainted-Mrs. Susan Littlethe cancer having been performed Friday
I
field of Belfast is visiting her oid home in afternoon. Mrs. Rich was a
lovely woman
Brooks... .The selectmen will now receive and the deepest sympathy is expressed for
I
j
proposals for support of the poor of the town the husband and two little children so sud*
for the ensuing year. All bids should be denly bereft of a devoted wife and mother.
out quotable change.
put in before the first day of April, when -Monday morning still another death octhey will be considered... .Miss Mabel Bes- curred. Mrs. Hannah Crosby, an aged lady,
She
sey has returned from Thorndike, where she died of pueumouia following grip.
_BOfiJSI.
spent three weeks with her sister, Mrs. Ber- leaves two daughters to mourn their loss_
Alexander.
In North Haven, March 8, to
ry-Miss Grace Dow will not go back to Most of those who have been reported ill are ('apt. ami Mrs. George Alexander, a son.
Bowen. In Belfast, March 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
this spring, but is assisting her recovering.
the
Castine
recent victims of
Among
Charles H. Bowen, a son.
father in the store-The family of NathanBradford. In Friendship, March 3, to Mr. and
grip are Mrs. F. W. Haley and Miss Millie
iel Evans will remain in
soon

1

Cups.

ent of

Camden.

]

ON SALE!

Most Economical, because Purest and Pest.

F. W. HUNTON & CO.

half cords of cord wood (sawing each stick
twice) in one day, and five cords in a day
and a half....Mrs. Sarah Meservey is very
sick, considered dangerously so.

Koh-i-noor.

and India.

Looh for the. Tea
Box on Grocer's

days recently.The School committee
have elected A. L. Maddocks Superintendfew

Pekoe,

Ceylon

balloting nine times and spending a
of time they were obliged to pass
the article over.
1 suppose after the little
conteutiou cooled down it looked about the i
Brooks this sumEach little factiou
same to all in town.
mer-Wm. Roberts has been under the and Mr. C. R. Goodwin. Mr. Martin Hurd
wanted a chance to show their strength. ! weather for the
past few weeks_Miss of North Winterport i& very sick with pneuEverything passed of pleasantly and the Mabel Eilingwood, who the past season has monia-Mr. and Mrs. «J. W. Carletou have
town officers are good selections, Two of been away and learned the dressmakers’
been visiting friends in Sangerville, Dexter
into business here.
trade, has decided to
the selectmen, J. S. Herriman and Arthur She will have rooms go
and Stetson-A masquerade party w’as
with Mrs. Josephine
Boyd, have served before. Elmer Clark, the Fogg and will work at the homes of her cus- given by the ladies at the Udd Fellows banthird selectman, lives in the extreme end of tomers when they wish it. Mrs. Huff and
have had more work than they quet hall Wednesday evening which was a
the town and but little is known of him. He daughters
could do the past season. Mrs. Blin Staii- social success-J. E. Larrabee aud W. S.
is 22 years of age, but is a promising young tial has also been
kept busy. There is al- Littlefield are drawn for jurors.
man-J. F. Libby had a crowded store by ways work in that line to do_Charles W.
Lane has a dog called Jack that is something
spells town-meeting day.B. M. Fames of a
curiosity from the fact that he is now
SHIP NEWS.
runs the old pioneer John Libby’s blackeighteen years old. He has kept the dog
smith shop in the village and keeps abreast from a pup and knows his age_Miss MinPORT OF BELFAST.
of the times as a first class shoer of horses. nie Day has returned from Boston, where
ARRIVED.
she spent five weeks in visiting friends_
He was born that way, I guess. He always A. B. Stantial is in Penobscot
March 10. Sch. Anna W. Barker, Blake, Castiuecounty this
March 11. Schs. Maria Webster, Turner, Rockknows how to shoe a horse better than the week
collecting for the Great Eastern
Fertilizer Co-Dr. A. W. Rich was no- land; Chester R. Lawrence, Grinnell, Weymouth ;
owner does, and his work proves it.
tified Tuesday of the death of Uncle Fiheman, Knowlton, Elizabethport.
March 12. Sch. Coquette, Swan’s Island.
Liberty. John M. Wellington died at his Thorndike Rich in Unity. The funerMarch 16. Sch. Frank G. Rich, McClintock,
borne in this village very suddenly Friday al will be held to-day, Thursday, at Booth bay.
the Union church and the remains wTill
March 16. Sch. James Holmes, Ryan, Boston.
morning, aged about 70 years. Mr. Welling- be taken to Jackson for interment_Miss
SAILED.
ton was a hard working, honest man, who Ella Mathews is spending the winter with
March 17.. Schs. Hunter, Stanley, Deer Isle;
of
the
Alfred
in
Hubbard
Thorndike.
family
looked well after the affairs of his home and
Garland, Allen, Green’s Landing.
....E. C. Holbrook is off the road this bad
March 15. Sch. Chester R. Lawrence, Grinnell,
family. He had a somewhat eventful life in weather, and is spendiug the time at home Rockland.
•
his younger days, having served several with his family... .I)r. C. W. Jenneys, denAMERICAN PORTS.
New York, March 8. Ar, sch. Puritan, Sargent,
He served his tist, who settled here last season is having a
years on board a whaler.
good run of business_Mr. Reynolds of Boston; 0, cld, sch. Edward Stewart, Kent, Neucountry well during the war in the gallant Unity has been quite sick at the home of his vetas; 11, cld, sch. James A. Garfield,
Point-aold 19lh Maine.
It is said that regiment son-in-law, Fred W. Brown, Jr., Esq of Pitre; sld, brig Katahdin, Norfolk; 12, sld, sch.
Wm. 11 Sumner, Fernandina ; 13, ar, schs. Gen.
this
town.
contained no better soldier than he. He was
A. Ames, Fernandina; Anna Pendleton, Brunsa
man of iron constitution;
none could
wick, Ga.; sld, schs. S. G. Haskell, Philadelphia;
James A. Garfield, Point-a Pitre; Aiiueda Willey,
stand more fatigue than he.
He contracted
Brunswick, Ga.; 15, cld, sch. Charlotte T. Sibley,
heart disease while in the service, which
Tampa via Key West; sld, sell. Maud Snare, Fernandina.
was the cause of his death.
He has worked
Boston, March 10. Ar, brig Harry Smith, Carter, Turks Island; 13, sld, sell. Olive Pecker. Fercontinually in the tannery since the war—
BANKERS and BROKERS,
nandina; 14, ar, sells. Susan N. Pickering, Haskalways at his post, always faithful. He
ell, Pensacola; Odell, McDonough, Belfast; 15,
AND DEALERS IN
sld, schs. Janies llolmts and E. L. Warren, Belleaves a wife and four children.Generafast.
tions of men go and come like leaves of the
PRIME INVESTMENT SECURITIES
Philadelphia, March 13. Cld, sch. Isaac Olier*
ton, Trim, Bridgeport ; 14, ar, sch. S. G. Haskell.
forest trees.
Within four years Mr. Hunt
A general banking and brokerage busiRichardson, New York.
and five of the men who had worked for him
ness transacted.
Baltimore, March 13. Ar, schs. Yale, Rockport,
Me.; J. Manchester Haynes, Mathews, Boston.
for years, have passed to the great beyond,
Drafts, notes, interest, dividends and couSabine Pass, March 8. Sld, sch. Austin 1).
collected
for
clients
free
of
pons
charge.
and others have taken their places_L. 0.
Knight, Drinkwater, Tampico; 11, sld, sch. EdAllow interest on deposit subject to sight
ward H. Blake, Blake, Tampico.
Morse and wife of Pittsfield are spending a
check. Buy and sell on commission Stocks
Apalachicola, March 11. Ar, sch. Thom as W.
few days in town. ..Sickness prevails among
Hyde, Carver, Colon.
and Bonds, either for cash or on margins of
Darien, Ga., March 11. Cld, sch. F. C. Pendleus to a great extent.
Nearly every family
3 to 5 per cent.
ton, Burgess, New York; 15, ar, sch. Florence Lehas one or more of its members on the sick
land, Brunswick.
We solicit orders and letters of enquiry
Norfolk, March 11. Sld, sch. D. D. Haskell,
list.. .The Whist Club met last Friday evenI from those desiring to buy or sell Stocks,
Haskell, New Haven; 12, sld, W. Wallace Ward,
Bonds, Wheat, Corn, Oats, Cotton, Coffee,
Providence.
ing at Crockett’s ball. Mrs. G. H. Cargill,
Savannah, March 11. Ar, sch. Humarock, VcaPork, Lard or Ribs.
Miss Dickey and Miss Small entertained. It
zie, Boston.
Unexcelled facilities for handling out of
Brunswick, Ga., March 13. Ar, sch. Florence
was highly appreciated by all present. Owing
town accounts and fractional lots.
Leland, Spofford, New York via Union Island;
to sickness and the storm not so large a numelc sell. iEtna, Chipman, New York; 16, ar, sch.
Orders may be telegraphed at our expense.
Henry R. Tilton, Ranlett, New York (and sailed
ber were in attendance as there would have
Telegrams free on opening markets and
for Darien).
been under more favorable conditions....
every necessary enquiry.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Direct private telegraph wires to New
Willie Cargill and Harry Brown of the M.
Hong Kong, March 8. Sld, bark Fred P. Litch
York and Chicago giving instantaneous
field, Hardy, Callao.
C. Institute, Pittsfield, are spending a two
communication.
Barbadoes, Feb. 24. Ar, sell. Star of the Sea,
weeks’ vacation with their parents in this
Hopkins, New York ; sld, sch. Eliza J. Pendleton,
Write for our weekly MARKET REPORT,
Cuba: March 8, ar, sch. Grace Davis,
Fletcher,
village-We think we have the champion
mailed free to applicant.
Dodge, Portland.
wood sawyer in this village. Tom CunningCienfuegos, Feb. 27. Sld, sell. R. W. Hopkins,
Bo ton ; March 8, ar, sell. Eliza J. Pendleton,
303
Bld g,
Head
ham, a lad of eighteen, sawed three and oneafter

good deal

EARTHEN BANKS, &

package Teas

a

Schools-Misses Alice M. Poor and
Hattie Bean are attending the spring term
of the Normal School at Castiue_Mr. Bert
Toothaker has returned to his studies at

Carload of

MATCH SAFES,

CHASU SA N BORN 'S

Soon after dinner she had an ill turn and
died before the doctor could be summoned.
The cause of her death was heart failure.
Mrs. Wentworth of Knox conducted the

funeral

Complete

FLOWER POTS,
BEAN POTS,

Stockton Springs.
Mrs. Silas Trundy
and daughter, Mrs. Irene Hatch, left by boat
March 11th for Boston.... Capt David Berry
died March 10th, aged 71 years. He leaves a
wife, four daughters and one sou. The funeral

last

Warren, wife and son, of Bucksport
Tuesday to attend the funeral

E. L.
w ere

a

Damm.

Mrs. J. T. Erskine leaves to-day to visit
her sister, Mrs. Griffin, in Boston.
Fred B. Smith recently shipped
order of tobacco to Brunswick, Ga.

Nickerson closed

know

Monday.

Clement & Adams have
spring wall papers.

L.

W. Bill mgs’

Hamp-

den Tuesday.
There is

Percy

ten-pound boy-The L. A. S. at D.
was largely attended and much
enjoyed. They will meet with Miss Martha
M. Nickerson Thursday, March 25th_Mr.
and Mrs. Lament O’Hanley are young people who are highly respected by all who

this week.

Haut

Swanville.

very successful term of school in Prospect
last week-Will Damm is intensely happy.

vantage

at

_

PRICES UNHEARD OF.
**■»

CALL APSE) EXAMINE.
CALL AND

EXAMINE.

CALL A PS'I)

The

prices

and

KX AMI N I

goods will tell

the

you

■m

STAPLES & BAILEY.
OWNERS,

T
A

BELFAST, MAIM

WAXY KIMS OF KAIMHKX
LOST

Good
Bread
is

GKO. A. BA 11,1 \

>lr

silk umbrella with

i>.

I lie limb

mounted.

by erturuin^

it

him

to

FAMOUS AM)

produced
fro?n inferior fiour—everybody knows that.
The foundation of
good flour is choice senever

lected wheat.

Machinery,
and.

m

method

know how”

£XXXX

are

all

important in the
making of a reliable,
uniform brand like

S|;U<*

pillsbury’s
BEST

1

There are other good brands of flour
but Pillsbury's best is always best
and brings the best nee.

“As it Was
In the Beginning,
Is now and
Ever Shall Be,"
THE

BEST,

AND PUREST

MEDICINE BEFORE
THE PEOPLE,

ifeite Tonic

Notice.

A"

oi

WALDO SS.

rot
Bn

111 tlie rase of .1 A M ES
in said ( ouiuy, [ns..)\
Vi *i are hereby not :■
Eernabl lnsoivcut I
I
tiled in said <'<»urt for sai
t ion for a discharge I n>:
ly and as former eopai; n
prov ided under the InMaine, and for a eei; it
a hearing upon the sane
Eiobate Court Koom n 1;.
Waldo, on Wednesday
I> 1807, at two o'clock
and where you may a.
any you have, why the ]
should not be granted.
Attest ( HA III I
2wll
l:

VOTICE. The s„b>,
lA that she has been
tratrix ot the estate of

■■

BEST EKE

BABB1IX.

S

the County <>| \\ aldo.
the law directs
A :;
against the estate of -a,
present the same for sen
thereti are requested t>.

m
as

ately.
Wiuterport, Mi reh o,
VOTICE.

In Belfast, March 15, Caroline W.
Babbidge, aged 85 years,
Bagley. In Ellsworth, March 9. Penelope A.,
widow of George W. Bagley, aged 54 years, 4
months and 14 days.
Beyan. In Castine, Feb. 26, Mrs. Mary E. Levan, aged 72 years.
Bukgess. In Union, March 1, Capt. Ehen Burgess, aged 74 years, 2 months and 7 davs.
Cables. In Rockland, March 7, .John*H Cables,
a native of Lincolnville, aged 52 years, 2 months.
Coombs In Boston, Feb. 23. Mrs. Alice Coombs,
aged 34 years.
Coggins. In Prospect, March 15, Esther H.,
daughter of Clifton and Mary E. Coggins, aged :
1 () days.
Felker. In Searsport, March 13th. Jane H.,
wife of Michael Felker, aged 72 years.
Gay.
In Morrill. March 16, Sarah Gav. aged
84 years and 2 months.
Greenlaw. In Deer Isle. March 6, Mrs. Martha \
Greenlaw, aged 40 years, 2 months and 7 da\s.
Grindle.
In Bluehill, March 5, Mrs Sarah
Grindle, aged 64 years, 4 months and 2 days.
Greek. In Belmont, March 14, Daniel A. Greer,
ageci 76 years, 5 months and 6 davs.
Judge of its qualities by the folHolmes. In Belfast, March 10, Sally Holmes
lowing statement from Palermo,
aged 92 years and 11 months.
Hoffses. In Camden, March 10, Floyd Willis,
Me.:
only daughter of Mr and Mrs. Frank P. Hoffses,
Gents
Dalton’s Sarsaparilla and Nerve
aged 11 months and 8 days.
Tonic is the only remedy I have ever found
Lee. In Bucksport, March 15, Win. N. Lee,
that would have any effect on my RheumaJr., aged 1 years, 3 months, 8 days.
tism (and 1 have tried many other remedies
Morse.
In Searsmont, March 10, Abbie A.
I have received great benefit from taking
Morse, aged 73 years and 5 months.
DALTON’S. I sell it in my store and can
Magune. In Rockport, March 5, Herbert H.
it for what it has done for me
recommend
Magune, aged 40 years.
and for many of my acquaintances.
In Searsport, March 12th, Louise E.
Park
CAR ROL TURNER.
Park, aged 52 years.
East Palermo, Sept., 1894.
Pottle. In Belfast, March 12, James T. Pottle,
60
aged
years.
Redman. In Bucksport, March 3, Robert M.
Redman, aged 51 years, 10 months and 16 davs.
The subscriber hereby gives notice
Roberts. In Waldo, Marcli 13, Mrs. A ddie M.
that she has been duly appointed Executrix
Roberts, aged 21 years, 6 months and 13 days.
and testament of
will
of
the
last
In
Start.
Boston, March 4, Rev. Win. A. Start
of Medford, Mass., a native of Camden, aged 60
JAMES W. WHITE, late of Belfast,
and
3
years
days.
Siiibles. In Knox, March 14. Markie Shibles, in the
County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
aged 25 years.
having demands against the estate of said deceasIn Owl’s Head, South Thomas!on. ed are desired to
Tolman.
present thy same for settlement,
March G, Capt. 1. H. Tolman, aged 46 years, 7
ami all indebted thereto are requested to make
months and 19 days.
immediately.
payment
Warren. In Searsport, March 13tli, Caroline
SARAH J. WHITE.
M., wife of Abner Warren, aged 63 years.
Belfast, March 9, 1897.
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in the County of W.d.
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immediate! v.
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SUBSCRIBE FOR

'

THE REPUBLICAN
Belfast
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CORRECTED W EKE

Produce Market.

Apple*, j.- lm,
It..
dried,
1
Beans, pea.
medium, 1
vel'u eyes
Butter, $> lb,

Beef, fc> lh,
Barley. fc> hu,
fc* tt*.
Chicken, |;> lb,
Calfskins,
lb,
Duck,
Eggs, \) doz,

n.iL'< ./
4.
Hut*
I .;i
i»o.« 1
oiiu 1 1"
Mi'!
J 1a 1
H> «/•_*>>
f> a <! I 1’

».’•
locij
lOc 11_’
50c 77.
14c D5
4o«

Cheese,

Foul.

1

;;

?■;!

1 1

StiK*
13«

th,

Geese, k> Iti,
uetaii

4'_

L.

"

/‘no

u.&' Lilli*' 1
Beef, corned, fc> lb,
Butter salt 1 4 lb bag, I s Ml »i
97 11111"
;; Hl.k:
Cracked Corn, |> bu,
Corn Meal, |> bu,
97 r
l
«
lf>
Cheese, fe> lb,
[■
r
Cotton Seed,
ewt, 1
«.
o « 9 in.
Codfish, dry. t* lb
Cranberries, 1:* «jt, fxC' s'
( lover Seed,
lb. 11 a 2 S’.
Flour, •!> bid. 4 50(g'5 7o Sill I I

Corn, |> bn,

H.G.Seed, bu,
Lard, |) tb

1

on
Hn 9

1

;

si'1

Win

5«!
!
41

1

11'

